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Abstract 
 
This written exegesis, alongside three recorded albums, Pictures of Everyday, Baby 

Astronaut, and The Dunedin Electric Co., works to reconcile the analytic with 

implementation through a practice-as-research approach. The composition and 

production methodologies of The Beatles’ Revolver (1966) and Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely 

Hearts Club Band (1967) albums are appropriated as stimuli for my own original works 

with the intent of implementing a 1960s production aesthetic onto my own productions. 

This project represents an attempt to advance both my own song writing and producing 

skills and to inspire others to vary their approach to recording, to try and find their own 

unique aesthetic by studying the recording methodologies of a particular time period. 

The introductory chapter presents a brief overview of the project before background 

literature is discussed in chapter two. Cultural, geographical and technological 

influences behind both The Beatles’ recordings and my own are investigated in chapter 

three as are the problems that a project such as this may encounter. Approaches to 

analysing phonographic works and the effects of a phonographic tradition are 

examined in chapter four. Chapter five explains how The Beatles albums informed my 

practices and looks at the pioneering techniques of Artificial Double Tracking and the 

use of varispeed and my application of these. The ways in which The Beatles 

recordings dynamised the standard quadratic form they inherited are discussed both 

from a composition and production standpoint in chapter six along with discussing 

characteristics of psychedelic rock. Further creative processes involved in the recording 

of my albums are detailed in chapter seven.  Approaches and insights of the practice-

based researcher lead to a direct and intimate knowledge and understanding of the 

discipline under investigation. By presenting myself with a model to work toward I have 

found that it is indeed possible to come up with an aesthetic that is on one hand 

reminiscent of the Beatles’ mid-sixties sound and on the other, original in its own right. 
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1 Project Overview 
The intention behind this project is to appropriate compositional and recording 

practices and methodologies from the 1966-1967 recordings of the Beatles, primarily 

the Revolver (1966) and Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967) albums, and 

use these as the creative influence on my own compositions and productions.1 These 

stimuli come in the form of concepts based on the societal observations made by 

Lennon, McCartney and Harrison in much of their lyrical content, song writing 

techniques, juxtaposition of sections and songs, production ideas and techniques. I 

view this particular study as being not only a practice-based research undertaking, but 

also as the reverse, an exercise in research-based practice. As this is a study in studio 

production, the main focus of the project was to examine how the recording studio itself 

can be a compositional tool in achieving a particular production aesthetic. To enable 

this, the song writing and compositional techniques of the Beatles required analysis as 

the recording studio was used to enhance their songs and transform them into works of 

phonograhy. 2 Recording studio technologies and techniques of the 1960s needed 

investigating so a comparison to the digital environment of today could be made. 

Ethnographic, cultural and sociological issues of the 1960s, the influence and 

inspiration behind the songs of Lennon, McCartney and Harrison, were also explored. 

These three factors all contribute to how the Beatles approached the studio 

environment in 1966-67 and used the technology of the time to enhance and become a 

part of their compositional fabric. 

1.1  Research Aims: 

• To investigate the influences behind Revolver and Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 

Band, to ascertain how these influences were absorbed and utilised by the band and 

their recording team to create phonographic works, and to determine what can be 

applied from this investigation in 2017 to create original recordings with an 

implemented production aesthetic. 
                                                
1  For this study I will be referring to the UK release of Revolver  which contained three more 

songs than the US version. ‘I’m Only Sleeping’, ‘Doctor Robert’, and ‘And Your Bird Can Sing’ 
were released on the Yesterday and Today album in the US, released two months earlier in 
June 1966, and were left off the US version of Revolver. 

2 The term ‘phonography’ is attributed to Evan Eisenberg, The Recording Angel : Music, 
Records and Culture from Aristotle to Zappa, 2nd ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
2005), 89. 
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• By appropriating compositional and production aesthetics of the Beatles’ 1966-1967 

recordings and applying them to my own recordings to determine to what extent my 

compositions reveal these influences, and how they have affected my composition 

and production methodologies. 

• All recording projects differ and working methods vary from musician to musician and 

producer to producer. Through analyses, self-reflection, and examination of why 

certain avenues were followed, I aim to contribute another differing view of how the 

practice-as-research method of creative arts enquiry can illuminate the intent of the 

creator. 

• The purpose for using Revolver and Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band as 

stimuli was to utilise them as a launch pad for originality by means of extension. By 

dissecting creative processes, I hope to highlight the intellectual thought patterns that 

I, and other practitioners of recorded music, utilise in the journey toward achieving an 

intended outcome. 

Investigating the factors that came together at this important time in rock and popular 

music history poses some overriding questions. How much was the standard popular 

music form influenced by the recorded musical output of the mid-1960s and by the 

sound aesthetic produced by The Beatles, and what were the contributing factors that 

stimulated the desire for a new aesthetic at this time? By positioning Revolver and Sgt. 

Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band as works of phonography, wherein the recorded 

artefact itself is regarded as the artwork and therefore a constructed “ideal event”, 

these albums embody the ideals of romanticism with phonography a means of 

achieving a technological symphonism.  

1.2  About the Exegesis 
As Suzanne Little suggests, “the exegesis should not be considered a ‘translation’ of 

the artwork or practice but a document that is read in conjunction with the work, the one 

informing and explicating the other and vice versa”.3 This research is “intended to add 

                                                
3 Suzanne Little, "Practice and Performance as Research in the Arts," in Dunedin Soundings : 

Place and Performance, ed. Dan Bendrups and Graeme Downes (Dunedin, N.Z.: Otago 
University Press, 2011), 26. 
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to a shared knowledge, not just that of the individual artist”.4 In chapter two I begin by 

reviewing the literature that most strongly pertains to my research. I also supply some 

background information to one of the key concepts in my research; the art of 

phonography. Chapter three provides background information to the project, including 

bringing into focus the artistic, socio-political, and cultural climate in which The Beatles 

were involved at the time of creating these albums. I then clarify how I intend to use 

Revolver and Sgt. Pepper as inspiration for my own compositions. My own recordings 

are introduced before discussing the limitations of a project such as this, particularly 

the distance of time and geography. Chapter four explores different methodologies 

concerning the analysis of phonographic works and the considerations one must make 

when doing so, and unpackages the idea of what ‘Dynamic Content Within a 

Framework’ imples. In chapter five I discuss how the application and appropriation of 

these ideas and methodologies have affected my own compositions and recordings. 

I go on to study ‘psychedelic rock’ in chapter six by observing what I believe to be its 

definable characteristics, and make a case for the art of juxtaposition as an integral 

element of the classification. Throughout chapters five and six, examples and analysis 

of my own processes are threaded in where appropriate. In chapter seven I detail the 

processes involved in the creation of my recordings, or that have not yet already been 

discussed. In chapter eight I reflect on the project and whether my stated aims have 

been met. More detailed information regarding the recording processes and equipment 

used in the recordings is available in Appendices A, B, C, E and F, while Appendix D 

contains all song lyrics to original compositions. 

1.3  Practice as Research: 
With the practice-as-research model that a Doctor of Musical Arts degree determines, it 

is to the distinct advantage of the researcher that they are a practitioner working within 

the artistic discipline. They are an auto-ethnographer, the intentional agency of whom is 

highlighted.5 Approaches and insights of the practice-based researcher lead to a direct 

                                                
4 Ibid., 23. 
5 Maréchal’s entry in the Sage Encyclopaedia of Case Study Research describes auto-

ethnography as “a form or method of research that involves self-observation and reflexive 
investigation in the context of ethnographic field work and writing”. She continues to add that 
“the term has a double sense, referring either to the reflexive consideration of a group to 
which one belongs as a native, member, or participant (ethnography of one's own group) or 
to the reflexive accounting of the narrator's subjective experience and subjectivity 
(autobiographical writing that has ethnographic interest). This distinction can be blurred in 
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and intimate knowledge and understanding of the discipline under investigation. The 

musicologist has in the past often been a step removed from the focus of study 

(especially in the case of rock and popular music) and therefore unable to understand 

all of the intricacies and thought processes involved in the creation of the work.6 There 

are exceptions to this with an increasing number of publications by those working in the 

field of record production, including individuals who worked with The Beatles in the 

studio such as George Martin and Geoff Emerick who offer insights into creative 

practices. Generalisations may often be broken down by a practitioner, who instead 

may focus on particularities that may be of importance to knowledge acquisition within 

the given discipline, which may be otherwise missed. Estelle Barrett supports this view 

stating that the practice-as-research approach “provides the opportunity for the creative 

arts researcher to elucidate why and how processes specific to the arts discipline 

concerned mutate to generate alternative modes of understanding”.7 These modes of 

understanding are crucial to students of music technology, production, and 

composition. When discussing the exegesis as meme, Barrett also adds that, “the 

evolution, stability and successful application of ideas and knowledge derived from 

research depends on how well such knowledge is replicated and understood by 

others”.8  She also states that “such [replication] mechanisms have tended to rely on 

the mystification of artistic products as commodities rather than an elucidation of 

creative arts practices as alternative modes of understanding the world and of revealing 

new knowledge”.9 By demystifying the creative processes that have been deliberately 

mystified in the past by commodification, the imparting of creative practices for future 

appropriation is vital to the knowledge economy. This particular project aims to expose 

the recording process from the song writing stage to the final studio realisation. By 

documenting the entire process via written exegesis and a series of appendices 

alternate modes of understanding may be revealed. The approach taken by this project 

could be applied to the study of any recorded work. By studying past production styles 

                                                                                                                                          
some research traditions. Autoethnography is sometimes made synonymous with self-
ethnography, reflexive ethnography, or performance ethnography, and can be associated 
with narrative inquiry and autobiography”. 

 An exegesis detailing an undertaking such as this one therefore contains auto-ethnographic 
observations. Albert Mills, "Encyclopedia of Case Study Research,"  (2010).   

6 Richard Middleton, "Popular Music Analysis and Musicology: Bridging the Gap." Popular Music 
12, no. 2 (1993): 111-190. 

7 Estelle Barrett, "The Exegesis as Meme," in Practice as Research: Approaches to Creative 
Arts Enquiry, ed. E Barrett, Bolt, B (London: I.B. Tauris, 2007), 162. 

8 Ibid., 160 
9 Ibid., 160. 
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notions of ‘retro’ may be informed, but more importantly, the creative insights absorbed 

by the practitioner may both stimulate originality and be reapplied to future projects. 
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2 Literature Review 
Many threads need to be woven together to inform an undertaking such as this as it is 

not simply an analysis of a single aspect of the recordings of The Beatles. The 

background influences and important contributing factors of these two landmark 

recordings must be uncovered as the composition of original material is to be based 

upon this.  

The art of phonography was extant before Revolver and Sgt Pepper were created, but 

these two albums made it acceptable to present studio creations to the general public. 

Since the release of Sgt Pepper, it has become the custom for live performances to be 

representations of the recorded products rather than the reverse. It is therefore 

important that the art of phonography be reviewed in this project to indicate how 

composition may be supported and affected. The writings of Evan Eisenberg,10 Lee 

Brown,11 Olivier Julien,12Virgil Moorefield,13 and Theodore Gracyk14 express what they 

believe ‘phonography’ connotes, and suggestions of how one might approach the 

analysis of works of phonography are offered by Allan Moore,15 Allan Moore and Ruth 

Dockwray, 16  Albin Zak, 17  and Simon Zagorski-Thomas. 18  These suggestions have 

provided me with valuable ideas and methodologies throughout this project with regard 

to the analytical approach of both The Beatles’ works and my own albums.  

                                                
10 Eisenberg. 
11 Lee B. Brown, "Phonography," in Aesthetics: A Reader in Philosophy of the Arts, ed. D 

Goldblatt and Lee B. Brown (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1997), 252-57.  
"Phonography, Rock Records, and the Ontology of Recorded Music," The Journal of Aesthetics 

and Art Criticism 58, no. 4 (2000): 361-72. 
"Phonography, Repitition and Spontaneity," Philosophy and Literature 24(1) (2000): 111-25. 
12 Olivier Julien, "The Diverting of Musical Technology by Rock Musicians: The Example of 

Double-Tracking," Popular Music 18, no. 3 (1999): 357-65. 
"'A Lucky Man Who Made the Grade': Sgt. Pepper and the Rise of a Phonographic Tradition in 

Twentieth-Century Popular Music," in Sgt. Pepper and the Beatles: It Was Forty Years Ago 
Today, ed. Olivier Julien, Ashgate Popular and Folk Music Series (Aldershot: Ashgate 
Publishing Ltd., 2008), 147-69. 

13 Virgil Moorefield, The Producer as Composer : Shaping the Sounds of Popular Music 
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2005). 

14 Theodore Gracyk, Rhythm and Noise: An Aesthetics of Rock (London: Duke University Press, 
1996). 

15 Allan F. Moore, Rock, the Primary Text : Developing a Musicology of Rock, 2nd ed.. ed. 
(Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing Ltd., 2001). 

16 Allan F. Moore and Ruth Dockwray, "The Establishment of the Virtual Performance Space in 
Rock," Twentieth-Century Music 5, no. 02 (2008): 219-41. 

17 Albin Zak, The Poetics of Rock : Cutting Tracks, Making Records (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2001). 

18 Simon Zagorski-Thomas, Musicology of Record Production (Cambridge University Press, 
2014). 
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Zak explains that in the immediate post-war years, “pop records went from 

documentary snapshots representing past events of remote provenance to aesthetic 

artefacts in their own right, their place and time forever here and now”, presenting 

recordists with “a virtual blank slate” with which to create a new aesthetic for popular 

music.19 Only more recently have studies begun to identify popular recorded works as 

functioning as a definitive version and being the equivalent of a notated score,20 of 

determining the course of popular music's history and therefore shaping the creative 

act within it,21 and of being the means to create an ideal event.22 These three authors 

have made use of the term ‘phonography' to describe these phenomena with the term 

itself accredited to Eisenberg, who first employed this descriptor in relationship to 

recorded works in his book, The Recording Angel (2005). Brown describes a work of 

phonography as a “sound-construct[s] created by the use of recording machinery for an 

intrinsic aesthetic purpose, rather than an extrinsic documentary one.” He adds that 

works of phonography “cannot be performed” and that they are “only phono-

accessible”.23 When defining rock music as a phonographic genre, Brown explains that 

“the palette of sound out of which a work of rock music is constructed owes much of its 

character to the input of the recording technology itself.” He lists as examples of this, 

“the alteration of sounds by accelerating or decelerating the tape, running it backward, 

or by layering sound sources one upon another”.24 Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 

Band, says Brown, creates a problem if it were to be performed live in that “its model is 

itself a sonic construct owing some of its essential features to recording technology”.25 

He also states that “rock works are artefacts intended to be consumed as artefacts of 

technology, not as mere windows onto performances existing independently of the 

recordings of them”.26  

 

Moorefield supports Eisenberg and Brown when he makes the assertion that 

recording’s metaphor has shifted from one of the “illusion of reality” (mimetic space) to 

                                                
19 Albin Zak III, "No-Fi: Crafting a Language of Recorded Music in 1950s Pop," in The Art of 

Record Production: An Introductory Reader for a New Academic Field, ed. Simon Frith and 
Simon Zagorski-Thomas (Farnham: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2012), 43. 

20 Moorefield. 
21 Julien, "'A Lucky Man Who Made the Grade': Sgt. Pepper and the Rise of a Phonographic 

Tradition in Twentieth-Century Popular Music." 
22 Eisenberg. 
23 Brown, "Phonography, Rock Records, and the Ontology of Recorded Music," 363. 
24 Ibid., 364. 
25 Ibid., 365. 
26 Ibid., 368. 
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the “reality of illusion” (a virtual world in which everything is possible)”. He continues, 

stating that both jazz and classical music, forms that are reliant on notated scores – in 

the case of jazz, a combination of written arrangements and improvisations - “are 

generally recorded live, without overdubs, and with minimal, if any, post-performance 

enhancement” and that “the idea is to capture the live performance in the tradition of 

“realistic” recording, as it has existed since the 1870s.” 27 He contrasts this with rock, in 

which he states that “the recording of a song functions as its score, its definitive 

version”.28 It is from rock and popular music and their many associated sub-genres that 

the majority of 'works of phonography' have appeared. Eisenberg differentiates 

between live and studio recordings in that “only live recordings record an event; studio 

recordings, which are the great majority, record nothing. Pieced together from bits of 

actual events, they construct an ideal event”.29 This, therefore, deems the word ‘record’ 

misleading. Zak finds this statement problematic in that with multitrack recording, each 

of the “fragmentary instances of music making that are collected throughout the 

recording stage of a project are not “bits of actual events” - that is, they are not 

disassembled pieces of a virtual whole”. Zak believes that these recorded fragments 

are “complete events in themselves, stages in a process”, and this is “only the 

beginning of their ontological journey”. 30 These two varying points of view occur as 

each of the authors are approaching recording from a different standpoint. I tend 

toward Zak’s standpoint as a recordist who often composes within the studio. A mental 

image that has been formed of the finished track by the composer never really 

eventuates but an approximation of the imagined project does. As each instrument is 

added to a track, it subsequently influences the following additions to the track. When a 

drummer, for instance, performs a part imagined by the composer, who has instructed 

the drummer on the performance of the part, it is a near impossibility that this will 

exactly match what the composer had imagined. This variance from the initial mental 

image will then inform the next part of the song and how it is performed. As Zak 

suggests, Eisenberg’s statement “approaches the issue from the wrong end of the 

compositional process”.31 Eisenberg is accurate in his assertion that “bits of actual 

events…construct an ideal event” but these “ideal events” now stand as “a thing 

                                                
27 Moorefield, xiii. 
28 Ibid., xiv. 
29 Eisenberg, 89. 
30 Zak, 130. 
31 Ibid., 35. 
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constituting a piece of evidence about the past” in a “permanent form”.32 These “ideal 

events” can then be unpacked and the constituent parts analysed, providing an even 

broader account of the details that went into their creation.   

 

Julien suggests the “rise of a 'phonographic tradition’”33 over the course of the twentieth 

century upon which popular music depends and which has “determined the course of 

its history”. 34  He refers to the tradition of phonography as being the means of 

preservation, dissemination and transmission of popular music, and this tradition has 

thereby shaped the creative act within it. This can be seen as true on Revolver and 

particularly in Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band where not only examples of 

appropriated compositional techniques abound, but also appropriated sound aesthetics 

of recorded artefacts that preceded both of these albums. The appropriations contained 

in these albums do not make them any less innovative, in fact both are considered to 

be milestones in the popular music genre – the point at which pop became rock, which 

in turn began to be considered as a viable artistic pursuit. With the proliferation of 

phonographic dissemination over the course of the twentieth century and its 

exponential continuation into the twenty first, musicians, and therefore all music, are 

benefitting as the stream of influence has increased to the degree that musical styles 

from throughout the world can be heard at the listener’s want. Julien also believes that 

Sgt. Pepper should be considered rock music’s first example of a complete shift to 

phonographic composition. When discussing Sgt. Pepper as an artefact of 

phonographic composition in contrast with other pioneering phonographic works of the 

1960s (Phil Spector’s A Christmas Gift For You, The Beach Boys’ Pet Sounds, and 

Frank Zappa’s Freak Out!), Julien explains: 

… at a distance of 40 years, Sgt. Pepper appears as the record that made 
popular musicians’ shift to phonographic composition complete insofar as it 
was, in essence, the product of tape recording and multitrack technology. 
By way of illustration, most parts on the songs were performed by a virtual 
band whose line-up was increased at will by means of overdubbing and 
tape-to-tape reduction. This virtual band conceived what might be called 
‘virtual head arrangements’ as the recording progressed (even though 
‘multitrack tape arrangements’ might be more appropriate), and it often 

                                                
32 Oxford Dictionary definition of ‘record’. 
33 Julien, "'A Lucky Man Who Made the Grade': Sgt. Pepper and the Rise of a Phonographic 

Tradition in Twentieth-Century Popular Music," 147.  
34 Ibid., 148. 
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played instruments and sang with voices whose tones resulted of their 
being affected during the recording process.35 

It could be argued that the same is true of previous Beatle’s recordings. From the 

‘sweetening’ added to their first album Please Please Me (1962), recorded to represent 

a ‘live performance’, to the studio wizardry employed on Revolver - which could also be 

a contender for first complete phonographically composed album - a steady 

progression of studio-compositional techniques had been employed on The Beatles’ 

recordings. Julien’s ‘virtual band’ had been present throughout The Beatles’ recorded 

career but it was with Revolver and Sgt. Pepper that the band was able to come to the 

forefront without self-consciousness, intent on finding a new musical aesthetic. The 

previously mentioned albums by Julien (A Christmas Gift For You, Pet Sounds, and 

Freak Out!) were influential on Sgt. Pepper in two very important ways. Firstly, they 

exploited how the 33 1/3 format could be utilised to encompass an overriding unity in 

sound and composition and, secondly, they legitimised the concept of the rock auteur.  

In his study of the aesthetics of rock, Gracyk takes the position that “rock is a tradition 

of popular music whose creation and dissemination centres on recording technology”, 

which implies that he too regards rock music as a phonographic art-form.36 Brown 

believes that “recording technology may be able to realise its ends only by methods 

that actually compromise the very realism toward which it aims.” He also believes that 

“listeners can become habituated to a given phonographic style”. 37  The art of 

phonography affords the listener advantages over live performance, one of which is the 

ability to listen to a piece of music repeatedly. Some suggest that the repetition that 

recordings offer may render the listening process stale and uninteresting. I suggest 

otherwise as repeated listening allows the listener to become more acquainted and 

intimate with the music, to learn its intricacies and nuances, and to become comfortable 

in its familiarity. Repetition can also result in the music being a relaxant, its hypnotic 

effect allowing listeners to lose themselves in the music. In his lecture, ‘The Studio as 

Compositional Tool’, Brian Eno stated that before the advent of recorded music: 

The piece disappeared when it was finished, so it was something that only 
existed in time. The effect of recording is that it takes music out of the time 
dimension and puts it into the space dimension. As soon as you do that, 

                                                
35 Ibid., 167. 
36 Gracyk, 1. 
37 Brown, "Phonography," 253. 
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you’re in a position of being able to listen again and again to a 
performance, to become familiar with details you most certainly had missed 
the first time through, and to become very fond of details that weren’t 
intended by the composer or the musicians. The effect of this on the 
composer is that he can think in terms of supplying material that would 
actually be too subtle for a first listening.38 

This is most certainly the case with Revolver and Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 

Band. Many of the musical details within the songs on these albums are so intricate 

that if they are picked up on the first listening, they demand to be listened to repeatedly 

in order to understand them as the textures of many songs are dense and complex. 

Musical details in the preceding statement should not only refer to the notes and 

pitches that are performed by the musicians themselves, but also must regard the 

application of effects applied to the sounds during the engineering and mixing 

processes. On certain tracks, the timbre of the instruments are deliberately altered to 

be either unrecognisable as the instrument performed or to be still recognisable but 

assail the listener with an instrumental timbre that they had not previously heard. Mark 

Hertsgaard explains; 

The tunes were as catchy as ever, but now they floated within richly 
wrought pieces of music that made statements in and of themselves. 
Indeed, there was so much going on within most of the songs on Revolver 
that they could not be fully absorbed immediately. Revolver thus did not 
merely invite repeated listenings, it demanded them, and like the best art, it 
yielded fresh joys and insights with each additional encounter. 39 

Eric Tamm states that many of Brian Eno’s comments on pieces of music “focus not on 

what a musicologist might be inclined to call their “purely musical” qualities - melody, 

harmony, rhythm, and so on - but rather on aspects of production and engineering, on 

how the recording studio was used to produce a particular kind of sound texture”.40 

Zagorski-Thomas suggests that “a recording affords an altogether different form of 

scrutiny” and “allows the detailed examination of both the performance and the 

representational form”. 41  He continues to add that repeated listening “allows the 

attention to focus on the minutiae of timbre, pitch and phrasing, and these lie at the 

                                                
38 Brian Eno, "Pro Session: The Studio as Compositional Tool,"  

http://music.hyperreal.org/artists/brian_eno/interviews/downbeat79.htm. 
39 Mark Hertsgaard, A Day in the Life : The Music and Artistry of the Beatles, Music and Artistry 

of the Beatles (New York, N.Y.: Delacorte Press, 1995), 176. 
40 Eric Tamm, Brian Eno: His Music and the Vertical Color of Sound (Boston: Faber and Faber, 

1989), 62. 
41 Zagorski-Thomas, 51. 
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heart of this performance-and timbre-led aesthetic”.42 Repeated playback during the 

recording process also allows the musician and producer to rehearse parts that may 

not feel natural or instinctive, therefore extending possibilities of composition. This type 

of composition would of course be more prepared and studied than traditionally written 

songs, but once recorded, then rehearsed, and then perfected to live performance 

quality, the song would, before long, become ‘natural’ to the live performer. The studio 

environment presents many opportunities which can be seized upon for compositional 

purposes. 

The cultural factors that surround the manifestation of product must also be considered. 

My own recording project carries an overriding theme throughout; that of depicting 

snapshots of everyday life in the twenty-first century, which I find analogous to much of 

the contextual content on Revolver and Sgt. Pepper. It was therefore necessary to 

investigate the ways in which aspects of these two albums adhered to the socio-

cultural environment in which they were imagined and then created in order to do the 

same with my own song writing in the 2010s. With specific regard to the Beatles 

themselves, both Jonathan Gould43 and Ian MacDonald44 provide insights into the 

cultural climate of post-war Britain with both accounts journeying through the 1950s 

and 1960s appraising the cultural factors that influenced both the song writing and the 

overall approach to the Beatles’ output. Tony Judt 45  provides an international 

background to these decades while Dominic Sandbrook looks more specifically at 

British cultural and political life in the 1950s and 1960s.46  

 

Fuelled by cultural influences and social practices of the time, the soundscapes of the 

Beatles were the product of their desire to out-do the competition, their creativity now 

cut loose from the obligation of live performance, and the influences absorbed from 

producer George Martin since the beginning of their recording career. The Beatles’ 

recordings, informed by the social climate of the 1960s, culminated in ‘psychedelic 

                                                
42 Ibid., 53. 
43 Jonathan Gould, Can't Buy Me Love : Beatles, Britain and America (London: Portrait, 2007). 
44 Ian MacDonald, Revolution in the Head : The Beatles' Records and the Sixties (London: 

Fourth Estate, 1997). 
45 Tony Judt, Postwar: A History of Europe since 1945 (London: Random House, 2010). 
46 Dominic Sandbrook, Never Had It So Good : A History of Britain from Suez to the Beatles 

(London: Little, Brown, 2005). 
White Heat : A History of Britain in the Swinging Sixties (London: Little, Brown, 2006). 
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rock’, about which writings by Jim DeRogatis,47 Michael Hicks,48 Edward Macan,49 

Russell Reising,50 Russell Reising and Jim LeBlanc,51 and Sheila Whiteley52 provide 

constructive background information and views. Macan sees ‘psychedelic rock’ as the 

pre-cursory form to English progressive rock, and in fact the two designations have 

become interchangeable in reference to the ‘first-wave’ of progressive rock groups.53 

Macan proposes that, “the main elements of the music itself reflect important aspects 

of the counterculture”. 54  Whiteley agrees, explaining that the counter-culture saw 

progressive rock as “a major source of communication but also as symbolically 

representing their own search for alternative cognitive and social modes beneath and 

outside the dominant culture”.55 As Will Straw points out, “it is the relationship of newly-

emergent stylistic and structural features to the background of conventions against 

which these appear, that determines in large part the way in which a new song, album, 

or genre will be heard”56 and it is with this in mind that comparisons between the 

counter-cultural philosophies of the mid-sixties and the emergence of a new form of 

popular music, both of which set up opposition to the existing dominant structures, can 

                                                
47 Jim DeRogatis, Kaleidoscope Eyes : Psychedelic Rock from the '60s to the '90s ([Secaucus, 

N.J.]: Carol Pub Group, 1996). 
48 Michael Hicks, Sixties Rock : Garage, Psychedelic, and Other Satisfactions (Urbana: 

University of Illinois Press, 1999). 
49 Edward Macan, Rocking the Classics : English Progressive Rock and the Counterculture 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1996). 
50 Russell Reising, "'It Is Not Dying': Revolver and the Birth of the Psychedelic Sound," in 'Every 

Sound There Is': The Beatles' Revolver and the Transformation of Rock and Roll, ed. Russell 
Reising (Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2002), 234-53. 

"Vacio Luminoso: "Tomorrow Never Knows" and the Coherence of the Impossible," in Reading 
the Beatles: Cultural Studies, Literary Criticism, and the Fab Four, ed. Todd F Davis and 
Kenneth Womack (New York: State University of New York Press, 2006), 111-28. 

51 Russell Reising and Jim LeBlanc, "Within and Without: Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club 
Band and Psychedelic Insight " in Sgt. Pepper and the Beatles: It Was Forty Years Ago 
Today, ed. Olivier Julien (Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing Ltd., 2008), 103-20. 

52 Sheila Whiteley, The Space between the Notes : Rock and the Counter-Culture (London 
New York: Routledge, 1992). 

"'Tangerine Trees and Marmalade Skies': Cultural Agendas or Optimistic Escapism?," in Sgt. 
Pepper and the Beatles: It Was Forty Years Ago Today, ed. Olivier Julien (Aldershot: 
Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2008), 11-22. 

53 Macan, 15-21. Macan states that groups such as The Moody Blues, Procol Harum, The Nice, 
and Pink Floyd are representative of “first wave’ English progressive rock bands, and Van der 
Graaf Generator, Jethro Tull, Yes, ELP, Genesis, and Curved Air are “second wave” 
examples, 23. He also includes Pink Floyd in the “second wave” category as they “adopted 
many of the stylistic practices of the “second wave” groups, and remained at the “cutting edge 
of the progressive rock movement”, 27. 

54 Ibid., 13. 
55 Whiteley, The Space between the Notes : Rock and the Counter-Culture, 36. 
56 Will Straw, "Characterizing Rock Music Cultures: The Case of Heavy Metal," Canadian 

University Music Review/Revue de musique des universités canadiennes, no. 5 (1984): 106. 
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be made.57 Rock music can be at its most resonant when its practitioners are protesting 

against an issue or limited in their options. This may be a struggle with the dominant 

culture (musical or social), technology, environment or even personal conflicts.58 The 

underlying violence that lay simmering beneath the surface of the youth culture 

throughout the decade before coming to a head in the late 1960s, was a major 

contributing factor of how pop music became ‘rock’ in the mid-sixties. This simmering 

violence translated as distortions in the music - screaming guitars and vocalists, drums 

being pounded harder than before, electronic distortions in the recordings themselves - 

and these distortions were a message to like-minded listeners that there was a way of 

escaping the existing status quo. For these distortions in the music to be fully 

appreciated though, they had to be set against familiarities - the sound of the popular 

music of both the near and distant past, reflecting the sound of the existing dominant 

culture. By creating a juxtaposition of existing sounds and the newer distorted sounds, 

new musical forms could, and would arise. These new sounds could be conceived of 

as a kind of aural surrealism.  

 

Also of benefit to this study are the remembrances of those that were present at the 

time of recording of both Revolver and Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. George 

Martin & J. Hornsby,59 George Martin & William Pearson,60 Geoff Emerick & Howard 

Massey,61 and Ken Scott & Bobby Owsinski62 all contribute first-hand knowledge of 

how life was in the studio for The Beatles and their creative team, providing useful 

insights into the technology, methodologies and limitations encountered at Abbey Road 

Studios in the 1960s. Along with Mark Lewisohn’s chronologies, ‘The Beatles’ 

Recording Sessions’ and ‘The Complete Beatles Chronicle’, 63  these texts provide 

comprehensive detail about the sessions. Also invaluable is Brian Kehew and Kevin 

Ryan’s extensively researched ‘Recording the Beatles’, which reveals the studio 
                                                
57 Ibid., 104-22. 
58 Jonathan C. Friedman, “Introduction:What is Social Protest Music? One Historian’s 

Perspective,” in The Routledge History of Social Protest in Popular Music, ed. Jonathan C. 
Friedman (New York: Routledge, 2013), xiv-xvii. 

59 George Martin and J Hornsby, All You Need Is Ears (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1979). 
60 George Martin and Pearson William, With a Little Help from My Friends : The Making of Sgt. 

Pepper, 1st U.S. ed. (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1994), Biography (bio). 
61 Geoff Emerick and Massey Howard, Here, There, and Everywhere : My Life Recording the 
Music of the Beatles (London,: Gotham Books, 2006), Biography (bio). 
62 Ken Scott and Bobby Owsinski, Abbey Road to Ziggy Stardust: Off the Record with the 

Beatles, Bowie, Elton & So Much More (Los Angeles: Alfred Music Publishing Co. Inc., 2012). 
63 Mark Lewisohn, The Beatles Recording Sessions (New York: Harmony Books, 1989). 

The Complete Beatles Chronicle (London: Chancellor Press, 1996). 
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equipment and musical instruments used by the Beatles and their recording team at the 

time of these recordings and providing me with inspirational insights.64 

Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band has been subject to much analysis over the 

years since its release. Complete books have examined the album, firstly by Wilfred 

Mellers65 and subsequently by Allan Moore.66 The entire catalogue of Beatles’ songs 

has also undergone scrutiny by Walter Everett67 and Ian MacDonald,68 each with a 

different approach. Everett approaches the songs from multiple standpoints, including 

cultural and recording, but is most comfortable when discussing the songs 

musicologically, whereas MacDonald’s Revolution in the Head encompasses the socio-

cultural background along with his own perceptive and creative insights. Whiteley 

dedicates an entire chapter of The Space Between the Notes (1992) to Sgt. Pepper’s 

Lonely Hearts Club Band with a view to unlocking the psychedelic ‘coding’ of the 

album.69 Moore places Mellers' and Everett’s analyses of the Beatles’ works as coming 

“from a position firmly within established musicology”, therefore employing analytical 

models more closely associated with, and appropriate to the study of, Western art 

music.70 These include Shenkerian theory (Everett) and musical-theoretical constructs 

that refer to and are based upon the lyrics of the songs under consideration (Mellers), 

thus rendering these analyses informative but incomplete. With Western art music, 

performance is secondary in that it is more a device to unlock the intricacies of the 

notated score. A work of phonography cannot be thought of as a ‘performance’ either 

because it is a series of performances that are crafted within the studio environment, 

and perhaps analogous to the work of a visual artist. Musical colours and timbres, 

including electronic effects, are applied to the recording until the desired effect is 

achieved in the finished work. This crafting of sound is carried out during, and is part of, 

the compositional process. 

                                                
64  Brian Kehew and Kevin Ryan, Recording the Beatles : The Studio Equipment and 

Techniques Used to Create Their Classic Albums. Edited by Brian Kehew (Houston: 
Curvebender, 2006). 

65 Wilfrid Mellers, Twilight of the Gods : The Beatles in Retrospect, [2nd ed.]. ed. (London: 
Faber and Faber, 1976). 

66 Allan F Moore, The Beatles: Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band (United Kingdom: 
Cambridge University Press, 1997). 

67 Walter Everett, The Beatles as Musicians : The Quarry Men through Rubber Soul (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2001). 

The Beatles as Musicians : Revolver through the Anthology (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1999). 

68 MacDonald, (1997). 
69 Whiteley, The Space between the Notes : Rock and the Counter-Culture. 
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The study of record production is a relatively new area of musicological research and 

as such it is helpful to those undertaking an autoethnographic study to have certain 

guidelines and methodologies available to them. Significant work has been undertaken 

in this area by Simon Frith and Zagorski-Thomas,71 Zagorski-Thomas,72 and Zak73 and 

it is from these texts that I have drawn my methodological approach to my research. As 

my project is practice-as-research and involves the submission of produced recorded 

works, I believe it is an ideal opportunity to consider the approaches and theories 

embodied in these authors’ work and evaluate how these affected my own 

methodologies. These methods of phonographic analysis are discussed further in 

chapter four.  

Much of the preceding literature touches upon the subject of the actual sounds that 

were created in the studio during 1966-1967, but most treat this as timbral and 

instrument related, with a significant focus on the implementation of Western art music 

instrumentation by the group. The effects and innovations within the recording studio 

environment are acknowledged by most authors as making these recordings of great 

significance, but I believe they require observation in more detail. The studio effects 

and innovations often support the intention of the Beatles’ songs as much as the 

supporting instrumentation, and it is the implementation and manipulation of technology 

that changed these albums from being simply a documentation of a live performance 

into something quite different – works of phonography. 

  

                                                
71 The Art of Record Production : An Introductory Reader for a New Academic Field, ed. Simon 

Frith and Simon Zagorski-Thomas (Farnham, Surrey, Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2012). 
72 Zagorski-Thomas. 
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3  Background Information 
Music production is an occupation in which the individual needs to be aware of current 

trends and styles in addition to those of the past. This enables producers, musicians 

and recordists to predict new trends and styles. The Beatles' work in this mid 1960s 

period revolutionised the music industry, studio practices, and popular song 

composition. This time in popular music history must surely be counted as one of the 

most creative and therefore, is one of the most influential. Modern studio techniques 

pioneered during this period are nowadays replicated in software form, and in fact 

underpin the design for most software plugins on the market. This is testament to the 

importance of these pioneering techniques in the field of studio production. Equipment 

that was used in the creation of The Beatles’ landmark musical output is now highly 

sought after and commands high prices.74 Additionally, it was the manner in which the 

composers under investigation approached their studio productions and manipulated 

the equipment available in the mid-sixties that allowed such advances.  

 

One must remember, as Richardson states, that “history does not follow in any simple 

path of logical cause and effect”.75 To realise that music is not created in a vacuum, 

and to examine the broader cultural context in which it is composed, is the key to 

attaining further knowledge and allows one to understand more deeply the muse of the 

musician. The lessons that the past provides for us should be adopted and assimilated 

in order for new ideas and discoveries to be found. 

With any work of art, an understanding of the circumstances under which it 
was created reveals as much about the politics, aesthetics and spirit of its 
time as it does about its composer's musical development.76 

Throughout history, major world events have caused cultural reactions. The Napoleonic 

Wars in Europe between 1789 and 1815, initiated by the French Revolution of 1789, 

were a reaction against the decadence of the prevailing monarchs. Leaders of Europe 

became influenced by the thinkers of the enlightenment. Poets and composers such as 

                                                
74 Conversation with Rob Burns, Associate Professor of Music at University of Otago, discussing 

Mark Knopfler of Dire Straits fame purchasing Abbey Road equipment for his own recording 
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Byron and Beethoven were inspired to write some of their greatest works at this time 

when they saw that the promise of the enlightenment was not necessarily everything 

that it was imagined to be. In the United States, industrial growth started in the 

aftermath of the American Civil War and increased following World War 1, stimulating 

consumerism and mass production. The materialism this created was criticised by 

literary figures such as Hemingway and Fitzgerald. African-American culture became 

more integrated with the rise in popularity of jazz music and the literary and artistic 

growth known as the Harlem Renaissance. 77  With increased production came 

technological advancements in the areas of film and radio, changing the way popular 

culture was disseminated. 78  Similarly, the Second World War caused a reaction 

amongst those who grew up in its wake.79  

 

In January 1965, the death of Winston Churchill signalled the end of an era of 

deference in Britain. As Sandbrook maintains, "on both left and right, commentators 

agreed that with the great man gone, all that remained was the gloomy reality of 

national decline".80 The 1960s fostered the sensibility that British society need no 

longer be dictated to by the upper classes and the young generation felt free of 

obligation to the elder generation. Youth began to challenge the ideals of the past and 

took notice of Harold Wilson’s talk of a meritocratic society that needed to earn its place 

based on initiative and energy rather than an existing societal system which handed 

out rewards based upon one’s place within it.81 The late 1950s and early 1960s were a 

time of growing affluence in Britain. Under Harold Macmillan’s Conservative leadership, 

the country had witnessed economic upheaval. Unfortunately for the Conservative 

government, the early 1960s were also a time of scandal and misfortune with the 

‘Profumo Affair’, the untimely illness of Macmillan, and the loss of confidence of his 

peers issuing in the end of Conservative rule.  

Now reaching their twenties, the 'baby boomers', a comparatively wealthy and 

numerous generation of youth, had been allowed to remain in a pre-adult state for 
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longer than any generation before them. They were also more educated than ever 

before. In 1944, the British government passed the 'Butler' act, named after the Minister 

of Education, Rab Butler. This aimed to create a new education structure for post-war 

England. The new structure was designed to eradicate inequality in the school system 

and allow free entry into grammar, secondary modern and technical schools while also 

raising the school leaving age to fifteen.82 Grammar schools were only available to 

children passing exams at primary school and most children went to secondary modern 

schools setting them up for menial jobs, thus reinforcing the class divide that the 

government wanted to remove. A major contributor to the changes in attitude amongst 

British youth was the proliferation of art schools, with Britain having more art schools 

per capita than any other country. Much of what was to become Britain’s rock fraternity 

passed through the art schools. As Sandbrook explains; 

Many attracted working-class or lower-middle-class students with poor 
academic results but some vague glimmers of creativity. Entrance 
standards were less than exacting, and often the courses were relatively 
flexible and undemanding…Indeed, the general ease and bohemianism of 
the art schools made them excellent breeding grounds for new musical 
trends; there was plenty of time for aspiring musicians to rehearse, and so 
it was in the art schools that initially uncommercial kinds of music, from 
rhythm and blues to psychedelic rock, first took hold.83 

This is not to say that only lowly educated individuals attended art school, rather that 

creative types who did not necessarily fit into a regular education system found the 

schools a suitable environment for artistic expression. Likewise, in the United States, 

more educational institutions were created to cater for their post-war population boom. 

At the same time, the 'boomers' had been raised in a world of commercialism with post-

war capitalist ideals spreading across the western world. They stayed in school longer 

with it becoming a social disgrace to 'drop-out'. As these youths reached maturity, they 

realised that the existing hierarchy's ideals were clearly not the same as their own. 

They began to question the ways their lives were being shaped and expressed a desire 

for change. They also had the numbers to effect change. They questioned many basic 

rights including political, gender, sexual, race and social rights. Cultural and political 

norms were questioned and a revolutionary attitude was adopted forming the 'counter-

culture' movement which “consisted largely of young, middle-class white people who 
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had consciously rejected the lifestyle of their parents in favour of more experimental 

paths”, and who “opposed the institutionalised materialism of capitalist society”.84 In the 

US, events such as the civil rights movement and the Vietnam War were polarising 

accelerants for cultural transformation and World War II had provided the impetus for 

this desire for social change. Once again, a new sentiment of yearning for an alternate 

way of being had entered the arts and youth culture in general.  

 

Immediately prior to commencing recording songs for what would become the Revolver 

album, the Beatles had three months of free time in which to pursue personal interests. 

Along with George Martin, Paul McCartney composed the soundtrack to the film, ‘A 

Family Way’, which increased his knowledge of classical music composition. He also 

became involved in the London avant-garde scene that led him to listen to electronic 

music composers such as Karlheinz Stockhausen and others. George Harrison 

explored Indian music and he continued his interest in Indian spirituality while 

establishing a new friendship with Ravi Shankar and learning the sitar under his 

guidance while John Lennon experimented more with LSD and “explor[ing] his mental 

‘inner space’”.85 When they returned to work in November 1966, they decided on a new 

way of expressing themselves. As they intended to retire from live performance, they 

decided to become strictly recording artists, which was unheard of at the time. This 

would allow them creative freedom in the studio, relieving them of the burden of having 

to reproduce their recorded songs in a live performance setting (the songs from 

Revolver had already proved too difficult to reproduce live). With Revolver and Sgt. 

Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, the Beatles had entered into a stage of heightened 

consciousness, not only with the countercultural influences that they were absorbing 

and the drugs with which they were experimenting, but also with the music that they 

were composing. The mid 1960s was a time in recorded music history when the limits 

of what was achievable in the studio were being challenged. The recording practice of 

The Beatles had steadily changed since 1962, when they recorded predominantly live 

in the studio with minimal overdubs. From their first recording of ‘Love Me Do’ on 6 

June 1962 through until 3 October 1963, all their recordings had been on two-track 

machines. On 17 October 1963, The Beatles made their first four-track recording for 

the single ‘I Want to Hold Your Hand’, backed with ‘This Boy’. According to Geoff 
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Emerick, Norman Smith’s (The Beatle’s engineer from 1962 - 1965) usual method for 

utilising the four-tracks of the tape machine “was to put drums and bass on one track, 

combine Lennon’s and Harrison’s guitars on another, and then put the vocals on a third 

track”.86 This is contradicted by Kehew and Ryan who suggest that “one track was 

generally devoted to drums, bass and rhythm guitar, one track to lead guitar, and one 

track to lead and backing vocals”.87 The fourth track was used for either double-tracking 

vocal parts or adding ‘sweetening’ such as percussion, keyboards, etc. Whatever way 

the tracks were used, it meant that the Beatles were influenced by the change in 

technology with regard to how they would put the recording of the song together. In the 

early stages of their four-track recording, the band were essentially still performing as a 

live band in the studio but utilising the technology to achieve greater separation 

between instruments. 

Many point to Rubber Soul as a defining moment that separates the early 
music from a middle period, and use as one criterion the group’s new 
originality in (and dependence on) the recording process. But by early 
1964, the Beatles were creating most of their arrangements in the studio 
rather than for the stage.88 

Many of the songs and the directions taken during The Beatles’ recording career were 

influenced by and reflect the time in history, both cultural and socio-politically. They 

also reflect the popular music climate in which they found themselves, constantly 

needing to re-invent themselves in order to combat the fad-driven popularity that had 

traditionally caused most popular music acts to fall from favour in a short amount of 

time. 

It is, perhaps, this involvement with the self that has been particularly 
relevant to the progressive rock musician in that it shifted the emphasis 
away from the external constraints of the easily accessible, defined here as 
known styles associated with particular bands, towards a more 
personalised expression of musical exploration. With the recognition of 
musicians as significant both to and within the counter-culture, who could 
not only voice its concerns but also provoke reaction through their own 
musical and personal confrontation with the mainstream culture, there was 
both a support system and space to innovate.89 
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The main differentiation between rock and pop music is  that the practitioner need not 

be restrained, either in performance or in the recording studio, causing the public to 

become more unrestrained in their appreciation. While pop music maintained order, 

rock responded by juxtaposing itself in various ways – louder instrumentation, longer 

songs, more experimental, and album oriented. With this in mind, it was also the 

realisation that opinions could be expressed most potently, and to the largest audience, 

by using the medium of the recording studio and the art of phonography. The album 

form was adopted by rock musicians as it is dialectical, providing notions of 

entertainment versus art, the limitations and freedoms thereof being its subject. 

 
When released, Revolver and Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band were widely 

lauded as masterpieces and the passing of years has done nothing to diminish this 

opinion. These albums, however, cannot be observed in isolation. One must take into 

account preceding and following albums by the Beatles, cultural and socio-political 

influences, as well as other music being produced at this time in pop history and the 

recording technology available. These are just a few of the many considerations 

pertinent to undertaking a project such as mine. Many have studied and analysed the 

Beatles’ work from this period previously but not from the perspective of using 

analytical findings to influence original compositions from a fifty-year perspective. As a 

working musician for the past twenty-five years, I am accustomed to using my musical 

‘ear’ to figure out pieces of music to perform. This project is an opportunity to turn my 

‘ear’ toward the production processes used by The Beatles and their recording team in 

1966 and 1967. 

 Timothy Warner's study, 'Approaches to Analysing Recordings of Popular Music' 

seeks to “demonstrate the central position that recordings and modern music 

technology should hold in the study of popular music; provide an overview of existing 

approaches to the close analysis of popular music recordings; review the 

methodological issues raised; and posit a theoretical framework of creativity to support 

various approaches to analysing recordings of popular music”.90 He notes a “general 

lack of appreciation of how important recording is, and this, in turn, accounts for why it 
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is often neglected, at least from an analytical perspective, in popular music studies”.91 It 

is exactly this importance of recording that needs to be examined, and this is indeed 

the intent of this exegesis, along with determining just how this importance has lead 

‘rock’ music in thought provoking new experimental directions. This is not to say that 

the initial compositions and their narratives are not equally important, but for this project 

I am favouring to examine how much of a compositional effect the recording and 

production of a song can play in conjunction with the song writing as I believe these are 

in a continuous feedback loop. My aim is that, by exploring the composition, production, 

and background influences of Revolver and Sgt. Pepper, I may be able to assimilate 

some of these ideas and methodologies and bring these into the twenty-first century 

recording environment with the dual aims of forming an analytical approach based on 

the ‘practice-as-research’ model informed by existing theoretical frameworks, and to 

create recorded compositions that are innovative in their own right, albeit informed by 

past practices. Although these ideas and methodologies have been employed by 

producers and musicians throughout the years since the release of these albums, I 

argue that their findings have not been guided towards the academic study of how 

these ideas and methodologies are able to influence the creation of original music. The 

practice-as-research model creates an opportunity to approach the music of The 

Beatles from an alternative perspective resulting in the creation of new content. This 

project is a continuation of my study carried out in 2013 in which several 1960s 

recordings were analysed (instruments and technology used, etc.) in order to 

accurately recreate the original ‘sound’ of the recordings.92 This was undertaken with a 

view towards the application of a production aesthetic applied to original recordings; 

’colouring’ my own compositions with a 1960s-production aesthetic. These recordings 

should be considered through a lens that distils the essence of the project’s intent – to 

investigate the techniques and methodologies employed in the production of the 

Beatles mid-sixties recordings in order to progress not only my own skills as a 

musician, composer and producer, but to assimilate how recorded music can best be 

analysed in order to be of use to future music producers. With this study, I am 

attempting to discover how much the studio, and the sounds created within it, 

reinforced and affected both compositions and the compositional process.  
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As the art of phonography is under investigation in this project, I have ensured that 

several of my recordings are phonographic works in that they involve elements that are 

unable to be reproduced in a live performance setting. This is not to say that the songs 

are unable to be performed live, but that only as reinterpretations of the recorded 

products are they able to be performed. At the time when The Beatles’ were recording 

Revolver and Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band it would have been extremely 

difficult, if not impossible, to even interpret the recordings in a live environment (one 

has only to witness their attempt at performing the vocal intricacies of ‘Paperback 

Writer’ (1966) at the Budokan in Japan to realise the difficulties encountered). An 

artist’s approach nowadays is to interpret the recorded artefact live, as opposed to 

approximating the live performance in the recording studio. Rehearsing and then 

performing a song from the recorded form re-contextualises the song in a number of 

ways, the space in which they are performed not being the least of which. With the 

advances in live sound mixing technology over intervening years live performance 

capabilities have been greatly enhanced but there are still elements of recorded music 

that simply cannot be replicated on stage. A recorded track is ‘staged’ in such a way 

that it is placed in a virtual setting that is deemed perfect for the composition and mood 

of the song. This can be achieved using ambience, echo, and timbral manipulation that 

is crafted to the recordist’s inclination within the studio. A live performance venue 

dictates the staging of the song and therefore changes the parameters of the song 

sound-wise. Live performances today represent a studio in some ways with multiple 

microphone setups providing a certain amount of control and manipulation over the 

sound unlike live performances of the 1960s. The recordings undertaken for this project 

have also been experimental in that elements within the recording process have been 

attempted as compositional aids; making the recording process integral to the finished 

composition.  

My plan for this project was to record as much material as I could within the three-year 

timeframe with the goal of at least forty recorded songs. The songs would then be 

ordered into ‘groups’ of songs that either fitted into a lyrical mould or worked together 

harmonically or sonically. I did not want to restrict myself regarding the lengths I could 

go towards emulating a sound or technique as I concluded that The Beatles and their 

recording team were constantly experimenting and attempting to create new and 

original content with which to colour their creations, jointly with instrumental timbre, 

song writing techniques and production techniques. For me, to strictly adhere to the 
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equivalent of a ‘manual’ would have been to miss recording opportunities and chance 

events. I view these opportunities as being an integral part of what recording rock 

music is about as they allow spontaneity and even serendipity, into the process. Things 

are not always planned in the recording or home studio and mistakes may be either 

serendipitous or not. These opportunities can result in overdubbed material being 

influenced by earlier experimentation, and therefore changing the construction of the 

composition. In most cases it is the staging of the recording that is fluid with the 

narrative, but the delivery of the narrative may be influenced. It can be the incentive of 

many producers to examine every minute detail of a recorded work with a fine tooth-

comb and repair all imperfections. I tried in certain cases to avoid doing this myself as 

the ‘humanity’ in a recorded performance lends itself to the concept that each individual 

performance that compiles the whole piece is in itself its own performance. Every 

aspect of the product realisation was undertaken by myself, from composition and 

recording to mixing and mastering.  

All songs recorded for the project can be considered works of phonograhy and contain 

phonographic elements. While some songs were initially performed with a live rhythm 

section (e.g. guitar, bass and drums), these were subjected to overdubbing and other 

distancing techniques of production (compression, reverbs, delays), meaning that 

these are only ‘representations’ of an ‘actual’ performance.93 Many of these overdubs, 

and in fact many entire songs, consist of all parts being performed by myself. 

Manipulation of recorded parts that are unable to be reproduced in a live performance 

situation include the reversal of parts and the varispeeding of either part of songs or 

entire songs. The spaces in which tracks were recorded often varied within the 

recording of a song. On a number of songs, drum parts were recorded in Albany 

Street’s main studio room while the remaining tracks were recorded in the smaller 

studios at the rear of the building.94 This creates an unnatural aesthetic as natural 

reverberations differ from space to space. This even occurred on single tracks on 

occasion, where a microphone was placed near an acoustic guitar in one room while its 

amplified signal was recorded in a different room simultaneously. 
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All three albums were recorded over a three-year period in a non-linear fashion. After 

all the songs had been recorded, they were grouped thematically. The first group of 

songs, Pictures of Everyday, are largely ‘character’ based; the songs are either being 

sung from the point of view of a character or are songs about characters or inhabited 

by characters. The compilation of the first album was also influenced by the key 

signatures of the songs, as is explained below. The songs on the album The Dunedin 

Electric Co., are more personal, observations from my own middle-aged perspective. 

These two full albums were conceived very much as having two ‘sides’ as a vinyl LP 

has with each side varying thematically but still being related to the previous. Pictures 

of Everyday and The Dunedin Electric Co. communicate with each other thematically 

partly by design and partly through being recorded simultaneously over a long period. 

After these first two albums were grouped, the third album, Baby Astronaut, was 

compiled using the remaining tracks and was pieced together in a more experimental 

manner as will be described in chapter 7.2. There are some deliberate overriding 

commonalities across the course of the three albums. There are mix similarities which 

contribute to the sense that an actual ‘band’ is performing these songs, along with 

instrumental similarities (e.g. ‘Anna G.’ and ‘Just to Breathe’ contain both mix and 

instrumental characteristics). There are also several ‘companion pieces’ spread over 

the three albums, which share musical characteristics.  

The length of time during which I had to complete this project became an interesting 

aspect in the final stages of putting the music together. Many of the tracks still required 

overdubs which I had a lot of time to compose, or at least think about. Decisions 

regarding what instrument or timbre would most suit the song could also be considered 

over time. The time afforded produced the opportunity to repeatedly listen, with many 

overdubs deliberately left to near the end of the three-year period with the reasoning 

that through repeated listening, my creative choices may solidify into what would be the 

strongest musical statement that I could write. Alternatively, the longevity of the project 

might potentially have had the effect of sounding over-produced. This caused me to 

often adopt spontaneous takes from throughout the process. Certain songs took a 

single day to record, mix, and bounce down, whereas others were in a state of creation 

throughout the three-year period.  

 

3.1 The Distance of Time and Geography 
It has been suggested to me by associates over the duration of this project that a 

1960s-sound aesthetic transplanted to Dunedin in the twenty-first century is bound to 
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fail ultimately and as such, this project should also be an interrogation of its own 

limitations. These limitations include not only the distance of geography but also of 

time. Cultural attitudes have witnessed a shift in the fifty years between the Beatles 

recording Sgt. Pepper and me recording my own compositions, as have recording and 

music industry practices. In her introduction to Relocating Popular Music, Ewa 

Mazierska informs the reader of two types of musical relocation:  

One consists of taking something from a music or culture located in one 
place to a music emerging in a new place or a different point in history, 
where it undergoes profound transformation: being hybridised with a local 
style, performed in a new location, or listened to by a new type of audience 
who ‘colour’ the original music with their own culture. The second type of 
relocation consists of music affecting the meaning of specific places, in 
reality or represented in the visual media, such as music videos and music 
films.95  

This project pertains to the first of Ewa Mazierska’s two definitions of relocation. The 

compositional and production techniques of The Beatles and the elements associated 

with psychedelic rock discussed in chapter six have provided the inspiration for my own 

compositions but these influences have been relocated to Dunedin, NZ in the second 

decade of the twenty first century. These two points of relocation are not necessarily as 

disparate as one might at first think. The music of The Beatles and their 

contemporaries from Liverpool in the early 1960s was designated the ‘Mersey Sound’ 

or ‘Merseybeat’ and can be viewed as analogous to the ‘Dunedin Sound’, as being “a 

constructed notion” regarded “as a coherent whole”.96 The labelling of the Dunedin 

Sound occurred in the early 1980s when bands such as The Clean, The Verlaines, The 

Chills, The Stones, and Sneaky Feelings were actively performing. These bands were 

all associated with the Flying Nun record label and “projected a similar sound: trebly, 

highly reverberant guitars, and partial bárre chords with jangling or droning open 
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strings, for example”.97 But it was more than just the similarity of sounds that these 

bands emitted that drew them under a collective banner. Graeme Downes explains: 

In broader stylistic terms, I would argue that the Dunedin Sound represents 
a cultural nationalism of a sort. The bands had a tendency to eschew 
cultural influences to which - as pakeha New Zealanders generally and 
Dunedinites specifically - they felt no cultural ownership. Hence Afro-
American influences, such as blues, soul or funk for example, were largely 
avoided. The remaining, greatly diminished, stylistic pool arguably contains 
folk music, urban white rock (anything from The Beatles to The Velvet 
Underground) and classical music (both of the Western variety and, 
possibly, via the orientalism of The Beatles and the Velvets, Indian).98 

The Mersey Sound was a combination of skiffle, “a peculiarly British combination of US 

blues, folk and jazz traditions”99 and “American soul, rhythm ’n’ blues and country”100 

that was easily accessible due to Liverpool being one of Britain’s largest port cities. Ian 

Inglis attributes the Mersey Sound bands’ success in the United States to the 

“appropriation and reassembly of the familiar musical sounds of North America 

itself”.101 In addition to skiffle and American popular music, there was also a distinct 

‘Englishness’ to the Mersey Sound bands with the influence of English folk and music-

hall traditions. Both the ‘Mersey Sound’ and the ‘Dunedin Sound’ are therefore based 

upon borrowed aesthetics with certain styles being eschewed but once again these 

labels force the conception that the musicians and bands working within these 

designations are working together to achieve a coherent aesthetic. This musical 

appropriation that this project involves runs parallel to other musical projects 

undertaken in Dunedin, including Peter Adams’ composition for violin and brass band, 

‘Concerto Burlesca’, which “speaks of the ‘here and now’ of Dunedin in the twenty-first 
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century, while also referencing global musical cultures and styles that influence the 

domains of composition and performance”.102 Adams continues to explain; 

This examination of local identity is, in my view, linked to broader 
contemporary processes of globalisation. Therefore, it seems not merely 
appropriate but necessary to approach music from a global perspective. 
This global worldview stands alongside our local identity as New 
Zealanders, South Islanders and Dunedinites: it complements rather than 
contradicts our sense of who we are and our place in the world.103 

A large part of my musical background comes from performing in a covers band for the 

past twenty-five years. Therefore, I have absorbed many of the influences that Downes 

states that the Dunedin Sound bands eschewed. It is not that I felt I had “cultural 

ownership” over these styles but more a case of acquiring the skills to perform in a 

multitude of styles in order to make a living, and my original compositions reflect these 

influences on appropriate occasions. Concurrently, living in a city that has a ‘sound’ 

makes one take notice of, and be influenced by, the music made there. There are still 

bands in Dunedin who make similar styled music to that which was performed by the 

Dunedin Sound bands of the 1980s but there are also numerous contemporary 

Dunedin acts that display little similarity to these groups. What the Dunedin Sound has 

done for local musicians is to give them a sense that geography need not hinder them 

by the adoption of a do-it-yourself approach to their art. I believe that my compositions 

exhibit both local and global attributes. I have attempted to maintain a do-it-yourself 

aesthetic to these recordings as they are largely self-composed and self-recorded. 

Where orchestral instrumentation has been desired, I have often taken the approach of 

using what is at hand at the time to achieve the effect. Local character has also been 

maintained with the textual observations being of local people and places. The ‘pictures 

of everyday’ are everyday moments that occur in Dunedin. As Mazierska states: 

It is widely believed that certain music genres and phenomena are products 
of a specific geographic and cultural environment. At the same time, their 
existence and development is possible because of the global flow of music, 
for example the transportation of recorded music and musical instruments 
from one part of the world to another. Furthermore, local music might reach 
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global popularity and often this happens because it is seen as being rooted 
in a specific locality and exotic.104  
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4 An Analysis of Phonographic Works 
A student studying toward a MA in Popular Music in Liverpool recently asked Sir Paul 

McCartney the question, “How do you feel about students now studying popular music 

with a focus on The Beatles?”. To this he responded that he thought it both “ridiculous, 

and yet very flattering”. Commenting on the study of popular music in general, he 

states that he felt it “would have ruined it to study it”, and that “we wanted to make up 

our own minds just by listening to it…our study was listening”.105 The attitude toward 

popular music study displayed here by McCartney is likely due to the fact that much of 

the research carried out thus far on the music of The Beatles has been written by 

musicologists who have been “bent on transplanting Lennon and McCartney into the 

alien environment of the 19th-century art-song”.106 As Donald Meyer points out, the 

appropriation of rock by classically trained musicologists “has certain risks”  and 

discusses how many of these musicologists rely on methods of analysis that are not 

necessarily pertinent within the rock and popular music genres, particularly that of 

relying on notated musical transcription - a “secondary realisation of the music” - rather 

than the recorded work itself.107  

 

As Eno states, the traditional composer “worked with a finite set of possibilities” and 

“with a number of colours which were and weren’t mixable”. The traditional composer 

also worked with “a finite set of relationships between sounds; the instruments are only 

so loud, and that’s what you’re dealing with, unless you stick one out in a field and one 

up close to your ear”.108 He compares this with the studio composer who is less 

constrained. Instrumental timbre can be extended, spatial relationships can be 

manipulated by putting reverb or echo on one sound but not others and by having each 

track recorded separate from one another, the mix itself becomes a powerful 

compositional tool. Literature regarding recorded works has typically focused on the 

compositional technique, the lyrical intention, the recording process itself and the 

instrumentation involved. Recording is the medium that differentiates rock from other 

genres. It is a medium that is born in the studio and employs a team of individuals 
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(songwriters, musicians, technicians, engineers, producers) to realise a product to be 

disseminated. With this being the case, the tools used and the sounds produced in the 

recording process must contribute to the composition of the final recorded product and 

therefore be critically analysed also. 

Composing tracks involves making, capturing and shaping sounds. A 
track’s formative elements include such things as actual timbres and 
textures, specific musical performances, and sonic images of ambient 
spaces.109 

Zagorski-Thomas proposes eight typological categories to be utilised as conceptual 

tools when studying the musicology of record production; 1) sonic cartoons, 2) staging, 

3) the development of audio technology, 4) using technology, 5) training, 

communication and practice, 6) performance in the studio, 7) aesthetics and consumer 

influence, and 8) the business of record production.110 These eight categories have 

been arranged “with the progression of the theoretical work from psychology to 

sociology…from the individual through the small scale to the larger scale of social 

activity”. 111  This categorisation is “not meant to ‘ghetto-ise’ these disciplinary 

approaches but to provide an over-arching framework that facilitates interdisciplinary 

work by providing a conceptual system that outlines their inter-relationship and 

connectivity”.112 This study considers the earlier of these categories; sonic cartoons, 

staging and the development of audio technology, because the sonic signature of a 

piece of recorded music affects the composition and is an embedded aspect of the 

overall musicality of a recorded work. This is not to say that the structural form and 

narrative of a composition aren’t also of great musicological importance, but these 

elements are able to be strengthened with additional compositional layers through 

production. To this end, a brief description of Zagorski-Thomas’ first three categories is 

useful to investigate as these are the most pertinent to composition of phonographic 

works and therefore to this project. 

  

‘Sonic cartoons’ is described as the “analysis of music in relation to recorded sound 

and the difference it makes to musicology”, thereby affecting the musicology of record 

production in two ways; 1) the examination of the “recorded (and edited and mediated) 
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performance as opposed to the score” and 2) the “expanded notion of composition…in 

which the precise characteristics of the recorded and mediated sound become[s] part 

of the compositional process”. 113  With ‘staging’, Zagorski-Thomas is referring to 

“aspects of the ‘event’ that are external to the performances and yet contribute to the 

meaning we perceive”.114 It is the separation of the performance and the staging that 

can be problematic as the two may have a close inter-relationship. For instance, “the 

character of the sounds [may] seem central to the way they were performed but, at the 

same time, partially determined by the spatial characteristics they exhibit”. He 

continues by stating that, “in music both composition and performance are transformed 

by the creative possibilities of the mediation process into collaborative activities where 

the boundaries between creation/performance and staging become blurred”.115 In my 

analysis of The Beatles’ recorded works I regard ‘staging’ as the processes that are 

applied to the recorded sound, either during performance or at the mixing stage of the 

recording process, that give the recorded work its ambience, or atmosphere, or in some 

cases the environment in which the performances were performed. These 

considerations will then be applied in the recording of my own compositions. The 

manipulation of technology is self-explanatory, but it was extremely important in the 

production of both Revolver and Sgt. Pepper. Zak divides a recording into the three 

compositional layers, that of the song, the arrangement, and the track; 

The song is what can be represented on a lead sheet; it usually includes 
words, melody, chord changes, and some degree of formal design. The 
arrangement is a particular musical setting of the song. It provides a more 
detailed prescriptive plan: instrumentation, musical parts, rhythmic groove 
and so forth. The track is the recording itself. As the layer that represents 
the finished musical work, it subsumes the other two. That is, when we hear 
a record, we experience both song and arrangement through the sounds of 
the track.116 

Zak thus maintains that, even though the song and the arrangement “both retain an 

ontological independence”, this is not the case with the track, which has an identity that 

lies in the “actual sound” and is “essentially a fixed set of relationships”.117 The track 

contains formative elements that are part of the song and arrangement but the track 
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contains many compositional procedures also. Zak lists these compositional 

procedures as, “spatial arrangement, timbral manipulation, assembly of diverse “ear 

points” into a composite acoustic image…management of relationships among the 

various areas of the frequency spectrum, as well as producing…performances that, for 

the work at hand, are definitive”.118 The way in which these three compositional layers 

interrelate varies greatly depending on the individual approach to record making, but 

the most important issue is that the finished track be regarded as a compositional layer. 

The compositional layer (the track) comprises of elements that, according to Zak, fall 

into “five broad categories that represent all of the sound phenomena found on records: 

1) musical performance, 2) timbre, 3) echo, 4) ambience (reverberation), and 5) 

texture”. It is these five elements that give a track its “unique identity” and these in turn 

“include the activities and processes that shape the sounds”.119 The song, particularly 

the textual content, should instruct the recordist on which processes to apply to the 

track in order to carry its contextual message to the listener in a way that will impart 

and enhance meaning. This fits into Zagorski-Thomas’ first two typological categories, 

‘sonic cartoons’ and ‘staging’, and allows an additional layer of perspective on how to 

approach the study of recorded sound. 

As recorded sounds and textures are of concern in this study, Moore’s employment of 

the ‘sound-box’ as an analytical device is a preferable way to view phonographic works 

particularly in regard to providing a visual element to the analysis. This ‘sound-box’ of 

Moore’s is analogous to a studio “mix” and, for Moore, is best “envisaged as an empty 

cube of finite dimensions, changing with respect to real time (almost like an abstract, 

three dimensional television screen)”.120 Moore and Dockwray elaborate on the ‘sound-

box’ concept, describing it as perceiving sound sources in four dimensions; “laterality, 

register, prominence, and temporal continuity”.121 Mixerman, who is a practitioner, 

describes a studio recording as having five planes of space: “panning-left to right; 

frequency-up to down; balance-front to back; reflectivity-far to near; and contrast 

(dynamics)-sparse to dense”, essentially splitting Moore and Dockwray’s ‘laterality’ into 

the two sub-sections of ‘panning left to right and balance front to back’.122 David Sears 

states that popular music recording artists choose “to produce, by various technical 
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means, a recorded aural object”, therefore rendering standard musical notation, though 

still remaining a “useful visual representation[s] for popular music research”, 

inadequate in visually representing “features of the recorded audio that remain 

essential both to its composition and reception”. 123  He notes that Moore and 

Dockwray’s study does not “provide a method for considering variations within a track’s 

sound-box over time, instead simply producing a single, cumulative visual 

representation for each track”.124 Moore proposes that the ‘sound-box’ model changes 

in respect to real time, though in his study with Dockwray he only makes use of static 

images of the model. This is partly due to the findings that they are looking for - the 

standardisation of mix type between 1966 and 1972. More artistic phonographic mixes 

often tend to be more dynamic in style and this is more difficult to represent, a static 

image of a mix not doing it justice.125 Gibson, whose work on providing a visual 

aesthetic for recorded mixes, gives many visualisations of mix types. 126  Using a 

transparent ‘sound box’ such as Moore and Dockwray’s, Gibson places the instruments 

where they appear in the mix with the instruments represented by spherical shapes of 

different colours. In an example he gives of a typical blues mix, the bass guitar is front 

and centre with the kick drum also in a central position. The sphere representing the 

bass is larger than that of the kick drum and is nearer to the front of the ‘sound box’, 

meaning that the bass more dominant than the kick drum in the mix.127 He also 

presents a 3-dimensional computer animation of the ‘sound-box’ that moves in real 

time with the music in the DVD series of the same name (The Art of Mixing). A visual 

representation of a mix provides a more convincing and informative method for 

studying phonographic artworks. With this technology, songs can be modelled and the 

compositional process of texture manipulation can be studied, along with uses of the 

other ‘sound-box’ dimensions. I used the idea of the ‘sound box’ when approaching the 

mixing stage of my recorded material. Physical ‘sound boxes’ were not created or even 

drawn but I found it a useful visualisation tool.  

                                                
123 David Sears, "Exploring the ‘Sound-Box’in Radiohead’s ‘Paranoid Android.’," Unpublished 

manuscript  (2011): 2. 
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Dockwray,  219-41. 
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4.1  Other Phonographic Considerations  
Editing capabilities of magnetic tape recording expanded sound recording both 

temporally (cutting up tape) and spatially (multitrack recording), enabling the art of 

phonography. Of course, with every new technology it takes time for capabilities to be 

fully explored. By utilising the capabilities of multitrack recording and the manipulation 

of tape machines, The Beatles were able to create a sound world in a piecemeal style. 

They were no longer restricted to only recording what could be achieved in a live 

performance setting. Due to the band being EMI’s biggest act and having the power to 

dictate their wishes, musical parts that were beyond their own performing capabilities 

were also now available to them. Whether they had to supplement their usual line-up 

with additional instrumentalists or achieve the desired sound via tape manipulation, the 

technology itself became part of the compositional process as they pushed recording 

and musical boundaries.  

 

If recording is to be considered the defining element of rock music, it surely must 

provide the possibility for additional dimensions to contribute to the compositional 

process. Formal structure is the framework or ‘coat hanger’ on which other values are 

hung; a “harmonic-rhythmic framework derived from ‘classical’ music”.128 The other 

values are the dynamic content that combine to create the interest, character, and 

originality of the music. The fact that there is, or can be, a rigid framework does little to 

impair originality. It in fact provides us with something which we can regard as 

significant as listeners. It is the points of difference in dynamic content that 

individualises different acts. Dynamic content can consist of various things such as 

“inflection of pitch, rhythm and timbre, individuated ‘dirty’ timbres and improvisation.”129 

What John Shepherd does not consider is that the sounds created in the recording 

studio through technological means such as compression, reverberations, distortions, 

etc., can also be part of this dynamic content (unless he considers them to be included 

as “individuated ‘dirty’ timbres”) and therefore should be considered part of the 

compositional fabric of a recorded musical piece -  the sound of a recorded song is part 

of the overall effect of the piece of music and should therefore be considered thus. 

Gracyk makes this point when discussing Brian Wilson’s songs as being “less 

impressive than his ability to sculpt recorded sound.” He continues to add that, “his 

songs are so closely wedded to specific voices and sounds that they have seldom 
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worked as vehicles for other groups or singers”.130 I support Gracyk’s view when he 

claims, “many rock musicians find as much expression in the qualities of the sounds 

themselves as in musical structures”.131 If this is the case, then why can’t composition 

itself be instigated by the sounds created in recording studios? Recorded music does 

not necessarily have to follow predetermined song writing methods. This is true of 

much of the Electronic Dance Music (EDM) that is produced. A rhythm is adhered to as 

an anchor but the interest is created and provided by the sounds and textures that are 

employed. This adheres to Adorno’s theory that popular music utilises a standardised 

structure on which musical ideas are hung creating a pseudo-individualised piece of 

music. Adorno’s theories on popular music, particularly its production and 

standardisation, continue to dominate popular music studies.132 There are questionable 

issues in his views but, “the flaws, if such they are, are in the physiognomy of a giant” 

and “anyone wanting to argue the importance of studying popular music has to absorb 

Adorno in order to go beyond him”.133  

 

Adorno’s standardisation theories regarding popular music only concern individual 

pieces of popular music. As an expanded form, classical music has more time over 

which to play out various modulations and extensions. If a recording released on the LP 

format was considered as a complete work, Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band 

could be said to break through the mid-sixties conventions of popular music 

standardisation. Taken in its entirety, the album’s form was not analogous to anything 

that popular music had previously produced. Adorno’s discussions of form and 

standardisation refer mainly to musical structure. This notion raises the issue of 

whether form can be discussed in terms of medium and the content that medium 

allows. Adorno put it that that the long-playing record “at last made it possible for 

‘musically engaged people’ to build a ‘museum’ of opera music”.134  

Record formats change in various ways, some of which effectively 
disappear from view, such as a record's durability (how easily smashed) or 
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its speed of rotation; however, one aspect of change in the format affected 
the content of the record directly: the length of time available to be filled.135 

While it might be true that much of The Beatles’ recorded output during the period 

being investigated is influenced by standard popular music structures (therefore 

creating a framework from which they worked), the content within this framework 

extended the creative scope of popular music significantly. As Howard Goodall states, 

pop music preceding The Beatles had limitations as it was often “formulaic, recycling 

the same few chord structures and rhythms again and again”136. At a micro-level, The 

Beatles bent the framework out of shape with compositional variants at ‘song’-level, 

with experimental time signatures, metre changes, and unusual phrase-lengths. At 

macro-level, they changed the way in which a collection, or album, of songs could be 

approached by regarding the form in its entirety and its ontological nature being that of 

a recording. This allows the modern popular musician to compose in terms that were 

beyond the thinking of Adorno when his critiques were penned. The Beatles could be 

said to have pioneered a drive within popular music to seek specificity of form, fairly 

radically removed from what Adorno observed. Adorno, for all his genius intellect had 

too many blind spots borne of his historicity to have entertained Goodall’s belief that 

The Beatles saved Western art music. Goodall backs this up by stating: 

By mixing pop and classical techniques, and cross-fertilising them with 
Indian, and electronic music, The Beatles refreshed and revitalised western 
harmony. They also transformed the recording studio from a dull box where 
you recaptured your live sound, into a musical laboratory, of exciting and 
completely new sounds. This was one of the most crucial advances in the 
way popular music was to be produced. But Lennon & McCartney didn’t just 
influence all popular music that followed them. They influenced classical 
music too. The leading classical composers of our own era have turned 
back to traditional harmony. More than anyone, Lennon & McCartney 
prefigured this trend. They showed that the old musical forms could be 
refashioned and refreshed, to make music that was both exciting and 
popular, and sophisticated and new. They, more than anyone, saved the 
western musical tradition from extinction, and gave it a new purpose and a 
direction.137 
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With recording, music has the ability to adapt to the form (or format) on which it is 

released to the public. Magnetic tape recording quickly took over disc-recording as the 

standard recording medium but discs remained the object of dissemination. This 

means that historically, the time limitations of the format have maintained an influence 

on both the distribution of recorded music and on composition of popular music. 

When Igor Stravinsky composed his ‘Serenade for Piano’ in 1925, he wrote 
the work so that each of the four movements would fit the roughly three-
minute limit of a ten-inch, 78-rpm record side...Stravinsky was not alone. 
Many composers of classical and especially popular music followed a 
similar compositional approach. (Today's three-minute pop song is a 
remnant of this practice.) Stravinsky's decision to tailor his Serenade to the 
length of a record side is a clear manifestation of recording's influence.138 

Osborne notes that The Beatles’ LPs began to take on a different character than their 

single releases as early as Help! (1965) with its Dylan-inspired songs. Rubber Soul 

(1965) has a character of its own with its folk-flavoured compositions and its move 

away from straightforward love songs “towards other themes (‘In My Life’, ‘Nowhere 

Man’); more elliptical songs (‘Norwegian Wood’); or message-music (‘The Word’)”.139 

The LP, since its existence, had been associated with ‘serious’ music (classical, jazz, 

folk).140 It was common practice in America to release an album with one or two ‘hits’ 

on it, surrounded by ‘filler’ material. Better value for money was demanded in Britain 

and this worked in favour for a more progressive minded band such as The Beatles.  

 

Griffiths argues that the format on which the recorded material is released has also 

affected the content over time, with the length of time available to be filled changing the 

recording habits of artists. The key formats of the twentieth century were 78 rpm discs, 

45 rpm discs, introduced in 1949, and 33 1/3 rpm albums, introduced in 1948, cassette 

tapes and Compact Disc's, each format (excluding the 45 rpm single) extending the 

amount of recorded material that could be stored and thus extending the amount of 

recorded material available to be disseminated.141 Technological time constraints that 

have been offered up by the format have affected the way that performers approach 
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their art. Osborne argues that many of the albums that make up the bulk of ‘the 

greatest albums of all time’ lists, originate from the golden era of rock and pop vinyl 

releases between the late 1960s and mid 1970s.142 When re-released onto the CD 

format, many of these albums did not convert well as vinyl releases were specifically 

sequenced with having two individual sides in mind. These two sides often were vastly 

different in style and mood and with the conversion to CD these two sides were 

reduced to one continuous playlist. The attention required for close listening was 

extended and sitting through an entire sixty-minute album stretched this attention span. 

This attention span has the potential to be extended even more nowadays with the 

common currency of music downloads and streaming. My personal feeling is that the 

length of time an LP affords is ideal for my project as I am attempting to emulate 

recordings from the 1960s and many of the approaches and conditions from that time. 

Although they are realised as CDs in their final form, when piecing together my albums, 

I have consciously thought of them as being in two halves – a side one and side two. 

Consideration had to be given as to how a two-sided sequential project would fit into 

the digital environment as digital content automatically encourages its own 

deconstruction via the formation of playlists. The tracks have been edited in order to 

stand alone as single tracks in addition to being part of a larger whole. Most tracks, 

when listened to by themselves, have a small section of the preceding and following 

album tracks audible at the beginning and ending, informing the listener that a bigger 

overall picture may be discovered with further investigation. When listened to in a 

shuffled playlist the songs still work together. The overarching theme of ‘Pictures of 

Everyday’ is loose enough to allow the reordering of its songs, as each song is 

intended as an aural snapshot. 
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5 How Beatles Albums Informed My Practice  
In the following chapter I will be explaining how The Beatles’ composition and recording 

methods affected my own original recordings. First will be a brief overview of why 

Revolver and Sgt. Pepper should be regarded as works of phonography. Key 

production techniques from this time - Artificial Double Tracking and varispeeding – will 

be discussed along with examples of how these techniques affected my recordings. 

The effect of technology on the ‘humanness’ of a recording are also investigated. 

Woven throughout this chapter are examples of my own work to show how production 

and compositional devices were appropriated.  

5.1 The Phonography of Revolver and Sgt. Pepper 
The Beatles’ Revolver and Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, should be regarded 

as works of phonography.143 Rubber Soul contains material that could be regarded 

similarly. The Beatles appropriated both pre-recorded material and musical styles to 

come up with their own individual style and product, which from 1966 onwards was 

greatly dependent on the recording studio as a device for realising their musical 

thoughts and compositions. Their pioneering work in the popular music field influenced, 

enriched and enhanced the future popular musical landscape in regard to what could 

be achieved with recorded and recording formats. When reflecting on Sgt. Pepper, 

producer George Martin states that, “it probably did change the face of recording, so it 

became a different kind of art-form”.144 Sgt. Pepper marks the stage in the history of 

popular music where the possibilities of what could be achieved with the recorded 

format were shown. It was the junction where popular music exploded into further 

genres. Valdez considers Revolver to be a “pivotal art work” as “all musical elements – 

sound, structure, time, melody, and harmony – are treated both traditionally and 

experimentally at some point on the album”.145 With the recording of Revolver, the 

Beatles began employing a vast array of technical innovations as their imaginations 

                                                
143 All of The Beatles’ subsequent albums could also be considered to be works of 
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demanded new sounds with which to work. This album and the following albums Sgt 

Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band and Magical Mystery Tour (1967) exhibited the 

Beatles at their most experimental. John Lennon and Paul McCartney had established 

a proven track record that allowed them virtual autonomy in regard to their creative 

direction and both were pre-occupied with producing new music. This was not a case of 

discarding the compositional trends and recording styles that had come before, but one 

of appropriating these forms and shaping a new aesthetic.  

 

5.1.1 A.D.T. 
By 1966, the Beatles discovered that the studio was an ideal alternate forum in which 

to express themselves artistically and musically. The reason that both Revolver and 

Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band can be considered phonographic works is 

largely due to the technical innovations that came about at Abbey Road at this time, 

mainly due to the band’s demands. The first of these innovations was the invention of 

A.D.T., or Artificial Double Tracking.146 The method of manual double tracking had long 

been in use in many studios. This is where a vocal recording, for instance, is recorded 

once and then a second recording is overdubbed on top of the first recording. The 

blending of these two separate recordings creates a ‘thickening’ of the sound, largely 

due to the minor imperfections between the two recordings. John Lennon, in particular, 

enjoyed the sound of this effect but found it tiring to manually double track his vocals. 

He inquired if there was a way in which this doubling could be achieved electronically. 

Technician, Ken Townsend found a solution. Abbey Road had acquired four new 

Studer J37 4-track tape recorders in 1965. Townsend noticed that the distance 

between the record/sync head and the playback head of the J37 was larger than that of 

the studios older British Tape Recorder machines. By diverting the recorded signal at 

the sync head of the J37 to a second machine with a different delay time and bringing 

these two signals back together at the mixing console, there was a slight delay 

between the two signals. An oscillator was also fitted to the second machine so the 

delay time could be varied on the second signal. This doubling of the recorded signal 

led to the creation of other effects, namely chorus, flanging, and phasing, all of which 

are still in common use today in both digital and analogue form. Flanging was achieved 

by pressing a finger against the tape reel as it was running in order to slow it down 
                                                
146 Commonly called Automatic Double Tracking, the effect is named Artificial Double Tracking 

by its creator, Ken Towshend. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgnSVdjfSwk [accessed 14 
December 2017]. 
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slightly. When the finger was released, the tape returned to normal speed. These 

fluctuations in speed caused the effect. A contributing factor to the unique Abbey Road 

A.D.T. sound was the instability of the mains power at the studio. This could cause 

slight fluctuations to the speed of the tape machines as they were recording. 

 

Many of my own recordings use A.D.T. effects. The software plug-in called Reel A.D.T., 

a plug-in developed in association with Abbey Road Studios to emulate the original 

pioneering process, was employed on several songs. One example is ‘I Don’t Think 

You Will Miss Me’. The visual image that I conceived for the overall production was that 

of an old photograph. To achieve this effect, I employed an extensive double tracking 

technique when recording and mixing the vocals to aurally emulate a double exposure 

of a photograph. The main vocals were recorded and then re-routed out of ProTools 

and into Logic Pro on my laptop and effects added (Reel ADT and J37 tape 

saturation).147 The signal was then routed out of ProTools and through a guitar amplifier 

with distortion added. The amplifier was then re-recorded into ProTools via a 

microphone. This was blended with the original vocal track (panned left) to which EQ 

and reverb were added. The distorted signal was also doubled and slightly moved to 

create an extra A.D.T. effect (my attempt to emulate a double-exposure aurally), a tape 

delay effect was added, and then the track was panned hard to the right. Similar 

methods were employed on 'Bowler Hats’ and ‘Naughty Step’. A second example, 

‘Dinner With the Wife and Kids’ was an experiment using A.D.T. and manual double 

tracking concurrently. The first recorded vocal track was run through a Reel A.D.T. 

plug-in, a RS124 compressor plug-in, and Kramer Tape plugins, while the second of 

the double tracked vocals was run through a Lexicon chamber reverb to ‘distance’ it, 

and this was panned halfway to the right of the stereo spectrum. This provided a ghost-

vocal effect to the more prominent part, in keeping with the atmospheric nature of the 

song. 

 

5.1.2 Varispeeding. 
Another innovation at this time, and one of the most integral elements of The Beatles’ 

sonic signature of the mid-1960s, was the use of variable tape speeds, commonly 

known as ‘varispeed’. George Martin had already introduced the Beatles to half-speed 

overdubbing. This was where the main rhythm recording was made with the tape 
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machine running at its faster speed - the BTR machines had the two speed settings of 

15ips and 7.5ips. The rhythm track was then slowed to the machines lower setting of 

7.5ips and the overdub was performed at half-speed and one octave lower than the 

intended resultant pitch. When the overdub was completed, the tape was then returned 

to the faster speed. Two famous examples of this technique are the unison guitar and 

organ solo in ‘A Hard Day’s Night’ (1964) and the baroque style piano solo from ‘In My 

Life’ (1965). This led the Beatles and their team to ask the question, ‘what if the tape 

machine could run at any speed, not just at the two standard settings?’. 

The technicians found that the new Studer J37’s had a separate motor that only ran the 

capstan. By fitting a frequency oscillator to the capstan motor they found that they 

could affect the speed at which the machine ran during a recording. Recordings could 

now be recorded fast and then slowed down, or recorded slow and then sped up. Other 

innovative uses of studio equipment came out of this period. The speaker-as-

microphone technique was used on the ‘Paperback Writer/Rain’ (1966) single. One of 

the studios ‘White Elephant’ speakers was converted to run as a microphone and this 

was used to mic the bass amplifier. A speaker has a much larger diaphragm than a 

regular microphone and therefore captures a larger bass response. Many of these 

innovations were pioneered on the track ‘Rain’ (1966) which was released as the B-

side of the ‘Paperback Writer’ (1966) single at the beginning of June 1966. The rhythm 

track on ‘Rain’ (drums, bass, and rhythm guitar) was played faster than the intended 

tempo and then slowed down using the varispeeding process. John Lennon’s vocals 

were then recorded slower than intended and then sped up. The speaker-as-

microphone technique was utilised and A.D.T. was added to the entire track at mix 

down.  

 

Using The Beatles’ experimentation with tape speeds as an influence on my own 

recordings, ‘varispeeding’ was used on several songs over the three albums. An 

example of this is the song ‘Blind Man’. The song concerns a character turning to 

religion and the affect that their beliefs have on their personality. With religion acting as 

a weight upon their shoulders, I thought the song needed ‘weightiness’ in order to 

enhance the lyrical content of the song. With The Beatles’ ‘Rain’ as a sonic template for 

the production the rhythm guitar and drum tracks were recorded faster than the 

intended resultant speed and were then slowed. In order to slow the rhythm track down 

to the correct tempo and pitch, a series of calculations had to be made. To do this, I 

first played a short section of the song at the intended speed of the song and in the 
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correct key of E in order to find the required tempo of the song, which was 86.5bpm. 

Using a Time/Pitch plugin, I 

raised the pitch of the song to 

F# and allowed the plugin to 

also stretch the tempo. The 

tempo that I would have to 

perform the song was 

calculated to be 97.0867bpm. 

These tempo figures were used 

to calculate the percentage of 

speed increase, which worked 

out to be roughly 112%. The 

rhythm track was then performed at this tempo (with a capo on the second fret of the 

guitar in order to raise the pitch of the song to F#) onto ProTools. The percentage of 

112% was then applied to Albany Street Studio’s Studer A827 tape machine, which 

had the regular running speed of 15ips. The Studer would have to run at the speed of 

16.83584ips while the ProTools recording of the rhythm tracks were recorded to tape. 

Once the recording to tape was complete, the tape machine was then returned to its 

regular running speed of 15ips and the recording was transferred back into ProTools.  

‘To Be Frank’ went through a varispeeding process with the finished track this time 

being sped up to underscore the childhood perspective from which it was written. The 

initial recording was performed in the key of A major with all parts overdubbed 

(acoustic, guitar, slide guitar, bass guitar, and drums) with the finished recording being 

sped up by 0.75 of a semitone, the most extreme speed change of any of my songs 

from this project. This idea came from the recording and varispeeding process 

employed in ‘When I’m Sixty-Four’ where McCartney required his voice more “boyish-

sounding”. As George Martin explains;  

We originally recorded him in the key of C major; but when it came to 
mixing, Paul wanted to sound younger. Could he be a teenager again? So 
we racked up his vocal to D flat, by speeding the tape up.148  

                                                
148 Martin and Pearson, 35. 

Figure 1. ‘Blind Man’ tape speed calculation. 
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As MacDonald  puts it, ‘When I’m Sixty-Four’ is “light in tone and texture, musically 

backward looking, and delivered with cute insouciance” and it was these qualities that I 

required of my production.149  

The drum track for ‘The Election Year Waltz’ was performed slightly faster than is 

represented on the final recording and then slowed down. The tempo and speed 

difference was not calculated on this occasion as it was only the drums being 

varispeeded and not a pitched instrument. With ‘The Election Year Waltz’ and ‘Blind 

Man’ I carried out the varispeeding process by transferring the tracks to be varied to 

24-track tape machine while the other tracks that were varispeeded were altered 

digitally. These same two tracks are also the only songs to have a combination of 

varispeeded tracks and tracks performed at normal pitch. A number of other songs in 

their entirety were varispeeded just prior to the mastering process. The following table 

shows which songs were varispeeded over the three albums and the amount of 

manipulation applied: 

 
 
Table 1. Varispeeding; The Dunedin Electric Co. 

Song Varispeed Amount (% Semitones) 

‘Bluebird’ + 0.25 

‘P.H.D.’ -0.25 

‘Pictures of Everyday’ + 0.25 

‘Sneaky Feeling’ + 0.4 

‘Suck it Up’ + 0.5 

‘That’s Infotainment!’ + 0.35 

‘To Be Frank’ + 0.75 
 

5.2 The Effect of Technology/‘Humanity’ 
In addition to being a study on the art of phonography and the way in which this affects 

the recording process, it should not be for lack of reason. The production of these 

songs is intended to enhance and support the compositional thrust of the songs. This 

may reside in the instrumentation chosen, the effects used, technology utilised, and 

other approaches taken. It is the work of an imaginary band as opposed to that of a set 

                                                
149 MacDonald, 195. 
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number of individuals playing together as a group. Many of these songs feature myself 

as the only participant and on these occasions the recordings become a painting of the 

music of the mind onto a sonic canvas. Being the only participant on occasions has not 

always been intentional, more a case of having ideas in the studio and acting upon 

opportunities at the time they occur. The majority of the work has been recorded 

digitally but analogue equipment has been utilised when deemed appropriate to the 

song. This has meant using magnetic tape to varispeed songs or parts of songs, for 

effects, or just to add tape noise to songs as an aesthetic.  

The greatest influence that I have adhered to due to my investigation into the recorded 

works of The Beatles has been their approach to recording. The most striking feature of 

The Beatles’ recording, to my ears, is the ‘humanity’ that can be heard in the 

performances. Imperfections abound throughout their recording history, from the 

flubbed vocals in ‘Please Please Me’ (1963) through to the add-on that is ‘Her Majesty’ 

(1969), an outtake from the side two Abbey Road medley that found its way onto the 

master. These mistakes give the music of The Beatles a realness that much of the 

popular music of today has eliminated. Throughout the course of recorded music’s 

history there has been a quest for perfection that has ultimately homogenised the art of 

record production in many genres. That is not to say that there have not been non–

conformist recordists who have sought to keep music ‘human’ sounding but the popular 

music of the ‘top-forty’ variety, mostly produced by big corporations, has become 

machine-like both in its factory-line type production and ultimately in its sound. 

Zagorski-Thomas sees the desire to eliminate these human frailties as a “logical 

extension of the notion of Western art music as a purely cerebral art form”, to “hear the 

music and not the performance”.150  From my own ideological perspective I enjoy 

hearing human frailty coming through in a recording as I believe that it encapsulates 

the emotive intent of the performance. This may subconsciously be a quest to make the 

final recorded product representational of a ‘real’ event, one of many added elements 

that give the listener the cognitive experience of a complete event rather than a 

constructed one, but in critiquing my own performance I find that many of the additions 

that I make to a recording contain examples of ‘human frailty’. An intimacy can be 

achieved between producer and listener by reminding the listener that a real person is 

producing the sound. Examples of this in my own work include breath noises made by 

                                                
150 Zagorski-Thomas, 60-61. 
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the clarinet player in ‘Late Last Night’, mouth noises on the vocal track of ‘Astronaut’ 

and the running out of breath in some longer vocal notes in the second section of 

‘Obituary’. This follows in the linear trajectory legacy of the studio as compositional tool 

aesthetic left by Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. This legacy varies in different 

genres but in what could be classified as ‘rock’ music, as opposed to popular music, 

this element of frailty remains. It is of interest that if one follows this direct historical 

line, the music with these traits is no longer designated as ‘rock’, but usually under the 

categorisation of ‘alternative’ and, often, ‘independent’ presumably for the reason that 

this music does not fit into the ‘music industry’s’ pre-ordained rules for what is deemed 

marketable for mass consumption.  

5.2.1 Tempo Changes Within Songs 
The following chapter section alludes to aesthetics, but as it is pertinent to the project at 

hand, I will touch upon the subject briefly. On the series of recordings I created for this 

study, I did not rely on a click track for every recording as I feel that an important 

element of many Beatles recordings is the temporal freedom they exhibit. Taruskin, in 

his investigation into a series of recordings of Bach’s fifth Brandenburg Concerto 

between 1935 and 1985, concludes that the music has transformed from ‘vitalist’ to 

‘geometrical’ in the manner in which it is being performed.151 Michael Chanan  defines 

‘vitalist’ as “late romantic, emotionally intense, with continual wide fluctuations of 

dynamic intensity and tempo” and ‘geometrical’ as “not only more angular and precise, 

but also increasingly inelastic in terms of dynamics and, as a general rule, notably 

faster”.152 He notes that “in post-war recordings by the Amadeus, the Juilliard or the 

Italian quartets, for instance, you no longer hear the portamento and rubato - the elastic 

treatment of pitch and tempo - employed as late as the 1930s by the Busch Quartet in 

their celebrated Beethoven recordings, which by then had been largely banished from 

orchestral [sic] performance”, and questions why this has eventuated; is it the effect of 

technical reproduction or has technology merely accelerated a process that was 

already unfolding?153  

                                                
151 Michael Chanan, Repeated Takes : A Short History of Recording and Its Effects on Music 

(London: New York, 1995), 124. 
152 Ibid. 
153 Ibid., 120. 
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Technology most certainly is the reason for the ‘geometricising’ of music of all genres. 

While time constraints that have been offered up by the format of dissemination (78 

rpm, 331/3 rpm, cassettes, compact discs) have affected the way that performers 

approach their art if it is to become a recorded artefact and therefore commodified, the 

nature of the recording method (acoustic recording, electrical recording, magnetic tape, 

digital recording) has also added to these changes. With the realisation that ‘perfection’ 

can be achieved in the quest for the ‘reality of illusion’, many aspects of musicality are 

meticulously examined and ‘corrected’ to the extent that human discrepancies are 

eliminated, rendering the results ‘geometricised’. In popular music since the mid-1960s, 

this has become progressively so, with further impetus coming from the digitisation of 

recording technology. Click tracks are routinely utilised in the studio as it is taken for 

granted that the individual tracks that make up the resulting recording will be cut, 

pasted, and edited to this. This, of course, affects the elasticity of time that was present 

in the recordings of The Beatles who, even in their most elaborate productions, 

maintained a basic rhythm track that was performed by members of the group without 

the aid of a metronome or click track. As an example, Moore points out that the 

difference in tempo between the verses of ‘Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds’ is caused 

by the ‘metric modulation’ between the verses and the refrain.154 This causes the music 

to ‘breathe’ on a temporal plane as opposed to being rigidly adhered to a click track. 

The music created at this time in popular music history was ‘vitalist’ in terms of both 

recording methodology and performance. The Beatles could easily perform all the 

correct notes in their recorded performances but were still able to maintain a ‘vitalist’ 

approach to the performances.  

A significant reason for the adherence to metronomic timekeeping in more recent times 

has been both the proliferation of the programming of sound and the editing functions 

of Digital Audio Workstation’s being designed around a metronomic, grid-based 

system. Editing is achievable without this adherence to a grid but not so easily, 

resulting in the majority of recordists preferring the ease of performing to a click-track. 

Many of my recordings in this portfolio are recorded ‘freely’ and do not adhere to a 

click-track while others do. ‘Pictures of Everyday’, ‘Late Last Night’, ‘Anna G.’, 

‘Astronaut’, ‘Speak Before I Die’ and ‘I Don’t Think You’ll Miss Me’ are the songs that 

do not utilise a click-track and these are the songs which began with a basic ‘live’ track, 

                                                
154 Moore, The Beatles: Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, 32. 
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usually consisting of two or more instrumentalists. ‘Late Last Night’ is the exception as 

it began with a solitary piano track with all succeeding instrumentation played to this. A 

contributing factor in the decision to record the song in this fashion was that no drums 

were to be added. The songs that do utilise a click-track were the ones recorded by 

myself with no other musicians. In these cases, the metronome was used for the initial 

recorded track only and subsequently muted. This allowed the music to ‘breathe’ 

temporally a little (but not to the extent of not using a click-track at all). Click-tracks, 

used professionally, are in part used to mitigate human unreliability. Elasticity 

(ritardandos and accelerandos) can be programmed in if desired, but sometimes a live, 

initial rhythm track may best be performed free of gadgetry. This methodology is not 

intended to discourage the use of click-tracks, but serves to illuminate the consideration 

of whether the final product needs to adhere to one or not.  

Advancements in technology need not standardise recorded sound if the recordist is 

aware of the insipidness that may result from their use of presets and simplification 

techniques. To approach recorded sound with creativity and inventiveness can result in 

an altogether different sounding result, and If the freedom of such manipulation of 

sound is available to the composer, then he or she begins to think differently with 

regard to composition. It is this approach that led to the creation of Revolver and Sgt. 

Pepper and to what became known as psychedelic rock. 
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6 Psychedelic Rock 
Mojo magazine’s issue 109 from December 2002 lists what it considers the 100 

greatest drug songs ever, forty-one of which were recorded between 1966 and 1967. 

This is a considerable percentage bearing in mind that the list is comprised of songs 

from throughout the duration of recorded music history. If the range is extended from 

1966 until 1970, the number totals fifty out of one hundred.155 

By the time that The Beatles began recording Revolver, Lennon, Harrison and Starr 

had experimented with LSD. Lennon and Harrison were first introduced to the drug by a 

friend of Harrison’s, a London dentist, prior to the recording of Rubber Soul when he 

slipped LSD into their drinks. The two convinced Starr to join them the second time 

they took the drug in Los Angeles on the 24th of August, during on their 1966 American 

tour. McCartney was reluctant on this occasion, finally succumbing a year later, while 

Lennon increased his usage prior to the recording of Revolver.156 The effect of the drug 

on their musical output was not immediate but began to inspire their song writing and 

creativity, just as their regular marijuana use had from 1964 onward. The three Beatle’s 

usage of LSD was only sporadic and in its experimental phase throughout the 

recordings of the Help! (1965) and Rubber Soul (1965) albums, but their involvement 

with the drug increased during the group’s three month break prior to the April to June 

1966 recording sessions that would result in the Revolver album. The Beatles have 

very few songs that are directly about drugs, it was more the allusion to the fact that 

they, as a group, had turned to drugs themselves. This allusion was portrayed with 

subtle lyrical hints but was even more prominent in the way that their music was being 

crafted in the studio, with increased use of examples of ‘psychedelic coding’ and new 

timbral elements. The group’s increasing interest in Indian Classical music is another 

influential factor at this time, especially with regard to fluid, non-quadratic phrase 

structures. In this chapter I will be examining psychedelic rock and its characteristics 

including the use of different metres within songs, the reduction and extension of the 8-

bar phrase, juxtapositions both within and between songs, and song endings. I will 

explain how these characteristics were applied to my compositions. 

 

                                                
155 "The 100 Greatest Drug Songs Ever," Mojo, December 2002. 
156 MacDonald, 127-28. 
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6.1 Characteristics of Psychedelic Rock 
The art of phonography and psychedelic rock are extremely complementary with regard 

to their visuality. Most authors who comment on psychedelic rock agree that it involves 

creating sounds that recreate or evoke the sensations of an acid trip - to put one’s 

experiences whilst under the influence of the drug into sounds. As an acid trip is an 

intensely visual experience, this indicates that the creator of a work of psychedelic rock 

interprets the visual aspects of a hallucinogenic trip as sounds. As George Martin 

states: 

For me, making a record is like painting a picture in sound…Not only are 
we painting sound pictures, but our palette is infinite…The fascination of 
recording is that you really do have an unlimited range of musical colours to 
use…I was able to explore what were then the more curious corners of 
innovative recording: multi-speed techniques (like recording something and 
doubling it up in speed), lifting a tape off and recording it backwards, 
unusual sound-effects – every possible way of building up a picture in 
sound.157 

Phonography and the process of recording has been likened to various forms of visual 

arts with Eisenberg making a comparison between live recordings and stage 

productions, and a further comparison between a studio recording and a film.158 Brown 

compares a rock recording to a landscape painting by Corot as opposed to a “purely 

documentary photograph” when he states that “rock recordings are sounds 

manipulated for the sake of their artistically representational function”.159 Many of the 

people behind the making of The Beatles’ albums speak of sound recording in terms of 

visuality. Emerick describes the recording process from an engineer’s perspective in 

terms of photography, with “the difference being that the photographer captures light 

and an engineer captures sound”. He continues by likening a microphone to a camera 

lens that “can be bright or dull, and can have a wise sensitive pick-up area like a wide-

angle lens, or a narrow sensitive area like a telephoto lens. Like the photographer, the 

recording engineer will use whichever is most appropriate for the job in hand”.160 Going 

one step further, Emerick applies synaesthetic qualities, or the ability to visualise 

sound, to equalisation manipulation at the mixing stage of a recording; 

                                                
157 Martin and Hornsby, 141. 
158 Eisenberg, 92. 
159 Brown, "Phonography, Rock Records, and the Ontology of Recorded Music," 368. (Italics in 

original). 
160 Geoff Emerick, "Recording Techniques," in Making Music : The Guide to Writing, Performing 

& Recording, ed. George Martin (London: Pan, 1983), 256. 
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Tone, or equalisation, is added to the mikes to enhance the sound, and I 
often think of this in terms of colour: treble brings out the greens, high treble 
brings out the blues and silvers, and the bass can be described in shades 
of browns and golds. As a recording engineer, therefore, you are painting a 
picture with sound.161 

DeRogatis states that “psychedelic pioneers noted the unique effects of the drug [LSD] 

on music, often referring to synaesthesia, or the sense that sounds could be seen as 

kaleidoscopic bursts of colour”.162 Reising and LeBlanc point out some of the aural 

synaesthetic traits associated with the hallucinogenic experience as, “sounds (which) 

seem to burst into vibrant colours, the buzz with which individual sounds seem to blend 

into pure sonic energy, the wash of sight and sound in which it is difficult to distinguish 

foreground from background and vice-versa, and the elasticity of space and time that 

expand and contract seemingly to fit the mood or aura of the environment”.163 Whiteley 

lists some of the shared techniques associated with works of psychedelic rock as being 

“the manipulation of timbres (blurred, bright, overlapping), upward movement (and its 

comparison with psychedelic flight), harmonies (lurching, oscillating), rhythms (regular, 

irregular), relationships (foreground, background) and collages which provide a point of 

comparison with more conventionalised, i.e. normal treatment”, and refers to these as 

‘psychedelic coding’.164 To DeRogatis, this ‘coding’ consists of “circular, mandala-like 

song structures; sustained or droning melodies; altered and effected instrumental 

sounds; reverb, echoes, and tape delays that create[d] a sense of space, and layered 

mixes that rewarded repeated listening by revealing new and mysterious elements”.165 

DeRogatis also maintains that the recording studio itself has been psychedelic rock’s 

most effective instrument because of its emphasis on sounds that fire the imagination 

and that it has often been the first genre to embrace technological advances in music 

making.166  

 

                                                
161 Ibid. 
162 DeRogatis, 10. 
163Reising and LeBlanc, "Within and Without: Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Bandand 

Psychedelic Insight," 106.  
164 Whiteley, The Space between the Notes : Rock and the Counter-Culture, 4. 
165 Jim DeRogatis, Turn on Your Mind : Four Decades of Great Psychedelic Rock (Milwaukee, 

WI: Hal Leonard, 2003), 12. 
166 Ibid., 11-12. 
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Hicks puts it that “to understand what makes music stylistically “psychedelic”, one 

should consider three fundamental effects of LSD: dechronicisation, depersonalisation, 

and dynamisation”.167 He explains these three effects as follows; 

Dechronicisation permits the drug user to move outside of conventional 
perceptions of time. Depersonalisation allows the user to lose the self and 
gain an ”awareness of undifferentiated unity.”168 Dynamisation, as Leary 
wrote, makes everything from floors to lamps seem to bend, as “familiar 
forms dissolve into moving, dancing structures”,169 objects become liquid, 
“dripping, steaming, with white-hot light or electricity,” as though the 
“substance and form” of the world were “still molten.”170 Music that is truly 
“psychedelic” mimics these three effects.171 

Hicks describes an example of ‘dechronicisation’ in psychedelic rock as being where a 

group will “lengthen songs and slow them down”.172 An additional example is using 

“quasi-hypnotic repetition and the absence of musical goals” which leads to “a near 

stasis in which change and anticipation are minimal”.173 Commonly known as the 

‘drone’, Mellers describes “the incremental repetition of brief, non-developing phrases” 

as destroying “the sense of temporal progression, so that one lives more in 

mythological, rather than in chronological, time”, with the “trance the music induces” 

being “enhanced by narcotics”.174 The use of the ‘drone’ is particularly evident in the 

works of the Beatles after George Harrison’s immersion in Indian culture and classical 

music, not only in his Indian influenced compositions but also in the compositions of 

Lennon and McCartney. ‘Tomorrow Never Knows’ from Revolver makes use of a bass 

ostinato played over an unremitting drum pattern throughout, whilst the song’s texture 

and colour are supplied by the application of various tape loops. The verse of 

McCartney’s ‘Got to Get You Into My Life’ also applies a I-bVII chord progression over 

a G pedal note in the bass. Hicks gives examples of how psychedelic rock groups 

‘depersonalised’ their music; by “changing their idea of ensemble - which in turn 
                                                
167 Hicks, 63. 
168 John Blofeld, “A High Yogic Experience Achieved with Mescaline,” Psychedelic Review 7 

(1966): 29. See also David Drake, “Psychedelic Metaphysics,” Psychedelic Review 5 (1965): 
56-57. 

169 Leary, T. (1966) “The Experiential Typewriter,” Psychedelic Review 7: 80. See also Smith, 
David E. (1967) “Lysergic Acid Diethylamide” An Historical Perspective,” Journal of 
Psychedelic Drugs 1 (Summer): 2. 

170 Leary, T. (1967-68) “The Religious Experience: Its Production and Interpretation,” Journal of 
Psychedelic Drugs 1 (Winter) 10. 

171 Hicks, 63-64. 
172 Ibid., 64. 
173 Ibid., 65. 
174 Mellers, 29. 
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changed the musical texture” and “by turning up their volume and drenching their 

sound in artificial reverb”.175 By changing the idea of ensemble, groups democratised 

the roles within them, with members not taking traditional foreground and background 

roles in the music-making, but instead taking on qualities of free-form jazz where each 

group member performed their own distinct part. By playing at louder volume than in 

previous forms of popular music, the groups attempted to nullify the distinction between 

performers and listeners by allowing the listeners to feel the vibrations of the sound 

created. Artificial reverb distorted the sense of space in which the listeners were 

hearing the music, mimicking the effect one may have whilst under the influence of 

hallucinogens and hearing things closer or further away than the physical location that 

the sounds were actually originating from. The combination of increasing the volume 

and the amount of reverberation created the effect of the music being heard closer and 

further away simultaneously. It is within Hicks’ ‘dynamisation’ designation that 

psychedelic rock exhibits its most familiar traits and provides standard musical 

structures with many new features. He states that: 

More than anything else, psychedelic music dynamised musical parameters 
previously stable in rock. Psychedelic drugs transformed fixed shapes into 
shifting shapes. In turn, psychedelic rock activated the music’s essential 
form, harmony, timbre, articulation, and spatial deployment.176 

The music of The Beatles mid-sixties recordings uses all of the musical elements 

suggested by Hicks above, with their song writing affecting form and harmony and the 

recording process affecting timbre and spatial deployment. Articulation was shaped 

during pre-recording rehearsals undertaken by the group. Distorted instrument sounds, 

whether produced from amplification of their instruments or during the recording or 

mixing process were part of the dynamisation process. The dynamisation of timbre 

included the inclusion of Western art music instrumentation and traditions to popular 

music recordings. Macan states that “tone colours derived from the Western art music 

tradition reflect the sense of importance and even ritual that the hippies attached to the 

music”. He continues to add that, with regard to progressive rock, “the consistent use of 

lengthy forms such as the programmatic song cycle of the concept album and the multi-

movement suite underscores the hippies’ new, drug-induced conception of time”.177 

Although they had made use of Western art music tone colours prior to 1966, most 
                                                
175 Hicks, 65. 
176 Ibid., 66. 
177 Macan, 13. 
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prominently on ‘You’ve Got to Hide Your Love Away’ (1965) and ‘Yesterday’ (1965), but 

also including the use of timpani on ‘What You’re Doing’ (1964), The Beatles made 

frequent use of these from 1966 onward, and it was with Revolver that these tone 

colours came to prominence in their recordings. 178  This, of course, meant that 

musicians who were not band members of The Beatles began to be featured on their 

recordings. Naphtali Wagner notes, in regard to The Beatles attitude toward the use of 

Western art music in their songs, that it exhibits a “simultaneous attraction and 

repulsion”.179 This attraction and repulsion was also the case in their attitude toward 

recording and production. The Beatles (Lennon in particular) deliberately went out of 

their way to get back to basics, firstly on The Beatles (1968) and secondly on Let It Be 

(1970). They saw in their more ‘produced’ work (Revolver, Sgt Pepper, Magical 

Mystery Tour) a leaning towards the pretension they perceived in Western art music. 

New timbres were also created in the studio with the Beatles’ quest for new and original 

sounds, especially during the recording of Sgt Pepper, by manipulation of existing 

sounds. 

 

Psychedelic rock exhibits all of the traits mentioned above and it is indeed the 

recording studio that facilitates the ability to approximate most closely the synaesthetic 

sounds associated with the hallucinogenic experience, but it is also the juxtapositions 

that occur within individual songs or over the course of a collection of songs that has 

often been overlooked. These juxtapositions occur across multiple aspects of 

psychedelic rock music. 

6.2  Psychedelic Rock and the Art of Juxtaposition 
There are many forms that juxtapositions take in both the mid-sixties recordings of the 

Beatles and in psychedelic rock in general. As discussed earlier, the growth of rock 

music ran parallel to counter-cultural ideas and the music that resulted juxtaposed 

against the standard quadratic popular songs of the time. Differing time signatures 

within a song, timbral changes within differing sections of songs, unusual balance 
                                                
178 Five of Revolver’s fourteen songs contain Western art music tone colours (‘Eleanor Rigby’, 

‘Yellow Submarine’, ‘For No One’, ‘Got to Get You Into My Life’, and ‘Tomorrow Never 
Knows’ - two of these, ‘Yellow Submarine’ and ‘Tomorrow Never Knows’, having these tone 
colours supplied via pre-recorded tape loops), and one song containing Indian classical music 
instrumentation (‘Love You To’). 

179 Naphtali Wagner, "The Beatles' Psycheclassical Synthesis: Psychedelic Classicism and 
Classical Psychedelia in Sgt. Pepper," in Sgt. Pepper and the Beatles: It Was Forty Years 
Ago Today, ed. Olivier Julien (Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing Ltd., 2008), 76. 
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between instruments, tempo changes, unusual phrase lengths, and juxtaposition 

between songs on the album are but a few of the methods of juxtaposition that have 

become synonymous with psychedelic rock. The way The Beatles ended their songs 

during this period also became a trait of psychedelic music. Many of these 

juxtapositions have ingrained themselves into common music making practices but 

were unheard of before the psychedelic rock period. A brief look at each of these types 

of juxtapositions and how they influenced original compositions is in order. 

 

6.2.1 Differing Time Signatures Within a Song  
A common song writing trait of the Beatles, and in particular in John Lennon’s songs – 

Lennon and McCartney were predominantly writing separately by the time of Revolver 

and Sgt. Pepper - was the use of varying time signatures within songs. This has the 

effect of transporting the listener to different places, or scenes, within the song. Everett 

believes that Harrison’s ‘Love You To’ is an influential song in The Beatles’ canon 

“because of its change of metre, a normal event for Indian listeners, [which] would have 

an effect on Lennon’s fully English compositions within weeks”.180 He also notes that 

this is the first Beatle composition to feature a metre change.181 An early example of 

Lennon’s metre changing technique is ‘She Said She Said’ from Revolver. The ‘B’ 

section of the song begins in common time but when Lennon begins reminiscing about 

his childhood (“no, no, no, you’re wrong, when I was a boy, everything was right”), the 

song abruptly changes into triple time for nine bars before returning to common time 

and the present tense. This was one of Lennon’s earliest psychedelic compositions in 

which the timbre of the song remains the same throughout the time signature shift. 

                                                
180 Everett, The Beatles as Musicians : Revolver through the Anthology, 40. 
181 ‘Love You To’ is largely in common time but has regular insertions of 3/4 bars. 
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The only earlier example of this juxtaposition between quadruple and triple time or, in 

fact, variation of any two differing metres in The Beatles’ recorded catalogue is in their 

cover version of ‘A Taste of Honey’ from the Please Please Me (1963) album. In their 

most ’psychedelic’ period (Revolver onwards) the Beatles made more frequent use of 

differing metres; ‘Good Day Sunshine’, ‘Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds’, and ‘Good 

Morning Good Morning’ make use of changing metres. In the eleven-bar example 

below, ’Good Morning Good Morning’ makes no less than six metre changes with 

Lennon 

Figure 2. Musical Example; 'She Said She Said'. 
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Figure 3. Musical Example; ‘Good Morning Good Morning’ (A) 

 

refusing to curtail his textual phrase lengths to meet the confines of a single metre as 

was the common convention in popular music. Lennon also experiments with opposing 

rhythms in the song with his vocal line in the bridge section sung in triplets, rushing 

against the underlying straight beat of Starr’s drumbeat. In the second bridge section 

this rhythmic opposition works to support the lyrical content, (“People running ‘round it’s 

five o’clock…”). 

Figure 4. Musical Example; ‘Good Morning Good Morning’  
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‘Good Morning Good Morning’ concerns Lennon’s dissatisfaction at living in suburban 

Weybridge and going through problems with his wife, and is the song of a young man 

desperately wanting to escape his confines, which Lennon did shortly after. Most 

succinctly put by Miles, “it is a song about suburban torpor”.182 Lennon was known to 

compose at the piano or with a guitar with the television set on in the background 

resulting in this song being inspired by a Kellogg’s Corn Flakes commercial. 183 

Lennon’s sarcasm was legendary and it is put to full effect in this song. As MacDonald 

describes Lennon’s diatribes: 

No one in pop cursed more entertainingly than Lennon, and only a corpse 
would fail to chuckle at the splenetic gusto with which he lays about him 
here. A disgusted canter through the muck, mayhem, and mundanity of the 
human farmyard.184 

Lyrical observations delivered with a distinct lack of empathetic attachment to the 

scene surveyed juxtapose against a musical backdrop that suggests the pent-up 

aggression Lennon feels at the mundanity of his domestic life. The frustration that 

Lennon was experiencing was expressed through this musical backdrop of mixed 

metres, unusual phrase lengths, aggressive horns and animal sound effects, 

contravening standard musical conventions, whilst the lyrics bombard the listener with 

myriad stimuli that have little or no significance – the reason for his frustration. An 

alternative reading of the juxtaposition between the bored narrative and the active 

backing could be Lennon’s indulgence in taking LSD while at home in Weybridge, with 

everyday domesticity clashing with the drug-induced turmoil in his mind. When 

considering the use of broken metre and phrase lengths employed by Lennon, Martin 

finds that by not adhering to the traditional pop four-bar, four-beat, standardised form, 

Lennon was able to create a mood of dissent: 

It starts off conventionally enough with an eight-bar introduction from the 
horns, followed by a raucous chant of the title from the boys. But the first 
verse has only ten beats in it….in a ten-beat phrase there has to be an 
uneven bar somewhere, or else two bars of 5/4…The tempo is made even 

                                                
182 Barry Miles, Paul Mccartney : Many Years from Now, 1st American ed. (New York: H Holt, 

1997), Biography (bio), 320. 
183 Martin and Pearson, 71  
184 MacDonald, 207-08. 
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more complicated when the horns begin a new phrase under the last beat 
of the second verse….when we come back to the verse the horns play 
block chords to back the voice, stabbing accents in unusual spots, just to 
round off the complexity.185 

By extending the verse phrases to ten beats, Lennon’s vitriol extends its range 

temporally past the expected eight beats, allowing the narrator to use this as metaphor 

for his disdain of his current circumstance, to ‘rant’. Significant also, this song critiques 

the tunes on the album that are quadratic (‘With a Little Help From My Friends’, ‘Sgt. 

Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band (Reprise)’, which of course follows it).  

The changing metre of ’She Said She Said’ (1966), and ‘Good Morning, Good Morning’ 

(1967), along with other examples such as ‘Love You To’ (4/4, 3/4), ’Good Day 

Sunshine’ (4/4, 3/4, 5/4), ‘Strawberry Fields Forever’ (4/4, 2/4, 3/4), ’Lucy in the Sky 

With Diamonds’ (3/4, 4/4), ‘Within You Without You’ (4/4, 2/4, 5/4, 3/4) have influenced 

several of my own songs over the course of the three albums. ‘Late Last Night’, ‘Anna 

G.’, ‘Bowler Hats’, ‘Mr. Straight’, ‘Naughty Step’, ‘Pictures of Everyday’, and ‘Real 

Friends’, all contain metre changes. ‘Mr. Straight’ has the metre changing of ‘She Said 

She Said’ and ‘Good Morning Good Morning’ as compositional inspiration, with 

‘Taxman’ (1966) influencing the production. As in ‘Good Morning Good Morning’, the 

harmonic cycle of the verse chords of ‘Mr Straight’ equal eleven beats; one bar of 4/4, 

one bar of 5/4, and one bar of 2/4 respectively), an allegory to the hurried mood of the 

protagonist.  

                                                
185 Martin and Pearson, 73. 

Figure 5. Musical Example; ‘Mr. Straight’. 
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‘Anna G.’, one of the earliest songs composed for this project, was an exercise in the 

deliberate use of mixed metres with the denomination the personification of an 

anagram. The constantly changing metre of the chorus (bars of 4/4, 3/4 and 2/4) is 

coupled with verses that are in differing metres (verses 1 and 3 are 6/8, and verse 2 is 

4/4). In addition to this, the final bar of each verse decreases in metrical value (4 beats, 

3 beats, 2 beats).  

 

The awkwardness of the ever-changing time signatures is smoothed out by the lead 

guitar part, which plays legato-style chords during the chorus, and adopts a ‘surf-guitar’ 

style during the verses. The lyrics regard confusion at trying to solve an anagram. The 

vocal melody varies little in melodic pitch throughout the song, another device 

employed to distract attention away from the frenetic backing. The chorus is simply the 

repeated singing of the song’s title in order to emphasise the singer’s inability to solve 

the anagram they are presented with. The following verse contains no text giving the 

song a sense of desolation after the opening chorus. Initially unable to solve the 

anagram, the singer has walked away. He comes back to the puzzle for the second 

chorus and in the second verse, sings of his frustration. In verse 3, the singer has 

finally solved the anagram and expresses that he was made to look foolish with the 

complexity of the anagram. The song itself presents a ‘cover-up’ by personifying the 

anagram, creating a female character, hence “she’ll cover up what you see” as 

opposed to “you’ll cover up what you see”. ’Anna G.’ was the first song composed with 

deliberate use of mixed metres in mind and though not as successful as later, similarly 

Figure 6. Musical Example; 'Anna G.'. 
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written compositions, due to the vocals and backing not being as cohesive as in later 

attempts, I still felt it strong enough to remain included in the project. 

Simple in harmonic detail, ‘Naughty Step’ is a three-chord song in E minor. The use of 

broken metre is the primary compositional tool, with each bar of 4/4 followed by a bar of 

5/4. Rather than extending the 8-bar phrase in this instance, I worked at a more cellular 

level in ‘Naughty Step’ by extending eight beats to nine. The reason for this was to 

underscore the textual content where the daughter has pushed things one step too far. 

When the title refrain is reached, the metre changes back to 4/4 only, as the father has 

finally won “the war” and has placed his daughter on the “naughty step”. 

6.2.2 Phrase Lengths: Reducing and Extending the 8-Bar Phrase 
When discussing alterations of phrase lengths, I approach this issue from the point of 

view that phrase lengths of 4 or 8-bars in length are standard and that deviation from 

this implies an alteration. The standardised popular song form that The Beatles 

‘inherited’ at their starting point, and the circumstances surrounding this form at the end 

of the 1960s were vastly different. Popular song forms from both sides of the Atlantic 

are related, although shifts in structure due to various influences occur over time. 

American popular song form, especially jazz, was highly influential on British music 

during the Second World War but the forms of jazz differed in each country with British 

bands playing in a more 'Trad' (New Orleans based) style and not the ‘Swing' style 

popular in America.186 Songs closely related to nationality and national ideals gained a 

resurgence in the folk movements of each country around the 1950s. The blues was an 

American music form that slowly filtered into the British music sphere and this became 

largely influential in the early 1960s, with revivals on both sides of the Atlantic. All of the 

forms were strophic in nature and heavily reliant on quadratic structure; four-beat 

measures and four or eight-bar phrases.  

Examples of manipulating phrase lengths are existent throughout the recording career 

of the Beatles, but the frequency of use of this compositional technique increased 

greatly in their mid-to-latter era recordings, and they began to use phrase length 

alterations both as textual enhancements and as a juxtapositional device. ‘Ask Me 

Why’ (B-side of the ‘Please Please Me’ single, (1962)) was the Beatles’ first recorded 

use of unusual phrase length, with its verse comprising a 4+4+5 bar grouping. Everett 
                                                
186 Dewe, Michael. "The Skiffle Craze : A Popular Music Phenomenon of the 1950s." University 

of Wales, Aberystwyth, 1999, 24-27. 
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explains the five-bar sub–phrase as leading “each time into the following verse or 

chorus with an extra bar of anacrusis on V”, a compositional device that he names “the 

expanded anacrusis”.187 Other notable earlier Beatles’ songs such as ‘Yesterday’, with 

its 7-bar verse, contain unusual phrase lengths but there are an increasing number of 

examples of extended phrase lengths throughout Revolver and Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely 

Hearts Club Band, including ‘Eleanor Rigby’s’ 5-bar verse, the fifth bar providing a 

powerful summation of the preceding descriptive text. ‘I’m Only Sleeping’ has a 4+5+6 

bar structure. ‘She Said She Said’s’ middle section begins with a 4-bar phrase (2 bars 

of 4/4, 2 bars of 3/4) before embarking on 7 bars of 3/4. ‘Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts 

Club Band’ has a near-symmetrical form with a four-bar introduction (guitars, bass, 

drums), eight-bar verse (guitars, bass, drums, vocal), five-bar bridge (bass, drums, 

French horns, audience noise), twelve-bar chorus (guitars, bass, drums, French horns, 

vocal and backing vocals), five-bar bridge (guitars, bass, drums, French horns, vocal 

and backing vocals), eight-bar verse, and two-bar outro (bass, French horns). ‘Lucy in 

the Sky With Diamonds’ verse is made up of 4+5+4+6 bars while the chorus, now in 

4/4, 2+2+2+1 bars. These are but a few examples of how Lennon and McCartney were 

experimenting with ‘dynamising’ standard 4 or 8-bar structures in this period. Non-

quadratic structures throw more weight onto the words. Quadratic structure serves the 

purpose that most popular music serves, to be danced to. The succeeding paragraphs 

describe examples of how I manipulated phrase lengths in several of my recordings. 

These phrase length alterations were not simply used for the sake of using them, rather 

to underscore the poetic content of the songs. 

 
Following its reversed introduction, ‘Pictures of Everyday’ begins predictably with a 

four-bar instrumental before the vocals enter (0:07 - 0:14). After an additional four bars 

of 4/4 a bar of two beats is added (0:21 - 0:22) creating a ten-beat phrase (“things that 

make you read between the lines”, upsetting the predictability of the quadratic 

structure. This is followed by another two bars of 4/4 with an additional bar of 4/4 to 

separate the verses (0:22 - 0:27) creating a three-bar phrase. The song contains no 

chorus as such, rather there is a bridge section that appears twice. The first bridge 

(0:39) is free of text and is 5-bars in length, the second (1:13) with text and 8-bars once 

again to disrupt the predictability. Three chords are repeated through the bridge 

sections; G major, Bb major, and F major, each chord lasting the length of one bar. By 
                                                
187 Everett, The Beatles as Musicians : The Quarry Men through Rubber Soul, 136. 
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using a 3-chord rotating sequence in the second, 8-bar bridge, the predictability of the 

8-bars is disturbed.188 

 

Bridge 1: {G - Bb - F - G – Bb} 

Bridge 2:  {G - Bb - F – G} {Bb - F - G – Bb}  

'Late Last Night’ extends a standard 8-bar phrase length in the verse section by adding 

a bar of 2/4 to the end of the 8-bar phrase, a technique pointed to in the previous song, 

‘Pictures of Everyday’. In this case, the extra two beats support the text, “she’ll never 

know”, an internal aside from the protagonist. The second verse dovetails into the 

chorus, its seventh and eighth bars also acting as the opening two bars of the 7-bar 

chorus. The second chorus extends back out to eight bars with the final bar marked by 

a rallentando making the seven bars seem normal and the eighth being an extension. 

Following ‘That’s Infotainment!’s’ 15-bar piano introduction (a 7-bar phrase followed by 

an 8-bar phrase), the song’s main guitar motif is played over two 8-bar phrases. The 

verses are 13-bars in length (a 6-bar phrase followed by a 7-bar phrase), with the 

chorus returning to 8-bars in length. After the second chorus the harmonic progression 

of the introduction reappears, this time with full instrumentation and vocals, the guitars 

maintaining their linearity. The song’s motif is heard once again after this section, 

followed by a 4-bar ending, which makes reference to a past theme tune of New 

Zealand’s One Network News. Inspired by George Harrison’s ‘I Want to Tell You’ which 

makes use of metric effects to “convey stammering and searching for ideas”, ‘That’s 

Infotainment!’ uses reduced phrase lengths to imply brevity and lack of substance.189 

‘ADHD’ sets up listener expectations with three standard 4-bar phrases. At bar 13 the 

harmony quickens to two-beat changes playing a three-chord sequence resulting in the 

verse being fifteen bars in length as opposed to the expected sixteen bars, a ‘rushed’, 

or hyperactive, ending to the verse (this technique was also pointed to in ‘Pictures of 

Everyday’). The song’s structure is unusual in that all of the verses are sung before the 

chorus appears as if in a rush to tell the story (the chorus harmony is first heard at bar 

21 but has no text). The first, text-free, chorus section is abbreviated to 5-bars whilst 

the first textual chorus is a standard 8-bars long followed by the abbreviated 5-bar 

                                                
188 The use of a 3-chord rotating sequence is used elsewhere across the project: ‘ADHD’, ‘Anna 

G.’, ‘Blind Man’ and ‘Obituary’ all feature this technique. 
189 Ibid. 
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phrase. The final chorus repeats the 8-bar phrase three times before adding the 5-bar 

phrase. ‘To Be Frank’, in a 2/4 time signature, is a brief overview of an elderly relative’s 

life and each verse of the song is 7-bars in length, abbreviated from the expected 8-

bars in order to convey the brevity of a person’s lifespan. This is followed by a second 

section which is 12-bars in length, three 4-bar phrases rather than the usual four. In 

‘Obituary’, the narrator wishes to make a contribution to society that deems him worthy 

of having an obituary written about his life published in his local paper, but ‘it’s just a 

dream’. The theme of lethargy was inspired by ‘I’m Only Sleeping’ (1966). Everett 

points out the “melodic and harmonic devices” along with “unreal colours…that make 

for particularly expressive text painting” in ‘I’m Only Sleeping’, but it is also the 

increasing phrase lengths that aid in the depiction of Lennon wanting to “stay in bed, 

float upstream”.190 The 9-bar verse is comprised of a 4-bar phrase followed by a 5-bar 

phrase. This is then succeeded by a 6-bar refrain. Likewise, ‘Obituary’ has a 9-bar 

verse with a 4-bar phrase followed by a 5-bar phrase. This is followed by a second 

verse that is 7 bars in length (4-bars plus 3-bars) followed by a 4-bar interlude. The 

chorus contains the words “good morning lethargy, wash over me”, the text reinforced 

by the drums which are played at half-time in this section. Chorus one is 8-bars in 

length with chorus two 12-bars, the final 4 of which dovetail into what the listener would 

assume to be the song’s coda. 

 
6.2.3 Endings 
By the time of recording Revolver, The Beatles were experimenting with many aspects 

of their song craft in terms of both writing and recording procedures. One of the areas 

they were experimenting with was the ending of their songs, or as Hicks points out, the 

“psychedelic aesthetic led rock musicians to dynamise one of the fundamental parts of 

a song’s form - its ending”.191 He designates types of song endings into four categories; 

‘lamination’, ‘delamination’, ‘resumption’, and ‘substitution’. Lamination entails 

“superimpos[ing] layers of new, contrasting material onto the existing closing material”  

with delamination doing the opposite by “strip{ping] away layers already present in the 

recording”. With resumption, “the music ostensibly ends then begins again before the 

“real” end”, and substitution involves “end[ing] with material completely different from 
                                                
190 W Everett, "Painting Their Room in a Colourful Way: The Beatles' Exploration of Timbre," in 

Reading the Beatles: Cultural Studies, Literary Criticism, and the Fab Four ed. Kenneth 
Womack and Todd F Davis (New York: State University of New York Press, 2006), 51. 

191 Hicks, 93. 
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the rest of the music”.192 The table below gives Hicks’ examples of Beatles songs that 

utilise these four ending designations; 

 
Table 2. Endings; Beatles 

Lamination ‘Being for the Benefit of Mr. Kite’ (1967) 
‘A Day in the Life’ (1967) 
‘Good Morning, Good Morning’ (1967) 
‘I Am the Walrus’ (1967)  
‘All You Need is Love’ (1967) 
‘Rain’ (1966) 

Delamination ‘Tomorrow Never Knows’ (1966) 
‘The Continuing Adventures of Bungalow 
Bill’ (1968) 
‘Don’t Pass Me By’ (1968) 

Resumption ‘Piggies’ (1968) 
‘Helter Skelter’ (1968) 

Substitution ‘I’m So Tired’ 
‘Flying’ 
‘Glass Onion’ 
‘Cry Baby Cry’ 

 

Lamination and substitution both enable an artist to include additional material to an 

existing piece of music. Musical ideas that have been recorded, but then put aside as 

either unfinished or because they were simply not working, may be able to find a new 

life as an ending of a song. Psychedelic rock songs tend to attempt to take the listener 

on a journey throughout the duration of the song. More often than not this is done 

timbrally and temporally, making the insertion of a different musical idea onto an 

existing one in order to create an effective ending a favourable device to the 

psychedelic rock musician. Once again this generates another juxtaposition. Hicks also 

acknowledges that there are examples of interrelationships between these 

designations. citing the final section of ‘Strawberry Fields Forever’ as an example of 

this, he explains that “this rather serendipitous ending began as a lamination, added a 

resumption (to cover mistakes), but ultimately sounds like a substitution”.193 With my 

own recordings, I used a number of these ending techniques as the table below shows. 

 

                                                
192 Ibid., 95-99. 
193 Ibid., 102. 
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Table 3. Endings; The Dunedin Electric Co. 

Lamination ‘That’s Infotainment’ 
‘Bowler Hats’ 
‘Breaking Butterflies’ 
‘PHD’ 

Delamination ‘Dinosaur Park’ 
‘Blind man’ 
‘Swallow’ 

Resumption ‘Suck it Up’ 

Substitution ‘Obituary/Ocean’ 
 

I also experimented with the inverse, by using these techniques as the beginnings of 

songs. ‘Pictures of Everyday’ begins with a reversed section of the rhythm track of the 

song (covering the criteria of lamination and substitution), ‘Blind Man’ begins with a cut-

up sample of a hymn with a sampled Reverend Billy Graham quote (substitution), 

similar to ‘Soma’ which begins with scene-setting sound design. ‘Dinosaur Park’ and 

‘That’s Infotainment’ begin with an altered version of delamination with stripped down 

versions of what is to come in the song.  

6.2.4 Juxtaposition Between Songs on the Album 
From Revolver onwards, The Beatles albums juxtaposed album tracks extremely 

effectively. While they maintained certain aspects of continuity so that an album could 

be conceived as an effective whole, the contrast from song to song could often be 

extreme. For instance, each song on side one of Revolver is stylistically different. In 

addition to differing instrumentation and timbres there are a variety of tempos, time 

signatures and varying melodic modes. Reising finds that “the continuity of Revolver is 

thematic, philosophical, and musical, whereas the continuity of Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely 

Hearts Club Band doesn’t really reach beyond the fluidity of some of its musical 

segues”.194 

 

Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, when examined in its entirety, is a fabricated 

representation of a traditional English variety show. Within the album framework, some 

songs are constructed to be representational of ‘real time’ performances, while others 

represent constructs that could never happen in ‘real time’. The overriding ‘variety 

                                                
194 Reising, R. "It Is Not Dying': Revolver and the Birth of the Psychedelic Sound,” 239.  
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show’ theme of the album gave The Beatles the freedom to treat each song on the 

album as its own individual act within the larger framework of the entire show; a 

vignette that adheres to the overriding theme or, at least, this is what the listener is 

directed to imagine, with the use of segues between songs and the reprise of the 

introduction near the end of the album. By having an overriding theme, Sgt. Pepper’s 

Lonely Hearts Club Band gives the listener a framework within which to listen to the 

album and with which to attach a visual point of view, aiding the synaesthetic and 

psychedelic quality of the listening experience. This establishes and enables the 

running order of the album to jump from one act to a completely different one 

throughout, allowing for stronger juxtapositions between songs than they had used 

before. Whether or not they achieved this is arguable with Reising  noticing this to be 

also true of Revolver, where “sonically, none of Revolver’s cuts seem[s] very clearly 

related to any other, and the album is virtually defined by abrupt transitions from one 

musical universe to another”.195 I support the views of Reising on this, but I believe that 

there are several unifying devices that are used throughout the Revolver album; the 

widespread use of A.D.T.; the extensive use of the bVII chord in many of the song’s 

harmonic progressions; the use of the ‘drone’; the use of backwards tape effects; the 

constant use of close microphone positioning techniques; and the heavy use of 

equalisation and compression throughout.  

 

The first two songs on the Sgt. Pepper album, ‘Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band’ 

and ‘A Little Help From My Friends’, have a similar amount of reverb on the lead 

vocals. This gives the listener a sense that these two songs are performed, or ‘staged’, 

in the same environment, the concert hall where Sgt. Pepper’s band is performing. In 

the third song, ‘Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds’, the vocals are ‘dryer’ with more reverb 

being applied in the bridge sections. The difference in vocal sound in ‘Lucy in the Sky 

With Diamonds’ removes the audience from the confines of the concert hall and takes 

them into their imaginary inner-space where they are instructed to visualise Lennon’s 

wonderland; to “picture [themselves] in a boat on a river…”. Lucy’s environment is an 

outside environment in which there is less reverberation, the vocal sound contradicting 

the song setting. Combined with the otherworldly effect that A.D.T. creates by phasing 

the vocal in itself, this juxtaposes with the staged environment of ‘Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely 

Hearts Club Band’ and ‘With a Little Help From My Friends’. There is also a 
                                                
195 Reising, R. "Vacio Luminoso: "Tomorrow Never Knows" and the Coherence of the 

Impossible," 112. 
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juxtaposition between McCartney’s and Lennon’s vocal roles throughout Sgt Pepper. 

Lennon consistently mocks and sneers at the album's niceties as if wanting to bring the 

thematic content of the album down to earth. From his aside in 'Getting Better' ("it can’t 

get no worse") to the mocking laughter at the end of Harrison's 'Within You Without 

You', the suggestive panting and groaning in the coda of 'Lovely Rita’, to the album's 

final track, 'A Day in the Life’, the grandest depreciative statement which works to bring 

the preceding song's counter-culture idealism into stark perspective. Lennon's constant 

interjections throughout Sgt. Pepper are analogous to the British comedy shows of the 

time with a straight man coupled with the funny man; Lennon is Eric Morecombe to 

McCartney's Ernie Wise.  

 

Stylistically, the songs on my own albums are put together so that they contrast with 

the songs both preceding and succeeding them. I have also considered the production 

values when compiling the albums with each song entering a new sound world, though 

often these sound worlds are returned to in subsequent songs. There are other binding 

methods employed so the songs communicate with each other effectively. These 

include the use of production similarities between songs and key relationships. This is 

especially true of the Pictures of Everyday album where Thomas McFarlane’s book, 

The Abbey Road Medley, was influential in the form the album’s compilation took. He 

describes a battle for supremacy between the tonal areas of A minor and C major over 

the course of the medley.196  This same battle is engaged here, with ‘Pictures of 

Everyday’ asserting the dominance of A minor from the beginning, it’s riff aggressive 

and confrontational. This is followed by the ambivalent tonality of ‘Late Last Night’ 

which, beginning in what is presumably G major, also inhabits the key areas of C 

major, F major and A minor. Finishing on an ambiguous V7 of F major, the path is left 

open for A minor to assert its dominance, which it does with the spiky opening chords 

of ‘Mr. Straight’. As with ‘Pictures of Everyday’, the tonic is equivocal as it presented as 

a dominant seventh chord. The chorus’ tonality is also obscured by a brief modulation 

to E minor, returning to the opening chords via a VI - #VII progression in Am. The 

verses solidify the tonic with a I - V - bVII - IV chord structure, the key area of A being 

supported by a cadential shift to the key of E major for the next song, ‘Breaking 

Butterflies’. The dominance of ‘Breaking Butterflies’’ E major key is preparation for the 

next song, ‘The Election Year Waltz’ which is once again in the key of A major. 
                                                
196 MacFarlane, T. The Beatles' Abbey Road Medley: Extended Forms in Popular Music, 

(Lanham, Md.: Scarecrow Press, 2008) 
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Table 4. Key Areas; Pictures of Everyday. 

Song Dominant Key Area Secondary Key Area 

‘Pictures of Everyday’ A major F major 

‘Late Last Night’ G major F major, A minor 

‘Mr. Straight’ A major E minor 

‘Breaking Butterflies’ E major A major 

‘Election Year Waltz’ A major D major, F major 

‘That’s Infotainment!’ C major F major, G major 

‘ADHD’ C major F major, A minor 

‘Anna G’ A minor F major 

‘Real Friends’ C major Bb major, F major 

‘To Be Frank’ A major D major, F major 

‘Obituary' E major A minor, C minor, D# 
minor, F# minor 

‘Obituary (2nd part)' F major G major, A major, B major, 
C# major, D# major, 

 

‘That’s Infotainment!’ begins strongly in C major but halfway through the introduction 

the same progression is performed in G major. This is found to be a dominant support 

progression as when the song proper begins, C major is confirmed. The chorus chords 

are unstable yet the song consistently confirms C major as tonic. ‘ADHD’ also has a C 

major tonic throughout making it appear that C major is the central key across the 

album with ‘Anna G.’ moving back to the relative minor. ‘Real Friends’ is once again in 

C major but also moves to the areas of Bb and F before returning to C major at the 

end, the song suggesting a shift toward the flat side after a brief excursion to the sharp 

side, that will be confirmed by the end of the album. The key of F major has been 

quietly in the background of many of these tracks and emerges as the central key of 

the album, reinforcing the concept that the albums protagonist finds his true voice as 

opposed to merely observing other facets of society. 
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6.2.5 Juxtapositions Within Songs 
There are often juxtapositions within a single song on both Revolver and Sgt. Pepper. 

An example of this is the simultaneous Eastern and Western orchestral instrumentation 

in ‘Within You Without You’. The Western instruments (strings) are employed in a style 

that is imitative of the Indian instruments but the juxtaposition of instrumentation 

reinforces the message of the song which is aimed at relaying a spiritual message to 

Westerners and a critique of the materialistic culture in which they live. Not only is 

‘Within You Without You’ a juxtaposition of instrumentation but is also hybridised 

stylistically. Howard Goodall explains: 

The simple teen taal [an Indian rhythmic pattern]…the closest relative of the 
western four beats to the bar standard, is made up of four sets of four 
beats. A variant of the teen taal begins ‘Within You Without You’. The taal 
soon becomes mischievously irregular. George breaks up the four-plus-
four-plus-four-plus-four pattern by adding two groups of five before turning 
back for the second verse. The second verse ends with a group of five then 
a group of five and a half. Both these verses upset the listener’s 
expectation of where the strong beats are meant to fall. These kinds of 
divisions…are unheard of in Indian music and western pop music. They are 
entirely of George’s own making.197    

My own ‘Aerial Tour Instrumental’ originated from a Hang improvisation performed by 

an associate, Manson Wright. This improvisation was then studied and learnt after 

which I added further instrumentation (guitar, percussion and bass). The other Beatles 

song that inspired ‘Aerial Tour Instrumental’ was ‘Flying’ from Magical Mystery Tour 

(1967) and was in fact the working title of the latter. My composition performs the 

function of taking the listener to “the gorgeous east’ as specified in the opening song of 

the Baby Astronaut album, ‘Soma’. Though the Hang originated in Switzerland, it does 

possess an eastern ‘flavour’ partly due to the tones produced being the equivalent of a 

Mixolydian mode, similar to the Khamaj scale often used in Indian classical music and 

partly to the mixed metre with bars of two beats inserted amongst the usual bars of four 

beats.198  

 

                                                
197 Francis Hanly, "Sgt Pepper's Musical Revolution with Howard Goodall," (UK: BBC Two, 

2017). 
198 Unknown, "Indian Classical Music: Tuning and Ragas,"  

http://tundra.cnx.rice.edu:8888/contents/6c32f21d-65ac-4a40-8205-
11226fb6a327@16/indian-classical-music-tuning-and-ragas. [accessed 17 March 2016]. 
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Another example of juxtaposition within a single song is ‘A Day in the Life’ with both the 

piecing together two separate songs to form a singular one and the vocal production 

ideas being inspiration for my song ‘Obituary’, an entire song in its own right, coupled 

with an independently written instrumental originally titled ‘Ocean’, a separately 

recorded piece of music effectively making the preceding song pass from memory and 

hence underscoring the text of ‘Obituary’. The production of ‘A Day in the Life’ 

reinforces the sense of detachment depicted in the lyrics. The tape-delay effect on the 

vocal, which was audible in Lennon’s headphones as he recorded the track, reinforces 

the text as Lennon’s detached bystander’s voice is literally detached from itself. As 

MacDonald puts it, this is “a song not of disillusionment with life itself but of 

disenchantment with the limits of mundane perception, ‘A Day in the Life’ depicts the 

‘real’ world as an unenlightened construct that reduces, depresses and ultimately 

destroys”.199 Though not planned as the finale of the album as it was recorded earlier in 

the Sgt. Pepper sessions, the sense of detachment is reinforced additionally by the 

song’s placement on the album. With the opening track, ‘Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts 

Club Band’, and its reprise as the penultimate track, ‘A Day in the Life’ stands out as 

being detached from the ‘Sgt. Pepper’ show. I wanted the production of ‘Obituary’ to 

identify the difference between reality and a dream so I used the vocal sounds of ‘A 

Day in the Life’ as an influence. The contrast of the dryer vocal sound of the first 

section of the song with the wordless vocal melismas in the second section is the most 

obvious influence, with the drums also being heavily reverberated in the second section 

adding additional emphasis to the intended feeling of a ‘dream’. The reiteration of the 

key vocal phrase of this song, “it’s just a dream”, was only added to the ending of 

‘Ocean’ when the final compilation of the album happened. It takes Hicks’ definition of a 

‘laminated’ ending to the extreme as the instrumental coda does not simply “add 

contrasting material onto the existing closing material” but joins entirely new musical 

material to the previous song.   

 

  

                                                
199 MacDonald, 202. 
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7 The Songs 
The following is a brief discussion about each of my songs regarding important 

compositional and production methods used in their creation that have not been 

discussed previously in this exegesis. These are presented in the order of intended 

listening and are intended to illuminate the creative processes from inception to 

finished product. Also explained is how different songs communicate with other songs 

over the course of the albums, and the influential Beatles songs that inspired them 

lyrically, compositionally and production-wise. 

 
7.1 Pictures of Everyday 

 
Figure 7. Album Cover; Pictures of Everyday 
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7.1.1 Pictures of Everyday 
The first song on the album, ‘Pictures of Everyday’ is designed to function as an 

overture to not only the thematic material on the remainder of the album, but also the 

production and compositional techniques that are being studied in this project. Many 

elements of ‘psychedelic rock’ that have previously been discussed are evident in this 

opening song; differing time signatures, reduction and extension of the 8-bar phrase, 

and tempo changing are all represented. With the rhythm track (guitar, bass guitar and 

drums) being recorded live with further guitar and vocal tracks being overdubbed at a 

later point, the contrast of a ‘live’ rhythm track with overdubbed material refers to the 

following songs on the album, some of which are more ‘constructed’ in the studio 

environment than others. The title, ‘Pictures of Everyday’ was originally conceived as 

an album name and theme before my idea to use the phrase as lyrical inspiration for an 

already recorded instrumental track. Each song on the album is in some way a slice-of-

life portrayal of ordinary things hence the decision to use the idea as an opening track, 

which would set the discourse for the remainder of the album. The song embeds an 

idea in the listener’s mind that a concept may be able to be formed over the course of 

the album.  

 

One aspect of alternative music that contributes to its general singularity of form is the 

dictation of the poetic idea. In this case, the title suggests mundanity but the form 

engenders a degree of alienation. There is a conflict between the predictability of things 

we might find (“investment opportunit[ies]”) and a sense of discomfort. 200  George 

Harrison’s ‘Taxman’ (1966) was influential in both the composition and production of 

the song. A characteristic of George Harrison’s song writing is his “displaced vocal 

accents”.201 Whereas the opening line, “Pictures…of everyday” is squarely on the beat, 

the following line, “things that make you read between the lines” is sung on the offbeat 

to accentuate the message of the text. ‘Taxman’ also expresses Harrison’s anger in the 

production by using loud distorted guitars and close-miked drums, Revolver being the 

first Beatles album to feature a close-miking technique. The mix is confrontational to 

exaggerate the hostility of the narrator. The guitar and bass verse riff of ‘Pictures of 

Everyday’ (reminiscent of the bass ostinato in ‘Taxman’) dominates this song. 

Additional guitar and piano are staged further back in the mix and are panned left and 

                                                
200 All song lyrics can be found in Appendix D. 
201 Everett, W. The Beatles as Musicians : Revolver through the Anthology, 48 
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right, filling up the empty space. The production also contributes to the conflict inherent 

within the song. The vocal treatment where the voice is distorted, adds to the 

impression that the narrator is hostile to the audience he is addressing. The vocal 

sound in the verses is also ‘dry’, placing the narrator at the forefront of the recording 

with reverb only being introduced in the chorus (01:13) This technique was employed 

on a number of songs over the three albums, often to signify a change of perspective 

from the singer – these were thought of as ‘dream’ sections throughout the creative 

process and were largely influenced by ‘A Day in the Life’ and the insertion of a 

contrasting middle section.202 The chorus (“a picture paints a thousand words”) informs 

the listener that one observance of an event can be interpreted many different ways 

and that the following songs are just one of these interpretations. The use of reverb in 

this section implies that the narrator has taken a step back from his hostile stance and 

is justifying his words. The backwards drumbeat at the beginning of the song also 

communicates that the ‘pictures of everyday’ being observed by the singer, both in this 

song and over the course of the set of songs, are not necessarily always from the 

same viewpoint. The sound of a camera shutter (00:06), the first example of sound 

design heard on these recordings, introduces the theme that the songs on the album 

are snapshots of everyday life. This introduction is also the first juxtaposition that 

occurs, contrasting with the (forward-playing) bass, drum and electric guitar entry. 

 

7.1.2 Late Last Night 
A new sound world is entered with the second song on the album, the song anchored 

by the piano on which it was composed. Cello was decided upon to reflect an 

underlying sadness, the clarinet solo represents the whistling of the protagonist as he 

exudes a nonchalance regarding his loneliness with the guitar played through a Leslie 

rotating speaker suggesting an eerie distance. It is also the first time that a synthesiser 

is heard, its sound creating a dreamy ambient texture above the cello in place of 

additional strings. Drums and bass guitar are no longer present. The mix of ‘Late Last 

Night’ is immediate and intimate compared to the distorted voice in the opening track. 

This resonates with the lyrical invitation to the listener to “chase away the day”, closing 

the distance between narrator and listener expressed in the previous song. This 

invitation was influenced by ‘Lucy in the Sky With Diamond’s opening line where John 

                                                
202 ‘The Election Year Waltz’, ‘That’s Infotainment!’, ‘Real Friends’, ‘To Be Frank’, and ‘Obituary’ 

all contain ‘dream’ sections.  
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Lennon asks us to “Picture yourself on a boat on a river” which serves to draw the 

listener into the songwriter’s world. Many of the 1966-67 Beatles songs have a slice of 

life quality, the theme of loneliness being a recurring idea (‘Eleanor Rigby’, ‘Sgt. 

Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band’, ‘She’s Leaving Home’, etc.). ‘Late Last Night’ 

confirms the ‘slice-of-life’ theme the album is to take with this song exploring the topic 

of loneliness, the protagonist being a solitary figure who seeks solace in women and 

drinking whilst deceiving his loved ones. The narrative explores his observations as he 

makes his way through the day before seeking companionship once again at a drinking 

establishment. The song begins positively with the protagonist ready to “chase away 

the day”, but gets distracted as the song progresses before embarking on yet another 

“late last night”.  

The tonality of the song is ambiguous beginning in C major but making modulations to 

both F major and A minor during the course of the song. ‘Late Last Night’ also 

contributes to the overall narrative of the first half of the album. Followed by ‘Mr. 

Straight’, ‘Breaking Butterflies’ and ‘Election Year Waltz’, this could easily be the same 

character portrayed in each song.  

 

7.1.3 Mr. Straight 
MacDonald  finds the musical setting of ‘Good Morning Good Morning’ to be “a clumsy 

sideways gallop lashed on by mighty pugilistic smashes on the crash cymbal” with 

George Martin’s production “maximis[ing] the aggression by viciously compressing 

everything, picking up the ‘a-hunting we will go’ mood in a rollicking brass score”.203 

This technique of “viciously compressing” many instruments was employed while 

mixing “Mr Straight’. Experimentation with drum sounds was prolific during the 

recording of both Revolver and Sgt. Pepper and included close-miking, slack-tuning, 

and dampening, in combination with varispeeding, resulting in some truly unique 

sounds. In 1967, in his search for the drum sound of some American recordings, 

engineer Geoff Emerick began placing drum mics close to the drums (usually 3-6” 

away), untypical of pop recordings at the time. This is, of course, now common practice 

in modern studios due to the influence of The Beatles’ recordings. When the drums for 

Mr. Straight were recorded, tea-towels were placed on the snare drum, rack tom and 

floor tom, a technique which was used often in the studio by The Beatles’ engineers. By 

dampening the drums with towels, the natural ringing of the snare is restricted creating 

                                                
203 MacDonald, 208. 
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an ‘unnatural’, tight drum sound. This drum sound was then exaggerated by use of 

extreme compression on all of the drums. All instruments and vocals were also treated 

with a great deal of compression at either the recording or mixing stage. ‘Mr. Straight’ 

marks a return to the angrier sound world of the opening song and is intended as a 

portrait of an arrogant up-and-coming businessman who will stop at nothing to get 

ahead in the business world. It expresses the impatience of a career-driven person by 

utilising constantly changing metres, intended ironically as it is anything but straight. 

‘Taxman’ was used as a production and sonic template with the sharp, stinging guitar 

sounds and the constant use of dominant seventh chords (C7, G7, A7) throughout the 

choruses. I wanted the recording to have a very tight-sounding aesthetic to underscore 

the uptight nature of the song’s protagonist. This was partially achieved by recording all 

of the instrumentation and vocals in the same room. The alternate reason of recording 

everything in a single space was to reinforce the idea that everything that Mr. Straight 

does originates from a single motivating thought, that of making his way to the top 

financially. There is further inspiration from a later Beatles song, ‘Happiness is a Warm 

Gun’ (1968) with the use of clashing metres in verse two (1:31) creating a grouping 

dissonance to add to the hyperactivity of the track.204 

7.1.4 Breaking Butterflies   
This song is a criticism of a homogenised education system that produces students 

who conform to the status quo and are not taught to think for themselves. The voice is 

affected with a delay and is compressed to achieve an intimacy of sound that would 

best demonstrate that the protagonist is directly ‘outside’ the room into which he is 

looking ‘through the keyhole’. While the workers/students are inside in a confined 

space, the protagonist is in a wide-open space. This is enhanced by the use of reverb 

on the finger-clicks, intended to emulate the echo of a school corridor. The song has 

connotations of ‘sleaziness’ with its use of lounge-jazz styled instrumentation and 

extended chords, and is the first song in which quadratic structure is employed 

throughout. This is to jointly represent a critique of standardised testing, commonplace 

in the New Zealand education system, and to conjure up connotations of a school jazz 

band. When coupled with the violent imagery of the title this creates the sense of 

cynicism that I was endeavouring to achieve. 

                                                
204 The metre changes to 3/4 while the drums continue playing a simple 4/4 beat underneath. 
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The employment of a blues progression in the verse is representative of a caged 

system or mentality, reappearing in ‘Monkeys’ from the The Dunedin Electric Co. 

album. In the first chorus (1:14) only the harmonised vocal is heard, whereas in the 

second chorus (2:08) the lead vocalist sings over the top of the harmonised vocal. This 

compounds the fact that the protagonist has convinced the staff/backing vocalists that 

the homogenisation of schooling is preferable. A simple ensemble of piano, bass, 

guitar, and drums is utilised so as to ‘keep it real’ as the lyrics state. The second song 

on the album to utilise sound design, the sound of a schoolyard is lightly faded in as the 

song fades out to illustrate the meaning of the song. This is then crossfaded into the 

beginning of the next track, ‘Election Year Waltz’ to emphasise the fact that after years 

of standardised schooling, the students are immediately eligible to vote. 

 

7.1.5 Election Year Waltz 
Paul McCartney spent many hours working on his bass parts for Sgt. Pepper with ‘A 

Little Help From My Friends’ being a case in point as to the importance McCartney was 

now placing on all aspects of the musicality of Sgt. Pepper in addition to the production. 

‘With a Little Help From My Friends’ was influential in the composition of this track. The 

chord progression of ‘The Election Year waltz’ ascends and descends continuously 

throughout the song, representative of the shifting popularity and fortunes of political 

parties in the polls, so a bass part that would anchor the song together was required. 

The bass part was notated for the bass player to follow and this part was then doubled 

by a ‘harpsichord’ sound in the ‘waltz’ section of the song underscoring the importance 

of the bass part to the song. 'The Election Year Waltz' was initially conceived on the 

piano and was intended to have the very 'English' sounding instrumentation of 'Penny 

Lane'. In hindsight, I came to believe the recording would not convey the tone of the 

lyrical content correctly. It thought that, by changing the piece to a rock band ensemble 

(guitars, bass and drums), I could better communicate the feeling of my own simmering 

anger at the political hierarchy in New Zealand. The song alternates between 

descriptions of the politician that is the focus of the song ('real' moments) and the 

politician's lapses of memory that occur ('internal' moments). In these internal sections, 

the music adopts a dreamier quality to it. This 'dreaminess' also occurs in the 

instrumental section (1:11-1:36), the section of the song that portrays the dancing of 

the waltz. This instrumental section is divided into three distinct parts the first featuring 

a ‘clean’ guitar solo played with two guitars, firstly an octave apart and secondly 

harmonising an ascending diminished arpeggio. The second section once again has 
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two guitars playing an octave apart but now with a ‘distorted’, more aggressive tone. 

The guitar tone emulates a ‘buzz’ of bees around a hive.205 The third section features 

high-pitched piano arpeggios. These three parts symbolise the ‘dance’ between the 

political parties when they are courting coalition partners prior to an election and the 

different approaches made by the parties.  

7.1.6 That’s Infotainment! 
Musically based on a Lydian dominant scale (C, D, E, F#, G, A, Bb), my intention was 

to ‘normalise’ a scale unusual to popular music to create a metaphor for the ‘spin’ that 

mainstream media place on news stories and the ability of the media to only broadcast 

the ‘entertaining’ stories as opposed to report actual events that are going on in the 

world.206  The song begins with a distorted sample of an old New Zealand news 

broadcast theme before the piano introduction begins. Throughout the introduction, and 

in various other instrumental sections in the song, a newsreader’s voice is heard. This 

is in reversed form during the introduction, and is heard ‘forwards’ before the song 

proper. In its ‘forwards’ state, a cut-up method was applied to the sample so that it 

made no sense if it could be heard. The effect of using a sample such as this in the 

instrumental sections of the song was to add to the ‘buzz’ of the song; information is 

directed at the listener but in an altered form. The lead guitar sound adds to this ‘buzz’ 

as it is distorted and utilises high frequencies. The underlying guitar riff is also highly 

distorted and all verse guitar parts are linear implying lack of substance. The only 

instrument playing a chordal part is the piano which is playing deliberately ‘wrong’ 

chords, influenced by George Harrison’s ‘I Want to Tell You’ (1966), which “deals with 

the difficulty of communication”.207 The guitars become chordal in the chorus when 

admitting that news reporting is simply ‘infotainment’, though all of these chords are 

dominant seventh chords that do not lead to a tonic chord, rather ascend to further 

dominant seventh chords the interval of a minor third away (F7, Ab7, B7, D7). This 

follows the path of a diminished arpeggio in chord form tying the song to the previous 

album track, which also featured diminished chords and diminished arpeggios in the 

guitar solo. The verse vocals were recorded as two separate takes so as to sound like 

                                                
205 New Zealand’s Parliament’s Executive Wing is commonly known as ‘The Beehive’. 
206 The Lydian dominant scale is more well known as the acoustic scale. Built off the 4th degree 

of the melodic minor ascending scale, the acoustic scale is not common in popular songs but 
features heavily in cartoon themes, most recently in The Simpsons but also Jetsons and 
Flintstones. 

207 Everett, The Beatles as Musicians : Revolver through the Anthology, 57. 
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two broadcasters were reading the news report. These were panned slightly apart to 

communicate this difference. The two ‘voices’ are then brought together in the chorus 

sections. The vocal sound changes once again in the bridge section representing the 

network behind the news bulletin. 

7.1.7 ADHD 
‘ADHD’ is influenced by ‘Taxman’ in the respect that I wanted to create the immediacy 

of the soundworld of ‘Taxman’. I did this by making staccato chordal stabs for the first 

two bars of each verse supporting isolated words (“are…”, “is…”) to add weight to the 

emphasis. As I imagined that the placement of this song on the album would have 

opened ‘Side Two’ if it were a vinyl release, it also serves to return the listener to the 

soundworld of the opening song, ‘Pictures of Everyday’. The song was written about an 

online article regarding Leon Eisenberg, the "scientific father" of Attention Deficit 

Hyperactivity Disorder who died in 2009.208 The 87-year-old medical researcher said, 

"ADHD is a prime example of a fictitious disease" while on his deathbed. The song is 

from the viewpoint of the ADHD sufferer levelling accusations at Eisenberg.  

The song’s lack of introduction is a ploy to maximise Heidegger’s notion of 

geworfenheit, or ‘thrown-ness’, emphasising the protagonist being labelled unfairly and 

thrown into a situation that is not necessarily deserved. Even though discussing this 

subject matter, the lyrics are designed to speak to all of us by using 'questioning' words 

(are?, is?, now...) at the beginning of each verse. The juxtaposition of 'calm' and 

'hyperactive' is portrayed with the use of sharp, staccato-like sections with sustained 

chords. This is aided by the use of a descant vocal part in each of the smoother 

sections. The melody also contains juxtapositions opening with a ninth above the root 

of the opening chord and a sixth above the following before harmonising more 

predictably with the smoother sustained chords (bar 5). The sound of the guitar in the 

choruses is dense with a swirling effect to emphasise the turmoil of hyperactivity and 

the ocean of hyperactive thoughts. ‘Taxman’ boasts a memorable guitar solo played by 

McCartney and I felt that ‘ADHD’ also needed something different for the guitar break. I 

decided on antiphonal guitars playing solos on differing sides of the stereo spectrum. 

The production serves a creative, almost poetic end in this case, as it depicts the 

underlying tension in the song musically and the panning emphasises the ‘swinging’ of 
                                                
208 http://www.naturalnews.com/040938_ADHD_fictitious_disease_psychiatry.html [accessed 16 

May 2015]. 
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moods. This is amplified by deliberately using the exact same guitar sound on each of 

the two guitars to make it obvious that it is the same guitar and player performing the 

solo, the two parts fighting with each other. The song’s opening lyrics return as a 

backing vocal in the final chorus to add the already busy mix. The listener would not 

necessarily understand the song’s subject matter if they were not aware of it. The 

questions “are you happy with the skin you’re in?” and “is this the place that you want 

to be?” are universal and the listener will create his own space from which the song is 

comprehended. If this is how the verses are understood then the chorus would take on 

a new meaning by informing the listener that we could all equally be labelled with a 

‘disease’ like ADHD. 

7.1.8 Anna G. 
The production of ‘Anna G.’ is relatively straightforward as the song’s emphasis lies in 

its changing metre, discussed earlier in chapter six. Due to this, I decided that ‘Anna G.’ 

should share production qualities with other songs in the collection, namely ‘Just to 

Breathe’ and ‘Dinner With the Wife and Kids’. Not only is ‘Anna G.’ in the same key as 

‘Just to Breathe’, it also shares the same mix qualities with the acoustic guitar panned 

to the left and the electric lead guitar to the right. While ‘Dinner With the Wife and Kids’ 

is in the key of C# minor the guitar parts are performed with a capo on the fourth fret so 

are therefore played utilising the same chord shapes and inversions as the other two 

songs. The songs are all distanced from one another in the running order of the overall 

project, but the mix similarities add to the unification and coherence of the whole 

project by giving the listener a sense that the same ‘band’ has returned for these 

songs. Coherence over the course of the three albums manifests itself both in 

production and composition techniques, another example being ‘Obituary’, ‘Speak 

Before I Die’, and ‘I Don’t Think I Will Miss You’ that not only share thematic similarities 

but variations on the same chord progression. 

 

7.1.9 Real Friends 
Separation and loneliness are the primary themes of this song, which was initially 

inspired by ‘Eleanor Rigby’. The sense of detachment present in ‘A Day in the Life’ 

(1967) is also influential. In 'Eleanor Rigby, McCartney addresses social issues of the 

time by describing the loneliness of Eleanor Rigby and Father McKenzie. McCartney 

explains the genesis of the song: 
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I was just mumbling around and eventually came up with those words: 
‘Picks up the rice in a church where a wedding has been’. Those words just 
fell out like stream-of-consciousness stuff, but they started to set the tone of 
it all, because then you have to ask yourself, what did I mean? It’s a 
strange thing to do: most people leave the rice there, unless she’s a 
cleaner. So there’s a possibility she’s a cleaner, in the church, or is it a little 
more poignant than that? She might be some lonely spinster of this parish 
who’s not going to get a wedding, and that was what I chose. So this 
became a song about lonely people.209 

The characters of ‘Eleanor Rigby’, Rigby herself and Father McKenzie are products of 

British post-war society. The theme of loneliness pervades many of The Beatles’ 

compositions throughout this period of their writing, providing the entire theme for the 

Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band album. Both ‘Eleanor Rigby’ and ‘She’s 

Leaving Home’ are apparently contemporary but are set against deliberately archaic 

ensembles, string quartet (with harp in the latter). ‘She’s Leaving Home’ is essentially 

an elopement, not for love, but employment and independence. Such considerations 

are nothing new making the song a statement regarding the illusoriness of progress. In 

both of these songs, the concerned description of people involved from the omniscient 

third person runs headlong into the abject anonymity of all those who inhabit the song, 

those who are entrapped by roles and oblivious to other possibilities. “I’d love to turn 

you on” from ‘A Day in the Life’ has a reply in the silence in its wake - namely, “I doubt I 

will be able to”. This entrapment in roles takes us full circle to ‘Penny Lane’. Referring 

chiefly to ‘She’s Leaving Home’, Whiteley singles out McCartney’s songs as having 

“perceptive insight into everyday life in suburbia highlight[ing] both the loneliness of the 

individual and the tabloid take on the period as one of ‘loose living’”. It is these 

“perceptive insight’s” that became the inspiration for the over-arching theme of my 

recorded work for this study.  

In 'Real Friends’, the theme of loneliness and separation has been re-realised in the 

twenty-first century. The modern computer-age is identified as being the cause of the 

lack of community with the virtual world being utilised as a substitute community for 

creating friendships. As with 'Eleanor Rigby’ there are two central characters in the 

song. The first character is a woman who is waiting for love and fantasises what finding 

true love will be like. The second character is a male living a mundane, nine-to-five 

existence, living alone eating instant dinners and also looking for love. Both characters 

                                                
209 Miles, 282. 
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resort to using an online dating service in an attempt to find love. The twist in the final 

verse of the song is that these two lonely characters live next door to each other. To 

underscore the sense of separation, I composed the dual acoustic guitar part so that 

one guitar was always ‘left behind’. For instance, when the opening chord of Cmaj7 

moves to Am at bar 5, guitar one remains on Cmaj7. Guitar two remains four bars 

behind guitar one for the duration of the verse sections. The bass part of this song was 

written and performed by Eugene Shields. I requested that the bassist compose a bass 

part as I thought that a melodic line was required. My intention behind this was that by 

giving another musician input into the composition process, the song might move in a 

direction different to the one in which I would take it. The vocals are mixed to sound 

extremely close and intimate and paired with acoustic guitar, Osborn argues that “these 

two related sonic invariants bear a wealth of cultural specifications, including ‘folk’, 

‘privacy’, ‘crooners’, and ‘warmth’ to name a few”.210 It is the sense of privacy that I am 

attempting to portray in this song, distinguishing the character’s intimate thoughts and 

action when out of the public sphere.  

7.1.10 To Be Frank 
A short biographical account about my step-grandfather’s life, this song covers Frank’s 

youth, his meeting my grandmother while in the navy, marriage, my grandmother’s 

death, then old age. I originally considered remaking this song as the recording that 

                                                
210 Osborn, 28. 

Figure 8. Musical Example; ‘Real Friends’. 
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eventuated on the album was only intended as a demonstration recording. The playing 

and recording was kept extremely simplistic resulting in a sense of innocence to the 

track that I decided fitted the song’s theme well. Frank was a simplistic and somewhat 

innocent man in life and the innocent, almost child-like quality of demo recording was 

deemed suitable. ‘To Be Frank’ is another example of phrase lengths supporting the 

text as discussed earlier in chapter six, with varispeed applied to speed up the entire 

track it’s key production element, previously discussed in chapter five. 

7.1.11 Obituary 
‘Obituary’ is part of a dialectical trilogy, sharing key signature and thematic material 

with ‘Speak Before I Die’ and ‘I Don’t Think You Will Miss Me’. These three songs are 

deliberately interspersed across two albums as a subtle narrative link. All regard 

mortality and our contribution throughout life. The verses are harmonically simple in the 

key of E major, and once again a 3-chord repeating sequence is utilized.211 Chords 

from the parallel minor are employed in this section (I- IV – bVI) and at bar 8 the song 

lurches to an A minor chord for two bars while the drums halve their speed. After a 

repeat of this section, the A minor chord is followed by a C minor as the song 

transitions to a quadratic chorus (0:30-0:37), the same chords as the verse but with the 

drums remaining at half the speed. At the end of the second chorus (1:58) a bridge 

section is entered. This section consists of a cycle of 4 chords, all minor and a minor 

third apart as follows Am – Cm - Ebm – Gbm. This is the chordal equivalent of a 

diminished arpeggio. The listener is then abruptly jolted out of this ‘dream-sequence’ 

and directly into another, a separately recorded instrumental track that had the working 

title of ‘Ocean’.212 The ocean imagery was always the inspiration for this piece both in 

composition and production as I wanted to portray a large, ever-moving expanse. The 

decision was made to couple this with ‘Obituary’ as I wanted to juxtapose an extremely 

large entity against the insignificance of the text of ‘Obituary’. I attempted to 

communicate vast space and distance in the following ways. Guitar and piano are 

panned hard left and right to create a sense of horizontal space with vertical depth 

being staged by a low, almost unheard synthesizer while the voice holds notes in the 

high register. To underscore the sense of vast space, all twelve chords are passed 

through in both their major and minor forms before settling at the end of the piece 

                                                
211 See ‘Pictures of Everyday’ and ‘ADHD’. 
212 More information on these songs is included in chapter 6.2.5. 
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(beginning at bar 25). The chords move in a specific intervallic order separated by 

alternating intervals of major and minor thirds.  

 
Table 5. Chord and Metre Structure; ‘Obituary’ (Section 2, first 24 bars) 

Metre 5/4 4/4 3/4 4/4 5/4 4/4 3/4 4/4 

Bars 1-
8 

F maj A min C maj E min G maj B min D maj F# min 

Bars 9-
16 

A maj C# min E maj G# min B maj D# min F# maj Bb min 

Bars 
17-24 

C# maj F min G# maj C min D# maj G min Bb maj D min 
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7.2 Baby Astronaut 

 
Figure 9. Album Cover; Baby Astronaut. 

7.2.1 Soma 
For the first set of songs, it came to my mind that if I used ‘Soma’ as the opening song 

a I could set up a theme for the following songs. Soma is the drug in Huxley’s Brave 

New World that transports the taker to destinations of their choosing - a mental holiday. 

Huxley’s soma has been likened to mass media, being a sedative for the masses. A 

passage from Brave New World describes soma thus; 

“there is always soma, delicious soma, half a gramme for a half-holiday, a 
gramme for a weekend, two grammes for a trip to the gorgeous East, three 
for a dark eternity on the moon; returning whence they find themselves on 
the other side of the crevice, safe on the solid ground of daily labour and 
distraction…” . 
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The song prepares the thematic material for the remainder of the EP; the middle 

section of ‘Soma’ represents “a half will take you halfway there”, “a whole for the 

weekend” is represented by ‘Dinosaur Park’, “two takes you to the gorgeous East” is 

represented by the exotic sounds of ‘Aerial Tour Instrumental’, with ‘Bluebird’ 

representing “travel[ling] with a friend”. The final song, ‘Astronaut’, is representative of 

three doses of Soma and “eternal darkness on the moon”. To reinforce the dreamlike 

state of Soma, two of the following songs, ‘Dinosaur Park’ and ‘Astronaut’, are 

referenced in this opening song. Parts of the isolated vocal tracks from these two 

songs were manipulated speed and pitch-wise, and mixed into the ‘Soma’ track at a 

later date. These vocal samples were then heavily effected and are staged in the 

distance of the track, presaging the music to follow, supporting the concept of the 

discontinuous nature of the dream state. So that the opening track could also link to 

songs following ‘Astronaut’, I created a soundscape that stages a domestic situation 

with a television playing in the background, the albums latter songs mainly regarding 

propoganda and the effects of mass media. The television is advertising Soma and it is 

the above Huxley quote that the broadcaster is reading. To achieve this, I used the 

speech function on my MacBook (using the system voice of ‘Victoria’. This was played 

directly out of the MacBook’s built in speaker while simultaneously being recorded in 

Logic ProX with the computer’s internal microphone to achieve a broadcast quality to 

the voiceover. A domestic scene was generated by use of two samples from the BBC 

Sound Effects Library; one a sample of washing dishes and the other, a telephone 

ringing. These three elements were then panned to different places in the sound field 

and a room reverb added to all three to blend them and make them sound as if they 

belonged in the same environment. 

 

7.2.2 Dinosaur Park 
A common theme in British psychedelic music in particular is childhood reflection and 

memory. These are often remembered and portrayed in a dreamlike manner both 

lyrically and with the arrangement and staging. As stated, John Lennon's 'Strawberry 

Fields Forever' and Paul McCartney's 'Penny Lane' were two of the first songs written 

for Sgt. Pepper but were ultimately left off the album due to pressure from EMI for a 

single release. Both songs use imagery from their composers’ childhoods and both are 

named after Liverpool locations. Penny Lane is a street and shopping area and 

Strawberry Fields an orphanage in the grounds of which the young John Lennon and 

his friends would play. ’Dinosaur Park' is written and recorded with this in mind. 
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Dunedin's Marlow Park is a well-known children's playground whose rides are 

sculptured in the image of various creatures; a serpent forms the arches of the swings, 

a concrete whale sits in the middle of a paddling pool, and a large slide is built in the 

form of a dinosaur, which lends the playground its well-known nickname, the 'Dinosaur 

Park'.213 This park was situated near to my childhood home and my parents took me 

there regularly, so I decided that the park would make a good subject for a composition 

written in this vein as it supplied many points of interesting imagery. As George Martin 

explains: 

In strong contrast to the solid realism of ‘Penny Lane’, which Paul wrote 
immediately after it, ‘Strawberry Fields Forever’ wrapped its nostalgia in an 
aura of mystery, conjuring up a hazy impressionistic idyllic dream-world.214 

It is this “hazy impressionistic idyllic dream-world” that I am attempting to capture in 

‘Dinosaur Park’, whilst maintaining enough realism for listener’s that are familiar with 

the park to recognise the topic of the song’s imagery. I employed a number of 

compositional methods to try and reach this end. The song utilises a rising and falling 

harmonic structure to convey the ascent and descent of the slide portrayed in verse two 

and five. The verses begin in what appears to be the key of A minor, ascending 

through chords in 2nd and 3rd inversions until bar three where the relative major is 

followed by a B7 that seems to make E minor the tonic. This sequence is repeated and 

is followed by a bridge that jumps to an A major chord in 1st inversion followed by a C 

major chord. Another abrupt jump follows with a double perfect cadence once again 

making E minor the tonic. The verse sequence is then repeated but this time the final 

chord is E major. The chorus then begins on F major, reinstating A minor as tonic, but 

the parallel major is performed instead. Contrasting tonal areas are employed in both 

the bridge and the chorus sections of the song. This was an approach that the Beatles 

employed particularly in their most psychedelic year, 1967. An early example of this 

was employed in 'Doctor Robert' where Lennon contrasts a “workaday world portrayed 

by dull motives in A major with a supercharged, blissful state in B”.215 The use of 

inversions is further emphasised in the bass line of the first chorus where the guitar 

performs a root position F major chord while the bass guitar performs a high register A 

note. The constant use of inverted chords throughout the song serves to create a 

                                                
213 The creature on the artwork of this EP is the slide at Dunedin’s Marlow Park. 
214 Martin and Pearson, 14. 
215 Everett, The Beatles as Musicians : Revolver through the Anthology, 46. 
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‘distance’ from which the story is told by negating the use of solid, root position chords. 

I felt the inverted chords blurred the songs chordal structure somewhat, creating a 

more ‘impressionistic’ and ‘dream-like’ harmonic backing and thus reinforcing the 

poetic content of the song. The text expresses its memories fondly though the staging 

contradicts this with the sound of the vocal being thin and somewhat harsh sounding. 

The reasoning behind this was once again to establish a distance from which the 

singer is reflecting, with much of the actual substance of his memories having 

diminished over time leaving a thin, idealised memory from which he constructs his 

idealised view. This also leads the vocals to sound harsher and perhaps critical of the 

memories leading the listener to think that perhaps this idealised scene is covering up 

memories that are perhaps not so pleasant. Phonographic features include the delay 

effect added to the end of each vocal phrase in the choruses, creating a wash of voices 

over the other instruments therefore displacing the vocals from the accompaniment. 

The compositional intent of these sections is to both add to the dreamlike 

reminiscences, further fuelling the ‘hazy, impressionistic” ambience, and also to depict 

shimmering summertime heat radiating off surfaces. The vocal harmonies in the final 

chorus of the song are based on the vocal harmonies of 1960s-1970s Los Angeles 

groups such as Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young and The Beach Boys, as their records 

conjure up images of an endless summer. 

7.2.3 Aerial Tour Instrumental 
This song, which has already been discussed in chapter six, came about when I had a 

Hang drum player come into the studio and play several improvisations. One of these 

improvisations became this instrumental track. I played along with this improvisation 

and composed additional parts including acoustic guitar, bass and drum parts. An 

exercise in how using the studio as a compositional tool, it was due to the ability to 

repeatedly listen to the original Hang track that inspired all of the other instrumental 

parts. This song plays the part of “the gorgeous East” in the album’s narrative.216 

7.2.4 Bluebird 
Provisionally titled ‘Mellotron Song', ‘Bluebird’ was written on hearing of the death of 

David Bowie and references aspects of his recorded works both lyrically (‘Space 

Oddity’ (1969), ‘Station to Station’ (1976), ‘Word on a Wing’ (1976), ‘Be My Wife’ 

                                                
216 See p.85. 
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(1977), ‘Ashes to Ashes’ (1980), ‘Lazarus’ (2015)) and with production referencing both 

‘Space Oddity’ and ‘Life On Mars’ (1971). The Mellotron was “the precursor of the 

string synthesiser and it contained tapes which could be 'programmed' to imitate 

another instrument”, most famously used by the Beatles on ‘Strawberry Fields Forever’ 

but also used by many psychedelic and progressive rock artists from the late 1960s 

into the 21st century. As obtaining an actual Mellotron for the recording would have 

been impossible, I managed to find downloadable samples on the internet. I loaded 

these samples into Logic Pro X’s EXS24 sampler and using a MIDI controller played 

these through a Vox AC30 amplifier. The ‘strings’ in Bowie’s ‘Space Oddity’ are 

performed on a Mellotron so I initially began by recording an acoustic guitar and piano 

part followed by Mellotron ‘strings’ to evoke the instrumentation of that song. To this 

was added a Mellotron ‘cello’ part plus a ‘flute’ part in the bridge section reminiscent of 

the ‘Strawberry Fields Forever’ introduction. A chromatic bass line references ‘Life On 

Mars’ (1971) and the guitar solo is played in the style of Mick Ronson, Bowie’s guitarist 

between 1970 and 1973. In the key of G major, ‘Bluebird’ achieves its Beatles ‘flavour’ 

by the use of mode mixture that The Beatles “make ample use of…borrowing scale 

degree alterations from the minor into the major mode, for colour contrast at a level that 

is often significant”.217 David Bowie also used a lot of mode mixture in his song writing 

in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The rocket sound effect at the end of the track is 

both a nod to David Bowie and a lead in to the following song on the album. 

 

7.2.5 Astronaut 
A song about escape, the singer’s desires are unfulfilled physically but mentally he is 

able to escape to a ‘space’ in his mind. The slide guitars accentuate ascent and 

descent and a sense of distance by use of a thick reverb. The ascending and 

descending slide guitar punctuations also follow the mood of the protagonist, ascending 

with positive, wishful thoughts and descending when his thoughts come back to earthly 

realities. The picked acoustic guitar also uses ascent and descent through pitches at a 

faster rate. The ‘loneliness’ of the singer is depicted by the use of reverb, giving the 

impression that a single person is alone in a large space. This is supported musically 

by the use of the ukulele. In the key of G major, a 4-bar guitar intro is followed by a 14-

bar verse. This is reduced from the standard 16-bars by the elimination of the expected 

recurrence of the G major chord at bar-9, instead moving straight to iii, continuing on to 

                                                
217 Everett, The Beatles as Musicians : The Quarry Men through Rubber Soul, 357. 
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ii before returning to I.  The musical texture in the second section (bar 19) is thickened 

with a descant vocal and an additional descending electric guitar part, reinforcing the 

fact that the singer is certainly not an astronaut, before returning to the original texture 

(bar 31) in order to separate the ‘real’ of the chorus from the ‘imagined’ of the verse. 

The electric guitar in the second section also descends when the singer states 

“because I’m not an astronaut…”. The use of ascending and descending parts 

thoughout the song ties it thematically to the earlier song, ‘Dinosaur Park’. 

7.2.6 Bowler Hats 
The final version of ‘Bowler Hats’ was pieced together from two separate recordings. 

The first section of the song was recorded initially to bookend another recording 

originally entitled ‘Filter’ which was recorded very early on in the project. A repeat of 

this first section was at the end of the entire piece but at an increased tempo. As lyrics 

were never written for ‘Filter’ (which consisted of several different sections and ‘feels’ 

throughout), the first section was used in this final version along with a small section of 

the ‘Filter’ recording.  

 

7.2.7 Blind Man 
Written on guitar, ‘Blind Man’ was the first song recorded for the project that was based 

on a drone. The open B and E strings of the guitar resonate throughout the verses of 

the  

 
 

 

Figure 10. Chord Sequence; 'Blind Man'. 
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song as predominantly inverted chords play on the E, D, and G strings. A brief, 3-bar  

refrain transitions the first verse into the second using a IV chord moving to a iii. After 

hearing the refrain a second time in its shorten 2-bar form (IV - iii), the chorus is sung 

over a major IV - V7 - VII - IV - V7 sequence, the major chord cycle reinforcing the 

statement that “everything’s okay”. On the third hearing the refrain is extended once 

again to 3-bars, the iii chord moving to a bV before returning to the final repeated 

chorus. Two different chorus lines are crossfaded throughout the final chorus, the first, 

“everything’s okay”, slowly being replaced with “you know that it takes two to crucify”. 

This has links to the ending of ‘Election Year Waltz’ by bringing a return to the final 

sung round. Reference is also given to the structure of ‘Anna G’ via the differing refrain 

lengths at the end of verses.  

Influenced by the 

production of ‘Rain’ 

(1966), the production of 

‘Blind Man’ was achieved 

by using a combination of 

new and old technologies. 

 

As I wanted to use 

backwards guitar in the 

track, I also transferred the 

recording on the tape 

machine back onto 

ProTools in reverse. The intended use for the backward guitar track was to use it as a 

type of ‘wash’ that would be faded in and out of the track at appropriate times. In order 

to make this work, the backward track had to be re-ordered as the end of the recording 

was now at the beginning and the beginning of the track was at the end. I transferred 

the .wav file of the track to Logic Pro and also a .wav file of an overhead drum mic to 

act as a guide track. Each chord change in the guitar track was split and the order of 

the chords then reversed. A.D.T. was added to this track using the Reel A.D.T. plugin 

in order to additionally thicken it. The edited backward track was then returned to 

ProTools and further overdubs were carried out, including bass guitar, acoustic guitar, 

Leslie emulated guitar, keyboards and vocals. As can be heard, the ‘weight’ required to 

enhance the lyrical content is present and the backward guitar creates a psychedelic 

sounding wash throughout the track. The combination of using old and new 

Figure 11. Backward Guitar Editing; 'Blind Man'. 
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technologies was extremely helpful in the creation of the overall sound of the track. 

Newer technology was represented by the use of MIDI sounds (though these sounds 

were routed through a vintage valve amplifier), the use of plugins (the Leslie speaker 

emulation, Reel A.D.T) and by the editing capabilities. Older technology was 

represented by the use of the tape machine for varispeeding, vintage amplifiers, 

microphones and instruments. 

 

7.2.8 Sneaky Feeling 
‘Sneaky Feeling’ was almost a throwaway track for the album until later in the project. I 

wanted a direct shift back to a standard formula four-to-the-bar rock song from the 

preceding song. As previously mentioned, this also sets up the songs that precede and 

follow ‘Sneaky Feeling’ as a critique of its quadratic structure.218 With the contrast 

between the constantly shifting timbral elements and beat and phrase structures of the 

previous two songs and the standard rock instrumentation of drums, bass, acoustic and 

electric guitars, I sought to return the listener to familiarity before entering the most 

extreme sound-world on the album of the next song, ‘P.H.D.’. 

 

7.2.9 P.H.D. 
The Beatles use of tape loops and additional media as sound effects were utilised on 

many tracks including ‘I Am the Walrus’, ‘Tomorrow Never Knows’, ‘Yellow Submarine’, 

‘Being For the Benefit of Mr. Kite!’, ’Good Morning Good Morning’, etc. The first song 

recorded for the album that was to become Revolver was John Lennon's 'Tomorrow 

Never Knows'. The song itself was a break in form for Lennon who had recently 

discovered LSD and was consuming the drug in large quantities. It utilised direct 

quotes from The Psychedelic Experience, Dr. Timothy Leary’s adaptation of The 

Tibetan Book of the Dead and Lennon envisioned himself chanting the words from the 

top of the Himalayas. 219 To achieve the desired effect, engineer Geoff Emerick routed 

Lennon's vocals through a Leslie Rotating Speaker, usually used for a Hammond 

organ. This gave the vocals a 'swirling-type' effect that impressed Lennon very much. 

'Tomorrow Never Knows' comprises of an earnestly strummed guitar which remains on 

a C major chord for the duration of the song (once again to achieve the 'trance-like' 

effect imagined by its author). Over a hypnotic drum and bass pattern, tape loops that 

                                                
218 See p.59. 
219 Kehew and Ryan, 412. 
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were created mainly by Paul McCartney in his home studio were inserted into the mix 

to create a soundscape of startling originality. The lyrical intention of ‘Tomorrow Never 

Knows’ is to take the listener on an aural trip into their inner mind where they will 

experience a loss of ego as is the intention of The Psychedelic Experience’s 

instructional text. The musical backing for the song supports this intent by the use of 

otherworldly sounds being ‘performed’ over a drone. The drone acts as the 

‘coathanger’220 while the tape loops provide the dynamic content. The fact that these 

loops are varispeeded, reversed, and randomised provides the otherworldly quality 

and, along with how these sounds are mixed, contribute unique ‘staging’ to the track.  

I decided to employ some of the production techniques from ‘Tomorrow never Knows’ 

in the recording of ‘P.H.D.’, which I wanted to be a soundscape produced from random 

recorded, or mixed, events. The drum track was originally recorded within a different 

project. When this recording project was abandoned, I asked the drummer if I could use 

his drum part on one of my own compositions, to which he agreed. I recorded a 

repeating ostinato bass part to the drums before adding a rhythm guitar track that 

consisted of repeated I - bIIV chords amidst squalling feedback. Heavy ‘breathing’ 

vocal sounds were recorded over the top of this along with a surf guitar inspired lead 

guitar theme. At a later date, I made two additional recordings; one, a loop made with a 

synthesiser running through a looping pedal, and two, a reversed lead guitar track. 

These two recordings were faded in and out of the existing track at unspecified 

moments and locations. To this musical setting I added a Paul Harvey speech, ‘If I Was 

the Devil’. This was also randomly ‘dropped’ into the project and it remains where it 

was first placed. A synthesiser ending was ‘laminated’221 onto the end of the song in 

reference to the final piano chord of the Sgt. Pepper album. This spontaneous 

juxtaposition creates its own rhythms when the speech and the music are heard 

together, informing the track in an original but haphazard, serendipitous manner. 

  

                                                
220 Shepherd, 163. 
221 Hicks, 95-99. 
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7.3 The Dunedin Electric Co. 

 
Figure 12. Album Cover; The Dunedin Electric Co. 

Rather than containing lyrics from the perspective of an imagined character (‘Mr. 

Straight’, the sleazy principal of ‘Breaking Butterflies’, the ADHD sufferer, etc.), or as a 

critique of global matters (‘That’s Infotainment!’ (media), ‘The Election Year Waltz’ 

(politics), etc.), this collection’s songs are more in line with my own middle-aged 

observations. The opening song, ‘Dinner With the Wife & Kids’ causes the narrator to 

assess his own inner-space and his position within society due to the advent of a ‘near-

miss’ automobile event. The theme is loose throughout the collection but I feel it does 

act as the common thread. As the harmonic composition of the songs is more 

straightforward on this album, there is a stronger focus on the staging and production 

aesthetic throughout. More focus was given to production playing a compositional role, 

adding to the overall intent of each song sonically. 
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7.3.1 Dinner With the Wife & Kids 
’Dinner With the Wife and Kids’ concerns road-rage from the point of view of another 

driver and myself, with the chorus line, “you’re lucky to be home tonight for dinner with 

the wife and kids”, being a self-reflection on what could have been had the road-rage 

culminated in an accident. The first verse observes the distracted driver’s driving while 

the second verse reverses the scenario, with the protagonist performing the poor 

driving in a retaliatory manner, making the other driver furious. The verses are 

quadratic in form with two repeated 8-bar phrases. The first chorus of the song has a 

traditional 8-bar phrase length. The second chorus reduces this to a 6-bar phrase the 

first time around, followed by an 8-bar phrase. This compositional element is designed 

to underscore the theme of the song, of not having one’s life cut short. The sounds 

used in the production of the song are the main feature of ‘Dinner With the Wife and 

Kids’, the music having an ominous feel to counteract the flippancy of the lyrics, 

achieved with the use of a MiniMoog soft synth. One synth sound is suggestive of an 

angelic chorus, signifying the incessant threat of death. The second synth is an 

oppressive bass sound signalling that something is imminent, and the third in the 

instrumental, mid-section of the song, represents the slow-motion feeling that one gets 

when in a car accident and is reminiscent of crashing glass heard in slow motion. This 

third synth is an example of sound design rather than an ‘instrumental’ sound, an 

example of the produced sound alone conjuring up an image as opposed to a strictly 

musical feature. The guitars, bass and drums are all played in a sparse manner in 

order to give the moog parts prominence.  

7.3.2 Monkeys 
This is a song in which the protagonist is disappointed at the behaviour of others and 

gives vent to his anger by labelling these others “monkeys”. Three situations are 

observed; “at the bar”, “behind the wheel” (connecting this song to the opening track), 

and one in which the “monkey” has a gun. This song is about anger, therefore the 

anger had to be painted sonically. This is done primarily with the vocal treatment, which 

is heavily distorted and delayed and delivered with a tone of disdain. Every element of 

the song has been distorted. The predominant guitar riff was heavily distorted and 

performed through an octave pedal (sounding an octave lower than performed pitch), 

the drums are heavily compressed with emulated tape distortion added, and the guitar 

solo mimics the ‘chattering’ of monkeys. ‘Monkeys’ has a twelve-bar blues structure as 
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reinforcement of a ‘cage’ mentality of the subjects under scrutiny. The entire song is 

also heavily compressed, adding to the representation of confinement. Enough is left 

unsaid in the song that the listener may come to the conclusion that the narrator may 

be venting his anger at others, or he could be addressing his own problems and 

shortcomings. 

 

7.3.3 Naughty Step 
‘Naughty Step’ regards a standoff between father and daughter and the refusal of either 

to back down. Staging techniques used in the recording of ‘Naughty Step’ are 

influenced jointly by the production of Buddy Holly’s ‘Peggy Sue’ (1957) and 

Radiohead’s ‘Optimistic’ (2000) with the drum’s toms being spatially varied to the 

sound of the guitar. The toms, which enter at the beginning of the song, were recorded 

separately to the main drum kit, which enters at 1:10. The toms represent the 

daughter’s tantrum while the main drumbeat represents the parental figure against 

whom she is rebelling. The toms are made to appear distant by use of heavy 

compression and reverb while the guitar is recorded to sound much closer to the 

listener and therefore portraying the main focus of the two parts. The guitar recording 

consists of both an amplified guitar and a close recording of the strings of the 

unamplified electric guitar. The recording of the strings when blended with the amplified 

signal adds a crisp, percussive quality to the sound to the guitar sound. Rather than 

record these two parts at the same time, I made the decision to make separate 

recordings as slight rhythmic variations would thicken the sound slightly much like 

manual vocal double-tracking and once again, these two differing microphone 

techniques are representative of small (unamplified) versus big (amplified). This is a 

difficult effect to achieve in a live performance environment and should therefore be 

considered a phonographic effect. The bass was recorded using direct injection rather 

than through an amplifier as I wanted it to represent strength (I felt that the sound of a 

direct injected bass has a stronger signal than a bass through an amplifier as there is 

no room sound carried across in the recording). As the song regards a child, I used 

instruments associated with toys; a child's shaker, a wooden percussive frog, and a 

plastic melodica. 

 

7.3.4 Speak Before I Die 
The song ‘Speak Before I Die’ is a commentary on both the formulaic popular music 

that is produced by the mainstream music industry and on my own song writing, with 
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the hope of writing and producing material with some artistic merit and integrity, that 

does not fall into the formulaic trap. ‘Speak Before I Die’ utilises mode mixture once 

again, in this case, a vi and a bVII are inserted into a predominantly E major song 

along with a II and III, with only the III in its common role as an applied V of vi.222 This 

song was pieced together from separate performances that were recorded in different 

spaces. The drums were recorded in Albany Street Studio’s main recording room over 

the course of a weekend.223 The bass guitar, both the original recording and the re-

amped224 recording, was recorded in room G12 at Albany Street, and the guitars and 

vocal tracks were recorded in room G13 which acts as the control room in Albany 

Street’s back studios. The main studio was used for the drums so as to give them a 

‘live’ sound as opposed to the dryer sound that is achieved in the studio rooms at the 

rear of the building.225 The guitar sound on this song was achieved by blending an 

acoustic guitar with an extremely distorted electric guitar, the two opposing guitar 

sounds representing mainstream and alternative musics. I chose to use an Orange 

Crush Micro Pix amplifier, an extremely small guitar practice amplifier as I wanted to 

emulate the sound of a song played through a transistor radio, emphasising that top-40 

music was the target of the song’s lyrics. 

7.3.5 Ghosts 
In the first verse, the protagonist in this song is looking to correct things in his life that 

have gone awry. There would be no reason not to take this literally if it were not for the 

production effect of a scratched ‘broken record’ undermining the protagonist’s intent, 

signifying that this has all happened before and no real change has taken place in his 

way of life. The ‘broken record’ vanishes in the second verse when the protagonist is 

taking a more realistic look at himself. The ‘broken record’ returns at the end of the 

second chorus informing the listener that even after the self-reflection of verse two, the 

protagonist is not ready to change his ways. Change is symbolised in the song by 

changing textures throughout. Whiteley makes the observation that within ‘Strawberry 

Fields Forever’, “each series of refrain-verse sections has its own unique texture and 

                                                
222 See p.88 for an explanation of mode mixture. 
223 12-13 July, 2014. This session also resulted in the drum tracks for ‘Blind Man’, ‘Election Year 

Waltz’, ‘Dinosaur Park’, and the first version of ‘Anna G.’. 
224 Re-amping is the process whereby a previously recorded track (in this case a direct injected 

bass guitar recording) is routed back out of ProTools and back through an amplifier and re-
recorded. 

225 See footnote 97 for a description of Albany St. Studios facilities. 
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musical colouring”, and that this works to “emphasise the changing perceptions”.226 

This was considered in the recording of ‘Ghosts’. Verse one is dominated by acoustic 

guitar altered by being run through a Leslie rotating speaker. Strings, bass guitar and 

drums join the guitar in chorus one. Mellotron flutes take priority at the beginning of 

verse two, accompanied by a now un-effected acoustic guitar. The change in acoustic 

guitar sound is to portray the protagonist’s ‘ghost’s’ melting away, the Leslie effect 

underscoring disembodiment. These ‘ghosts’ return in the instrumental section and 

their presence is intensified by having the ‘Leslie’ effect being added to the backing 

vocals also. These ‘ghosts’ are also represented in the lead vocal sound being double 

tracked at the same pitch and one octave above. 

7.3.6 Just to Breathe 
 ‘Just to Breathe’ was originally written and recorded in 2011 but I was never 

completely happy with the result. I made the decision to revise the song as part of this 

current project and to use techniques and instrumentation associated with earlier 

recordings of The Beatles than the ones under investigation in this study. Everett notes 

that a feature of George Harrison’s stylistic evolution in earlier Beatles recordings is the 

“constant use of non-resolving tones frozen into chords”, and this is a technique that I 

used in the verses of ‘Just to Breathe’. The A minor chord and the E minor chord both 

contain a relentless added F# tone creating tension. The F# is eventually revealed as 

the leading note of the G major tonic with the tension of the verses relieved at the 

arrival of the chorus. Adding to the sense of tension is the phrase lengths, the verses 

comprised of two 6-bar phrases while in the chorus, the phrases are extended to two 8-

bar phrases conveying a sense of relief. George Harrison’s guitar techniques 

associated with earlier Beatles’ recording are also employed including the use of 

volume swells (‘Yes It Is’ [1965]), ‘I Need You’ [1965]), and a “Carl Perkins-inspired 

rockabilly” lead guitar figure. Several early Beatles recordings are marked by John 

Lennon’s harmonica playing. In ‘Just to Breathe’ I instead chose to use a melodica to 

evoke this element. The central poetic concern that drove me to make these evocations 

was the line, “go for a drive with the top down”. The image in my mind was of driving 

across a large, barren space like that of an American Western movie. 

 

                                                
226 Whiteley, The Space between the Notes : Rock and the Counter-Culture, 66. 
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7.3.7 Swallow 
‘Swallow’ is about coming to some sort of resolve in a relationship, to improve rather 

than abandon the situation. The purpose of the production was to portray both 

‘dreaming’ and ‘swallowing’. Compositionally, ‘Swallow’ was an experiment with using 

pedal notes or ‘drones’. Written on a guitar tuned to an open G-chord (DGDGBD), the 

verse contains a bass note drone using the chords G – Ebmaj13/G – G7(no 3rd). The 

chorus shifts the ‘drone’ in the upper part of the chord with the bass note moving (Dm – 

Dm7/C – Dm/F). These chords played on the guitar allow the 5th, 3rd, and 1st strings to 

drone throughout the changes. The chorus shifts the ‘drone’ into a D major chord (no 

3rd), firstly played in root position but then over a Bb bass note followed by an F bass 

note. These ‘drone’ chords in both the verse and chorus contribute to the overall 

dreamy feel of the track, on account of the shifting tones within non-shifting tones. I 

wanted ‘Swallow’ to have a ‘soft’ production aesthetic to depict the idea of something 

being ‘easy to swallow’. To achieve this, I began with the recording of the acoustic 

guitar track. Once completed, I overdubbed the same part many times, the result being 

that the attack of the guitar strumming was effectively dulled or ‘blunted’. The drums 

were again recorded with tea towels over them and then heavily compressed when 

mixed. This ensured that the volume level of individual drum hits was even. The drums 

are indicative of a wristwatch ticking, representing the passing of time. I wanted the mix 

to be representative of sections of the song ‘swallowing’ other sections of the song. 

Firstly, the introduction makes use of a filter where the bass frequencies are 

‘swallowed’ by treble frequencies. I achieved this by running the full track through a 

MetaFilter plugin and automating the frequency control. The instrumental section of the 

song has a woodwind section which envelopes the guitar, bass and drum tracks before 

being taken over again by the previously mentioned instruments. The track then ends 

with prevailing texture being ‘swallowed’ again by the bass frequencies with the 

addition of a delay. The softness was achieved in the vocals by having a heavily 

reverberated vocal staged behind the main vocal track. The front and back staging of 

the entire track supports the two lines of thought of the song’s protagonist as does the 

6/8-4/4 polyrhythm between the guitars and bass respectively. 

 

7.3.8 Suck It Up 
‘Suck it Up is another character portrayal, on this occasion a character that is known to 

have been involved in some dubious activities. He/she is now in a social situation and 

is being questioned over their actions but remain impervious to the interrogation. ‘Suck 
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it Up’ is another example of songs over the course of the two albums communicating 

with each other. Common chords are shared with ‘That’s Infotainment!’ as well as 

similarity of form, including a contrasting ‘C’ section in each. The composition of ‘Suck it 

Up was an exercise in using mode mixture as in previous songs, ‘Bluebird’ and ‘Speak 

Before I Die’. It was also partly inspired by The Beatles’ ‘Sexy Sadie’ (1968) with its 

semitonal chord intervals and ‘I Am the Walrus (1967)’ with its use of only major 

chords. The song begins with the tonic C major shifting sporadically to a neighbouring 

Db chord. This leads to a mid-verse transition to an A major followed by Ab major. The 

chorus also uses only major chords; F major – A major – Ab major – G major. The 

verse and chorus are then repeated before the transition to a bridge section. Beginning 

in C major, the song then lurches to the mixture chord of F minor. This is then followed 

by an A minor chord then an Ab major. This sequence is then repeated but this time 

the C chord is dominated by the bass note of its third, contributing to the wider 

instability of the composition. The song’s intensity is heightened with the entire track 

being varispeeded up in pitch and speed to the value of 0.5 semitones and by the 

distorted vocal effect accentuating the aggressive nature of the delivery. The song also 

connotes computer gaming with its ‘game over’ sound and repeatedly questioning 

when the protagonist is going to “lose it”. The chromaticism of the track is intended to 

underscore the intensity of the poetic idea with the production reinforcing this. The 

vocals are distorted and aggressive, the guitar plays staccato-type chords and is 

heavily compressed, and the entire track was varispeeded up in pitch at the mastering 

stage. 

 

7.3.9 I Don’t Think You Will Miss Me 
As mentioned earlier, this song is in dialogue with ‘Speak Before I Die’ and ‘Obituary’, 

both of which appear earlier. All three songs have death and absence as their thematic 

material and use similar harmonic material. The key of E major was chosen for this 

trilogy of songs. “Noisy shouts of joy, laughing pleasure and not yet complete, full 

delight lies in E Major” according to Christian Schubert’s Ideen zu einer Aesthetik der 

Tonkunst (1806), which lists affective key characteristics. 227 These characteristics 

largely disappeared once the tempered scale was adopted but E major, when played 

                                                
227 Found online at http://www.wmich.edu/mus-theo/courses/keys.html [accessed 24 January 

2017]. Translated by Rita Steblin in A History of Key Characteristics in the 18th and Early 
19th Centuries. UMI Research Press (1983). 
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on the guitar, is a warm sounding chord.228 As the album’s overriding theme regards a 

cynical outlook of everyday events, I thought that this key would enhance the cynicism 

of the text. None of the messages in any of these three songs are “complete”, and 

although the messages are often bleak the key signature helps to convey that there is a 

bright side. The song fades out with a sample from the demo version of ‘Pictures of 

Everyday’ signalling that the two albums were conceived as an entirety. It also hints at 

the cyclic nature of everyday life and is a final indicator that the albums are thematically 

linked. The keyboard sound is altered to sound ‘old’ by use of re-amplification with 

distortion added.  

 

  

                                                
228 In guitar-based music the characteristics can emanate from where the third resides in the 

fingered chord, therefore D is bright, A is bright but not as, and E is quite warm as the G# is 
fingered on the G string. 
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8 Conclusion 

Connections among records can be subtle, obvious, or any shade in 
between – from wispy allusions to direct quotations. And the association 
may occur in a number of ways – through lyrics or musical syntactic 
elements like grooves or chord progressions, of course, but also through 
sounds, performance practices, and recording techniques. That is, 
resonances may occur at the level of song, arrangement, or track.229  

At the beginning of this exegesis the following question was asked; 

• By appropriating compositional and production aesthetics of the Beatles’ 1966-

1967 recordings and applying them to my own recordings, to what extent do my 

compositions reveal the influence behind them and how has this affected my 

composition and production methodologies?  

As this project has proceeded, it has taken on manifestations that were unforeseen at 

the beginning. By presenting myself with a model to work toward I have found that it is 

indeed possible to come up with an aesthetic that is, on the one hand, reminiscent of 

the Beatles’ mid-sixties sound and, on the other, original in its own right. The applied 

1960s aesthetic is not necessarily instantly recognised as such but lends a familiarity to 

a contemporary production. My composition and production methodologies have most 

certainly been affected by this undertaking insofar as the application of the 

compositional techniques of The Beatles and of psychedelic rock in general has 

inclined me towards underscoring the poetic text in a more meaningful way than I had 

with past compositions. By taking Hicks’ notion of dynamising parameters of a 

standardised structure, my composing was most definitely affected on a temporal level 

(changes of tempo, metre etc.). Phrase length manipulation and the juxtaposition of 

differing time signatures has affected my compositions at ‘song’ level, whilst by 

experimenting with instrumentation reminiscent of the Beatles’ mid-sixties sound, my 

songs have also been affected at the ‘arrangement’ level.230 On a production level, the 

staging of the recording has been afforded much more importance than I have given it 

in the past and in doing so has once again supported the textual content of a song. The 

sheer creativity and exploration that the Beatles employed over the course of Revolver 

                                                
229 Zak, 185. 
230 Ibid., 24. 
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and Sgt. Pepper’s Lpnely Hearts Club Band was inspiration to experiment with ideas 

that I might not usually have entertained, challenging preconceptions and culminating 

in often rewarding and surprising results. These ideas included experimenting with 

double-tracking techniques, mixing old and new technologies by re-routing software 

synths through vintage amplifiers, and using Beatles era drum miking techniques. 

Another purpose of this project has been to clarify the relationship between music 

composition and music recording by using a practice-as-research methodology 

alongside the study of the recording and compositional practices of the Beatles in 1966 

and 1967. By investigating the influences behind Revolver and Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely 

Hearts Club Band, I determined to ascertain how these influences were absorbed and 

utilised by the band and their recording team to create phonographic works. I believe 

that the cultural climate of the time helped to foster the creativity of the Beatles in 

regard to implementing a fresh approach to their art. The mid-sixties were a time when 

the baby-boomers offered challenges to the established order in many areas of life and 

art and had a real hope that they could instigate change. The lyrical themes of Lennon, 

McCartney and Harrison during this period were pertinent to the time but were also 

expressed obliquely enough to be ubiquitous over the fifty years since they were 

written. Many of the themes expressed are as relevant today as they were in the 1960s 

and will likely continue to be in a society where inequality thrives. Loneliness and 

alienation are themes that I have threaded throughout my three albums and are themes 

that can possess meaning in any time or era. These themes can be portrayed in 

recorded music in a multitude of ways, but I believe that nostalgia can be a significant 

factor in stirring up emotions of a better, prior situation. By amalgamating the old 

(instruments more commonly associated with Western art music and Edwardian 

themes) with the new (technological advances in recording) an entirely new aesthetic 

was created by The Beatles. My aim is that by doing the same on this project my own 

recordings will generate associations in the minds of listeners but also be original in 

their own right. By creating juxtaposition between nostalgia and the present, I hoped to 

stimulate two differing viewpoints in the listener, broadening the appeal of the music. 

Zak encapsulates this intent when he writes: 

The accumulated works and conventional practices of rock recording 
provide a context in which recordists can make referential use of sound and 
enhance the sense of their work by connecting it with others. The ways in 
which particular sounds – or aspects of sounds, nuances – have been used 
on prior recordings influences how they are used on subsequent ones. The 
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distinctiveness may be in the form of contrast, variation transformation, or 
uniqueness; but in any case, it is assessed and understood against a 
referential field.231 

If rock music as a genre is to grow as an art, the preset culture that is present in the 

recording industry must be addressed so that the creativity involved in record 

production in the past is not devalued in years to come, with it becoming a lost art. 

Technology can contribute to the increased standardisation of the nature of modern 

recording with the modern recordist inhabiting the ‘preset’ age in which the efforts of 

past engineers has been manufactured into a button-push. Mastering can be performed 

instantly on DAWs with multiple options given for what style of master one desires. 

Numerous presets are also offered on most effect plugins and the tendency for most 

recordists is to select a sound rather than use effects and plugins creatively. The 

reason that Revolver and Sgt. Pepper were so innovative at the time of their release 

and now, is due to the creative approach that The Beatles and their recording team 

took towards the making of these albums whilst confronted with limitations, forcing 

them to come up with creative solutions. My hope is that through a more experimental 

approach to recording a new rock aesthetic may be cultivated. I have attempted to use 

an approach that does not strive for ‘perfection’ but highlights the emotion of the song 

through a combination of composition, performance and production. This project 

represents an attempt to advance both my own writing and producing skills and to 

inspire others to vary their approach to recording, to try and find their own unique 

aesthetic by studying the recording methodologies of a particular time period that 

appeals to them. Recorded music should be about creativity and broadening the scope 

of what is achievable. A musician/songwriter who is well versed in studio 

methodologies and technical equipment has a world of creativity at their fingertips. I 

believe that the creative process of a variety of different recorded music producers from 

alternative backgrounds needs to be researched over time in order to analyse the art of 

music making in the recording studio. A further reason that this kind of undertaking is 

important is that it works to reconcile the analytic with the implementation. Different 

modes of understanding are revealed when the practical approach is under 

investigation. Creative processes are illuminated that are not when scrutinised from 

outside of the activity. 

                                                
231 Ibid., 193. 
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There follows a series of Appendices that further illuminate these creative processes. 

Appendix A, B and C share information regarding performers, instruments and 

microphones used during the recording process for each album. Appendix D provides 

all lyrics written for the project. Stated at the beginning of this exegesis was my 

intention to highlight the intellectual thought patterns that both myself and other 

practitioners of recorded music utilise in the journey toward achieving their intended 

outcome. Many of these thought patterns are highlighted in my recording diary that is 

included as Appendix E of this exegesis. This diary follows a chronological progression 

of the recording of the songs for all three albums produced and illuminates the behind 

the scenes processes that occur in the production of recorded music. Appendix F offers 

technical information on hardware and outboard equipment, computers, software, 

microphones, instruments and amplifiers used. 
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Pictures of Everyday 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:  Guitars, Vocals 

  Eugene Shields: Bass Guitar 

  Mac Te Ngahue: Drums 

 
Table 6. Session Information; 'Pictures of Yesterday'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

30 July 2016 
28 August 2016 

Title Pictures of Everyday Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix DAW Pro Tools 10 
Logic Pro X 

 
Table 7. Additional Information; ‘Pictures of Yesterday’. 

Instrument Instrument Used Amplifier Microphone Preamp 
Drums Mapex Pro M Drum Kit N/A Kick: AKG D112 

Snare: Shure SM57 
Rack Tom: 
Sennheiser MD421II 
Floor Tom: 
Sennheiser MD421II 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2: Neumann 
KM184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
C24 
 
C24 

Bass Guitar 1972 Fender Precision Ashdown EVOIII 500 Shure SM7B Toft ATC-2 
Electric Guitar 1 1990 Gibson Les Paul 

Custom 
Marshall JCM 25/50 Shure SM57 Toft ATC-2 

Electric Guitar 2 1978 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Mesa Boogie Mark 1 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Piano Bechstein Upright N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1. 
Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Late Last Night 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Johanna Brusse: Cello 

  Sinclair McLaren:  Alto Clarinet, Clarinet 

  Brad Martin:  Guitars, Piano, Synths, Vocals 

 
Table 8. Session Information; 'Late Last Night'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

17, 31 July 2016 
30 January 2017 
29 April 2017 

Title Late Last Night Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

 
Table 9. Additional Information; 'Late Last Night'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Electric Guitar 1978 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Leslie Rotating 
Speaker 

Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Piano Bechstein Upright N/A Neumann KM184 
(x2) 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Synthesiser Korg Micro Synth Mesa Boogie Mark 1 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Cello  N/A AKG C414 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Woodwind (Alto 
Clarinet, Clarinet) 

 N/A Royer 121 
Neumann U87 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Mr. Straight 

Composer:  Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Drums, Guitars, Vocals 

  Richard Strang:  Bass Guitar 

 
Table 10. Session Information; 'Mr. Straight'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

13,18 November 2014 
28 June 2015 

Title Mr. Straight Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

 
Table 11. Additional Information; 'Mr. Straight'. 

Instrument Instrument Used Amplifier Microphone Preamp 
Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 

Kit 
N/A Kick: Neumann U87 

Snare: AKG 414B 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2: Neumann 
KM184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 

Bass Guitar 1962 Fender Jazz 
Bass 

Ashdown EVOIII 500 Shure SM7B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Acoustic Guitar Maton 325C N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Electric Guitars 1990 Gibson Les Paul 

Custom 
Mesa Boogie F-50 AKG C414B (close) 

Neumann U87 (far) 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Breaking Butterflies 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel:  Robbie Craigie:  Drums 

  Brad Martin:   Bass Guitar, Guitars, Piano, Percussion, Vocals 

 
Table 12. Session Information; 'Breaking Butterflies'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

12 February 2015 
7, 8 December 2015 

Title Breaking Butterflies Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

 
Table 13. Additional Information; 'Breaking Butterflies'. 

Instrument Instrument Used Amplifier Microphone Preamp 
Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 

Kit 
DX Snare Drum 

N/A Kick In: AKG D112 
Kick Out: Neumann 
TLM49 
Snare Top: Audix i5 
Snare Under: Shure 
SM57 
Rack Tom: 
Neumann TLM102 
Floor Tom: 
Neumann TLM102 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2: Neumann 
KM184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Buzz audio SSA 1.1 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
C24 
 
C24 

Percussion (finger 
clicks) 

N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Vibra Slap Vibra Slap N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Tambourine Tambourine N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Bass Guitar G&L Ashdown EVOIII500 Neumann TLM49 

 
Shure SM7B 

Toft ATC-2 
(compression added) 
Toft ATC-2 
(compression added) 

Electric Guitar 1  2010 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Mesa Boogie Mark 1 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar 2 2010 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Mesa Boogie Mark 1 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Piano Bechstein Upright N/A Neumann KM184 
(x2) 

Toft ATC-2 
(compression added) 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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The Election Year Waltz 
Composer: Brad Martin, Mac Te Ngahue 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Guitars, Piano, Synths, Vocals 

  Eugene Shields:  Bass Guitar 

  Mac Te Ngahue:  Drums 

 
Table 14. Session Information; 'The Election Year Waltz'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

12, 17 July 2014 
12,14, 19, 21, 26 August 2014 
4, 11 September 2014 

Title Election Year Waltz Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

SSL C200 HD/64 
Avid C24 

Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 
Logic Pro 9 
Logic Pro X 

 
Table 15. Additional Information; 'The Election Year Waltz'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums DW Drum Kit 
Zildjian K Cymbals 

N/A Kick 1: Electro Voice 
RE20 
Kick 2: Neumann U67 
Snare Top: Audix i5 
Snare Under: Heil 
PR22 
Rack Tom: Heil PR30 
Floor Tom: Heil PR30 
Hi Hats: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 1: Royer 121 
OH 2: Royer 121 
OH 3: Coles 4038 

 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 

Bass Guitar 1972 Fender 
Precision 

Ampeg B15N Shure SM7B 
D.I. 

Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Acoustic Guitar Maton 325C N/A Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 
Electric Guitar 
(rhythm) 

1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Marshall JCM 
25/50 

Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 

Lead Guitars 1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Mesa Boogie F-
50 

Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Keyboards 
(harpsichord) 

MIDI Keyboard 
Logic Pro X 

Fender Deluxe 
Combo 

Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 

Keyboards (rhodes) MIDI Keyboard 
Logic Pro X 

Fender Deluxe 
Combo 

Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 

Piano 1 Bechstein Upright N/A Neumann U87 
Neumann KM184 (x2) 

Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Vocals (chorus) N/A N/A Radio Mic Attachment 

(handmade, Danny 
Buchanan) 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Piano 2 (arpeggio) 
 

Bechstein Upright N/A Neumann KM184 (x2)  Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Instrument 
(cont.) 

Instrument 
Used (cont.) 

Amplifier 
(cont.) 

Microphone 
(cont.) 

Preamp (cont.) 

Backing Vocals 1 
(instrumental 
section) 

N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Backing Vocals 2 
(final chorus) 

N/A N/A Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 
(compression and 
EQ added) 
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That’s Infotainment! 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:  Bass Guitar, Drums, Guitars, Piano, Vocals 

 
Table 16. Session Information; 'That's Infotainment!'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

9 Dec 2015 
10 Dec 2015 

Title That’s Infotainment! Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

N/A Mix 
DAW 

Logic Pro X 

 
Table 17. Additional Information; 'That's Infotainment!'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick In: AKG D112 
Kick Out: Neumann 
TLM49 
Snare Top: Audix i5 
Snare Under: Heil 
PR22 
Rack Tom: Neumann 
TLM102 
Floor Tom: Neumann 
TLM102 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2: Neumann 
KM184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Buzz audio SSA 1.1 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
C24 
 
C24 

Bass Guitar G&L Ashdown EVOIII500 Shure SM7B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Electric Guitar 1 1990 Gibson Les 

Paul Custom 
Marshall JCM 25/50 Audix i5 

Heil PR22 
Toft ATC-2 
Toft ATC-2 

Electric Guitar 2 1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Marshall JCM 25/50 Audix i5 
Heil PR22 

Toft ATC-2 
Toft ATC-2 

Piano Bechstein Upright N/A Neumann KM184 (x2) Toft ATC-2 
Vocals  N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Backing Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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ADHD 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel:  Brad Martin:  Guitars, Backing Vocals, Percussion 

  Richard Strang: Bass Guitar, Vocals 

  Mac Te Ngahue: Drums  

 
Table 18. Session Information; 'ADHD'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

12, 14, 19, 21 May 2015 

Title ADHD Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

  
Table 19. Additional Information; 'ADHD'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick (in): Heil PR30 
Kick (out): 
Neumann U87 
Snare Top: Shure 
SM57 
Snare Under: Heil 
PR22 
Rack Tom: 
Sennheiser MD421II 
Floor Tom: 
Sennheiser MD421II 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2: Neumann 
KM184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
C24 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
C24 
 
C24 

Bass Guitar 1962 Fender Jazz 
Bass 

Ashdown EVOIII 500 Shure SM7B 
D.I. 

Toft ATC-2 
C24 

Electric Guitar 
(rhythm) 

’59 Antoria ‘Foreign’ 
Archtop 

Fender Twin Reverb Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar 2 
(rhythm) 

1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Marshall JCM 25/50 Shure SM57 (close) 
Neumann U87 (far) 
Heil PR30 (rear) 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Toft ATC-2 

Lead Guitars 1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Marshall JCM 25/50 Shure SM57 (close) 
Neumann U87 (far) 
Heil PR30 (rear) 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Toft ATC-2 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Backing Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Tambourine N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Anna G. 
Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:  Guitars, Vocals 

  Eugene Shields: Bass Guitar 

  Mac Te Ngahue: Drums 

 
Table 20. Session Information; 'Anna G.'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

12, 14, 15, 17 July 2014 

Title Anna G. Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin, Stephen Stedman 
Rec. 
Console 

SSL C200 HD/64 
Avid C24 

Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 
Logic Pro X 

Mix 
Console 

N/A Mix 
DAW 

Logic Pro X 

 
Table 21. Additional Information; 'Anna G.'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums DW Drum Kit 
Zildjian K Cymbals 

N/A Kick 1: Electro Voice RE20 
Kick 2: Neumann U67 
Snare Top: Audix i5 
Snare Under: Heil PR22 
Rack Tom: Heil PR30 
Floor Tom: Heil PR30 
Hi Hats: Neumann KM184 
OH 1: Royer 121 
OH 2: Royer 121 
OH 3: Coles 4038 

SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 

Bass Guitar 1972 Fender 
Precision 

Ampeg B15N Shure SM7B 
D.I. 

Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio SSA 
1.1 

Acoustic Guitar 1 Maton 325C N/A Neumann TLM 102 
(x2) 

Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio SSA 
1.1 

Acoustic Guitar 2 
(capo 5th) 

Maton 325C N/A Neumann TLM 102 
(x2) 

Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio SSA 
1.1 

Electric Guitar 1 1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Marshall JCM 
25/50 

Neumann TLM 102 Buzz Audio SSA 
1.1 

Chorus Vocals N/A N/A Neumann TLM 102 Buzz Audio SSA 
1.1 

Verse Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 
1.1 
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Real Friends 

Composer: Brad Martin, Eugene Shields 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Guitars, Piano, Synths, Vocals 

  Eugene Shields:  Bass Guitar 

  Mac Te Ngahue:  Drums 

 
Table 22. Session Information; 'Real Friends'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

13 May 2014 
13, 14, 15 July 2014 
12 February 2015 
23 April 2015 

Title Real Friends Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

SSL C200 HD/64 
Avid C24 

Rec.DAW Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

N/A Mix DAW Logic Pro X 

 
Table 23. Additional Information; 'Real Friends'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums DW Drum Kit 
Zildjian K Cymbals 

N/A Kick 1: Electro Voice 
RE20 
Kick 2: Neumann U67 
Snare Top: Audix i5 
Snare Under: Heil 
PR22 
Rack Tom: Heil PR30 
Floor Tom: Heil PR30 
Hi Hats: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 1: Royer 121 
OH 2: Royer 121 
OH 3: Coles 4038 

 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 

Bass Guitar 1972 Fender 
Precision 

Ampeg B15N Shure SM7B 
D.I. 
 

Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 

Acoustic Guitar 1 1997 Seagull S6+CW 
Cedar 

N/A Royer 121 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Acoustic Guitar 2 1997 Seagull S6+CW 
Cedar 

N/A Royer 121 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Acoustic Guitar 3 1997 Seagull S6+CW 
Cedar 

N/A Royer 121 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Acoustic Guitar 4 Maton 325C N/A Neumann TLM 102 
(x2) 

Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Piano Bechstein Upright N/A Neumann KM184 (x2) Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Verse Vocals N/A N/A Neumann TLM 102 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Chorus Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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To Be Frank 
Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:  Bass Guitar, Drums, Guitars, Piano, Vocals 

 
Table 24. Session Information; 'To Be Frank'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

10 June 2014 
29 September 2016 

Title To Be Frank Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 
Logic Pro X 

 
Table 25. Additional Information; 'To Be Frank'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick: Heil PR22 
Overhead: SE 
Z3300A 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Bass Guitar G&L N/A D.I. Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Acoustic Guitar 
(doubletracked) 

1997 Seagull S6+CW 
Cedar 

N/A Heil PR30 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Slide Guitar 
(doubletracked) 

1997 Seagull S6+CW 
Cedar 

N/A Heil PR30 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar 2016 Epiphone 
Casino 

Mesa Boogie F-50 AKG C414B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Piano Bechstein Upright N/A AKG C414B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
All Vocals N/A N/A SE Z3300A Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Obituary (Pt.1) 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:  Bass Guitar, Guitars, Synths, Vocals 

  Mac Te Ngahue: Backing Vocals, Drums 

 
Table 26. Session Information; 'Obituary' (Pt.1). 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

17,19,25 April 2016 
18 July 2016 

Title Obituary Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

 
Table 27. Additional Information; 'Obituary' (Pt.1) 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick 1: Yamaha 
Subkick 
Kick 2: AKG D112 
Snare: Shure SM57 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2: Neumann 
KM184 

 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 

Bass Guitar G&L    
Acoustic Guitars Maton 325C N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Electric Guitar 1978 Fender 

Stratocaster 
Mesa Boogie Mark 1 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synthesiser Backing 
Vocals (Vocoder) 

Korg MicroKorg XL 
Plus Synth with 
Vocoder 

Mesa Boogie Mark 1 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synthesiser Korg MicroKorg XL 
Plus Synth 

Mesa Boogie Mark 1 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Backing Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Obituary (Pt.2) 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Bass Guitar, Drums, Guitars, Piano, Synths 

 
Table 28. Session Information; 'Obituary' (Pt.2). 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

4, 5, 11 September 2014 
18, 19 July 2017 

Title Ocean Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Console Avid C24 DAW Pro Tools 10 

Logic Pro X 
Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 
Logic Pro X 

 
Table 29. Additional Information; 'Obituary' (Pt.2) 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick: Heil PR48 
Snare: Shure SM57 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2: Neumann KM 
184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1. 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 

Bass Guitar G&L N/A D.I. Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Acoustic Guitar Maton 325C N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Electric Guitar 1990 Gibson Les 

Paul Custom 
Vox AC10 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1. 

Piano Bechstein Upright N/A Neumann KM184 
(x2) 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synthesiser 1 (bass) MIDI keyboard 
Locic Pro X 

Blackstar HT Stage 
60 

SE2200t Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synthesiser 2 
(atmospheric) 

MIDI keyboard 
Locic Pro X 

Blackstar HT Stage 
60 

SE2200t Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synthesiser 3 (Moog, 
Mellotron) 

Midi Keyboard 
Logic Pro X 
Arturia Mini V2 

N/A N/A USB Macbook Pro 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1. 
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Soma 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Bass Guitar, Drums, Guitars, Piano, Synths, 

     Vocals 

 
Table 30. Session Information; 'Soma'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

11 November 2014 
19, 26 February 2015 

Title Soma Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Avid C24 

 
Table 31. Additional Information; 'Soma'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick: Heil PR48 
Snare: Heil PR22 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2: Neumann 
KM184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 

Bass Guitar G&L Ashdown EVOIII500 Shure SM7B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Acoustic Guitar Maton 325C N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Keyboards 1 MIDI Keyboard 

Logic Pro X 
Mesa Boogie F-50 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Keyboards 2 MIDI Keyboard 
Logic Pro X 

Mesa Boogie F-50 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Piano Bechstein Upright N/A Neumann KM184 
(x2) 

Toft ATC-2 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Dinosaur Park 
Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Guitars, Piano, Synths, Vocals 

  Eugene Shields:  Bass Guitar 

  Mac Te Ngahue:  Drums 

 
Table 32. Session Information; 'Dinosaur Park'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

20, 27 May 2014 
3 June 2014 
13, 14, 15 July 2014 
11 December 2014 
13, 20 August 2015 

Title Dinosaur Park Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin, Stephen Stedman 
Rec. 
Console 

SSL C200 HD/64 
Avid C24 

Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 
 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 
Logic Pro 9 

 
Table 33. Additional Information; 'Dinosaur Park'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums DW Drum Kit 
Zildjian K Cymbals 

N/A Kick 1: Electro Voice 
RE20 
Kick 2: Neumann U67 
Snare Top: Audix i5 
Snare Under: Heil 
PR22 
Rack Tom: Heil PR30 
Floor Tom: Heil PR30 
Hi Hats: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 1: Royer 121 
OH 2: Royer 121 
OH 3: Coles 4038 

SSL C200 
 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 

Tambourine Tambourine N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Shakers Shakers N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Bass Guitar 1972 Fender 

Precision 
Ampeg B15N Shure SM7B 

D.I. 
Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Acoustic Guitar 
(doubletracked) 

Maton 325C N/A Neumann TLM 102 (x2) 
Neck 
Bridge 

 
Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Acoustic Guitar 2 Maton 325C N/A Neumann KM184 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Electric Guitar 2010 Fender 

Stratocaster 
Leslie Rotating 
Speaker 

Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synthesiser 1 iPad (Garageband, 
50s Sci-Fi lead synth 
patch) 

Mesa Boogie F-
50 

Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synthesiser 2 MIDI Keyboard 
Arturia Jupiter-8 V2 
soft synth 

Mesa Boogie 
Mark I 

Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Piano  Bechstein Upright N/A Neumann KM184 (x2) Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Vocals N/A N/A AKG C414B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Aerial Tour Instrumental 
Composer: Brad Martin, Manson Wright 

Lyricist: N/A 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Bass Guitar, Drums, Guitars, 

  Manson Wright:  Hang Drum 

 
Table 34. Session Information; 'Aerial Tour Instrumental'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

14, 15, 16 July 2014 

Title Hang Drum Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

 
Table 35. Additional Information; 'Aerial Tour Instrumental'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A SE4400 Toft ATC-2 

Bass Guitar G&L Ampeg B15N Shure SM7B 
D.I. 

Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Acoustic Guitar Maton 325C N/A Neumann TLM 102 (x2) Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Toft ATC-2 

Hang Drum Hang Drum N/A Over: Neumann TLM 102 
(x2) 
Under: SE4400 (x2) 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Toft ATC-2 
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Bluebird 
Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:  Bass Guitar, Guitars, Synths, Vocals 

  Mac Te Ngahue: Drums 

 
Table 36. Session Information; 'Bluebird'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

4 February 2016 
19, 21 April 2016 
21 June 2016 

Title Mellotron Song Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

 
Table 37. Additional Information; 'Bluebird'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick 1: Yamaha 
Subkick 
Kick 2: AKG D112 
Snare: Shure SM57 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2: Neumann 
KM184 

 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 

Bass Guitar G&L Ashdown EVOIII500 AKG D112 
AKG C414B 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Acoustic Guitar Maton 325C N/A AKG C414B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Electric Guitar 1990 Gibson Les 

Paul Custom 
Mega Boogie F-50 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Piano Bechstein Upright N/A AKG C414B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Synthesisers 
(Mellotron Strings, 
Flutes, Cellos) 

MIDI Keyboard 
Logic Pro X  

Vox AC30 AKG C414B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Astronaut 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:  Guitars, Percussion, Vocals 

 
Table 38. Session Information; 'Astronaut'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

3,8 July 2016 

Title Astronaut Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

 
Table 39. Additional Information; 'Astronaut'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Shaker 1978 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Mesa Boogie Mark 1 Shure SM57 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Acoustic Guitars Maton 325C N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Electric Guitar 
(Chorus) 

1978 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Mesa Boogie Mark 1 Shure SM57 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Slide Guitar 1978 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Mesa Boogie Mark 1 Shure SM57 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Bowler Hats 

Composer:  Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin  

Personnel:  Joe Farrant:   Drums  

  Brad Martin:   Chromaharp, Bass Guitar, Drums, Guitars, 

Keyboards, Vocal 

 
Table 40. Session Information; 'Bowler Hats'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

January 2014 
4, 10 June 2014 
30 April 2015 
7 May 2015 
29 October 2015 

Title Bowler Hats Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 
 

Rec. 
DAW 

ProTools 10 
Logic Pro 9 
Logic Pro X 

Mix 
Console 

 Mix 
DAW 

 

 
Table 41. Additional Information; 'Bowler Hats' (Pt.1). 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick 1: AKG C414B  
Kick 2: Neumann 
U87  
Snare Top: Shure 
SM57 
Snare Under: Heil 
PR22 
Rack Tom: 
Sennheiser MD421II 
Floor Tom: 
Sennheiser MD421II 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2: Neumann 
KM184 
 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
C24 
C24 

Bass Guitar G&L D.I. N/A Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Acoustic Guitars Maton 325C N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Electric Guitar 1 
(arpeggiated verse, 
rhythm 4/4 verses, 
reverbed verses) 

1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Fender Twin Reverb Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synth 1 (French 
Horn) 

MIDI Keyboard 
Arturia Mini V2 

Mesa Boogie Mark I AKG C414B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synth 2 (Flute) MIDI Keyboard 
Arturia Mini V2 

Mesa Boogie Mark I AKG C414 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Chromaharp Chromaharp N/A AKG C414 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Backing Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Table 42. Additional Information; 'Bowler Hats' (Pt.2). 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Tama Drum Kit N/A Kick: AKG D112 
Snare: AKG D40 
OH 1: AKG C430 
OH 2: AKG C430 

PreSonus FP10 

Bass Guitar G&L N/A D.I. Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Electric Guitar 1990 Gibson Les 

Paul Custom 
Vox AC30 Heil PR30 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synthesiser MIDI keyboard 
Logic Pro X 

N/A N/A N/A 
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Blind Man 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Vocals, Guitars, Synths 

  Eugene Shields:  Bass Guitar 

  Mac Te Ngahue:  Drums 

 
Table 43. Session Information; 'Blind Man'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

12, 16, 17, 29 July 2014 
5 August 2014 
23 September 

Title Blind Man Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin, Stephen Stedman 
Rec. 
Console 

SSL C200 HD/64 
Avid C24 

Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

 
Table 44. Additional Information; 'Blind Man'. 

Instrument Instrument Used Amplifier Microphone Preamp 
Drums DW Drum Kit 

Zildjian K Cymbals 
N/A Kick 1: Electro Voice RE20 

Kick 2: Neumann U67 
Snare Top: Audix i5 
Snare Under: Heil PR22 
Rack Tom: Heil PR30 
Floor Tom: Heil PR30 
Hi Hats: Neumann KM184 
OH 1: Royer 121 
OH 2: Royer 121 
OH 3: Coles 4038 

SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 

Bass Guitar 1972 Fender Precision Ampeg B15N 
 
 

Shure SM7B 
D.I. 
 

Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio 
SSA 1.1 
 

Bass Guitar 
(reamped) 

1972 Fender Precision Ashdown 
Klystrom 500 + 
Line6 POD 
Tube Preamp  

Shure SM7B Toft ATC-2 

Electric Guitar 
1 

1990 Gibson Les Paul 
Custom 

Vox AC30 Neumann U67 SSL C200 

Electric Guitar 
1b 
(backwards) 

1990 Gibson Les Paul 
Custom 

Vox AC30 Neumann U67 SSL C200 

Electric Guitar 
3 
(arpeggiated) 

1990 Gibson Les Paul 
Custom 

Mesa Boogie 
F-50 

Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 

Lead Guitar 1990 Gibson Les Paul 
Custom 

Mesa Boogie 
F-50 

Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 

Acoustic Guitar 
(bridge) 

1997 Seagull S6+CW Cedar N/A Neumann TLM 49 Toft ATC-2 
(compression 
added) 

Keyboards MIDI Keyboard 
Logic Pro X 

Mesa Boogie 
F-50 

Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann TLM 102 Buzz Audio 
SSA 1.1 
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Sneaky Feeling 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Bass Guitar, Drums, Guitars, Vocals 

 
Table 45. Session Information; 'Sneaky Feeling'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

7, 21 August 2014 

Title Something Wrong Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

 
Table 46. Additional Information; 'Sneaky Feeling'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick: AKG D112 
Snare: Heil PR22 
OH 1: Sennheiser 
MD4212 
OH 2:  Heil PR30 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Toft ATC-2 
Toft ATC-2 

Bass Guitar G&L Ashdown EVOIII500 AKG D112 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Acoustic Guitar Maton 325C N/A Heil PR30 Toft ATC-2 
Electric Guitars 
(rhythm) 

1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Mesa Boogie F-50 Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 

Lead Guitars 1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Mesa Boogie F-50 Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 
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P.H.D. 
Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Joe Farrant:   Drums 

  Brad Martin:   Bass Guitar, Drums, Guitars, Vocal FX 

  Richard Strang:  Bass Guitar 

 
Table 47. Session Information; 'P.H.D.'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

January 2014 
2 ,16 September 2014 
5 July 2015 

Title P.H.D. Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Console Avid C24 DAW Pro Tools 10 

Logic Pro 9 
Logic Pro X 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 
Logic Pro X 

 
Table 48. Additional Information; 'P.H.D.'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Tama Drum Kit N/A Kick: AKG D112 
Snare: AKG D40 
OH 1: AKG C430 
OH 2: AKG C430 

PreSonus FP10 
PreSonus FP10 
PreSonus FP10 
PreSonus FP10 

Bass Guitar G&L N/A D.I. Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Bass Guitar 2 1962 Fender Jazz 

Bass 
Ashdown EVOIII500 Shure SM7B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar 1 
(distorted) 

1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Mesa Boogie F-50 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar 2 
(clean) 

1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Mesa Boogie F-50 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar 
(reversed) 

2016 Epiphone 
Casino 

Mesa Boogie F-50 AKG C414B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synth Loop Korg    
Vocal FX N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Dinner With the Wife & Kids 

Composer:  Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel:  Brad Martin:   Bass Guitar, Drums, Guitars, Synths, Vocals 

 
Table 49. Session Information; 'Dinner With the Wife & Kids'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

26 March 2015 
23 April 2015 

Title Dinner With the Wife and Kids Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Logic 9 

 
Table 50. Additional Information; 'Dinner With the Wife & Kids'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick: Heil PR48 
Snare: Heil PR22 
Rack Toms: 
Sennheiser MD421II 
Floor Tom: 
Sennheiser MD421II 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2: Neumann 
KM184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 

Bass Guitar G&L Ashdown 
EVOIII500 

Shure SM7B Toft ATC-2 

Acoustic Guitar Maton 325C N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Electric Guitar 2010 Fender 

Stratocaster 
Fender Twin 
Reverb 

Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Keyboards 
(Solina) 

MIDI Keyboard 
Arturia Solina V 

Fender Twin 
Reverb 

Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Keyboards 
(Moog Bass, FX) 

MIDI Keyboard 
Arturia Mini V2 

Fender Twin 
Reverb 

Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Vocals 
(doubletracked) 

N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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1 Monkeys 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Drums, Guitars, Vocals 

 
Table 51. Session Information; 'Monkeys'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

15 October 2015 

Title Monkey Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

 
Table 52. Additional Information; 'Monkeys'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick: Heil PR48 
Snare: Shure SM57 
Rack Tom: 
Sennheiser MD421II 
Floor Tom: 
Sennheiser MD421II 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2: Neumann 
KM184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 

Guitar 59 Artoria ‘Foreign’ 
Archtop 

Mesa Boogie F-50 Close: AKG C414 
Far: Neumann U87 
Acoustic: Neumann 
U87 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Toft ATC-2 

Lead Guitar 1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Mesa Boogie F-50 Shure SM57 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Vocals N/A N/A Shure SM57 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Naughty Step 
Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Bass Guitar, Drums, Guitars, Melodica,  

   Percussion, Synths, Vocals 

 
Table 53. Session Information; 'Naughty Step'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

19 March 2015 
2 April 2015 
11 May 2015 
13, 20 August 2015 
2 February 2017 

Title Naughty Step Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

 
Table 54. Additional Information; 'Naughty Step'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick: Heil PR48 
Snare: Heil PR22 
Rack Toms: 
Sennheiser MD421II 
Floor Tom: 
Sennheiser MD421II 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2: Neumann 
KM184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 

Percussion Mapex Rack Toms & 
Floor Tom 

N/A Rack Toms (close): 
Sennheiser MD421II 
OH 1 (close): 
Neumann KM184 
OH 2 (close): 
Neumann KM184 
OH 3 (far): Neumann 
U87 

 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Shaker Wooden Shaker N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Wood Block Wooden ‘Frog’ N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Bass Guitar G&L Ashdown EVOIII 500 Shure SM7B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Electric Guitar 1 2010 Fender 

Stratocaster 
Mesa Boogie F-50 Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar 2 2010 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Fender Twin Reverb Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar 3 2010 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Fender Twin Reverb Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar 4 
(un-amplified) 

2010 Fender 
Stratocaster 

N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar 5 
(feedback loops) 

2010 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Fender Twin Reverb Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar  
(Leslie) 

2010 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Leslie Rotating 
Speaker 

Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Instrument 
(cont.) 

Instrument 
Used (cont.) 

Amplifier 
(cont.) 

Microphone 
(cont.) 

Preamp 
(cont.) 

Melodica Yamaha 32-Key 
Melodica 

N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Keyboards 
(MiniMoog) 

MIDI Keyboard 
Arturia Mini V2 

Mesa Boogie F-50 Shure SM57 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Verse Vocals N/A N/A Neumann TLM49 
(ProTools) 
Shure SM57 (Mesa 
Amplifier) 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Chorus/Backing 
Vocals 

N/A N/A Neumann TLM49 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Speak Before I Die 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Guitars, Synths, Vocals 

  Eugene Shields:  Bass Guitar 

  Mac Te Ngahue:  Drums 

 
Table 55. Session Information; 'Speak Before I Die'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

12,15, 24, 29 July 2014 

Title Speak Before I Die Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

SSL C200 HD/64 
Avid C24 

Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

N/A Mix 
DAW 

Logic Pro X 

 
Table 56. Additional Information; 'Speak Before I Die'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums DW Drum Kit 
Zildjian K Cymbals 

N/A Kick 1: Electro Voice 
RE20 
Kick 2: Neumann U67 
Snare Top: Audix i5 
Snare Under: Heil 
PR22 
Rack Tom: Heil PR30 
Floor Tom: Heil PR30 
Hi Hats: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 1: Royer 121 
OH 2: Royer 121 
OH 3: Coles 4038 

 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 
SSL C200 

Bass Guitar 1972 Fender 
Precision 

Ampeg B15N Shure SM7B 
D.I. 

Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Bass Guitar 
(reamped) 

1972 Fender 
Precision 

Ashdown 
Klystrom 500 + 
Line6 POD Tube 
Preamp  

Shure SM7B Toft ATC-2 

Acoustic Guitar (x2) Maton 325C N/A Neumann TLM102 (x2) Toft ATC-2 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar 1  1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Orange Micro 
Crush Pix 

Neumann TLM102 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar 2 1990 Gibson Les 
Paul Custom 

Orange Micro 
Crush Pix 

Neumann TLM102 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synthesiser 1 MIDI Keyboard 
Arturia Jupiter-8 V2 

Mesa Boogie 
Mark 1 

Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synthesiser 2 MIDI Keyboard 
Arturia Wurlitzer V 

Mesa Boogie 
Mark 1 

Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann TLM102 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Ghosts 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist:  Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Bass Guitar, Drums, Guitars, Keyboards, Vocals 

 
Table 57. Session Information; 'Ghosts'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

19, 25 November 2015 
3 December 2015 

Title New Day Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Console Avid C24 DAW Pro Tools 10 

Logic Pro X 
Mix 
Console 

N/A Mix 
DAW 

Logic Pro X 

 
Table 58. Additional Information; 'Ghosts'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 
DX Snare Drum 

N/A Kick In: AKG D112 
Kick Out: Neumann 
TLM49 
Snare Top: Heil PR22 
Snare Under: Shure 
SM57 
Rack Tom: Neumann 
TLM102 
Floor Tom: Neumann 
TLM102 
OH 1: Neumann KM184 
OH 2: Neumann KM184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Buzz audio SSA 1.1 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
C24 
C24 

Bass Guitar G&L  Ashdown 
EVOIII500 

AKG D112 
Neumann TLM49  

Electric Guitar 2010 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Fender Twin 
Reverb 

Close 1: Shure SM57 
 
 
Close 2: Heil PR22 

Toft ATC-2 
(compression added) 
Toft ATC-2 
(compression added) 

Acoustic Guitar Maton 325C N/A Neumann KM184 (x2) Toft ATC-2 
Acoustic Guitar 
(Reamped) 

Maton 325C Leslie Rotating 
Speaker 

Neumann U87 
Neumann KM184 (x2) 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Toft ATC-2 
 

Harmonica Hohner Marine Band N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Main Vocals N/A N/A Shure SM57 

Heil PR22 
Toft ATC-2 
Toft ATC-2 

Backing Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Backing Vocals 
(Reamped) 

N/A Leslie Rotating 
Speaker 

Neumann U87 
Neumann KM184 (x2) 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Toft ATC-2 
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Just to Breathe 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Guitars, Melodica, Percussion, Vocals 

  Richard Strang:  Backing Vocals, Bass Guitar 

  Mac Te Ngahue:  Drums 

 
Table 59. Session Information; 'Just to Breathe'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

12 March 2015 
30 June 2015 
5, 19, 30 July 2015 

Title Just To Breathe Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

 
Table 60. Additional Information; 'Just to Breathe'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick: AKG D112 
Snare: Shure SM57 
Rack Tom: Heil 
PR30 
OH 1: Neumann 
KM184 
OH 2 : Neumann 
KM184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 

Tambourine Tambourine N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Shaker Shaker N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Bass Guitar 1962 Fender Jazz 

Bass 
Ashdown EVOIII500 Shure SM7B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Acoustic Guitar 1 Maton 325C N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Acoustic Guitar 2 
(capo) 

Maton 325C N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitars 2010 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Fender Twin Reverb Close: Heil PR30 
Far: Neumann U87 

w 

Melodica Yamaha 32-Key 
Melodica 

N/A Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Backing Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Swallow 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Sinclair McLaren: Alto Clarinet, Bassoon, Clarinet, Flute, Oboe  

  Brad Martin:  Bass Guitar, Drums, Guitars, Keyboards, Synths 

 
Table 61. Session Information; 'Swallow'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

14, 15, 16 Dec 2015 
29 April 2017 

Title Swallow Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin, Stephen 

Stedman 
Rec. 
Console 

SSL C200 HD/64 
Avid C24 

Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 
 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 
Logic Pro X 

 
Table 62. Additional Information; 'Swallow'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick: Heil PR22 
Snare: Shure SM57 
Rack Tom: 
Sennheiser MD421II 
Floor Tom: Heil PR30 

Toft ATC-2 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
Toft ATC-2 

Percussion (Bass 
Drum) 

Pipe Band Side Drum N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Percussion (Shaker) Shaker N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Bass Guitar G&L Ashdown 

EVOIII500 
Sennheiser MD421II 
Heil PR30 

Toft ATC-2 
Toft ATC-2 

Acoustic Guitars Maton 325C N/A Sennheiser MD421II 
Heil PR30 

Toft ATC-2 
Toft ATC-2 

Acoustic Guitar 
(amped) 

Maton 325C Mesa Boogie Mark 
1 

Heil PR22 
Shure SM57 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Fender Rhodes Fender Rhodes Mark 
1 Stage Piano 

Fender Twin 
Reverb 

Royer 121 SSL 

Synthesisers MIDI Keyboard 
Logic Pro X (Tuba) 

 
Mesa Boogie Mark 
1 

 
Neumann U87 

 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

All Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Woodwind  N/A Royer 121 

Neumann U87 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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Suck It Up 
Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:  Guitars, Synths, Vocals 

  Mac Te Ngahue: Drums 

 
Table 63. Session Information; 'Suck it Up'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

20 March 2016 
19 April 2016 
19 June 2016 
10 July 2016 

Title Suck It Up Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 

 
Table 64. Additional Information; 'Suck it Up'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Drum Kit N/A Kick 1: Yamaha Subkick 
Kick 2: AKG D112 
Snare: Shure SM57 
OH 1: Neumann KM184 
OH 2: Neumann KM184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Toft ATC-2 
Toft ATC-2 
Toft ATC-2 

Acoustic Guitar Maton 325C N/A AKG C414 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Electric Guitar 1990 Gibson Les 

Paul Custom 
Mesa Boogie F-
50 

Shure SM57 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Synth Bass MIDI Keyboard 
Arturia Mini V2 

Mesa Boogie F-
50 

Shure SM57 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Piano Bechstein Upright N/A AKG C414 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Vocals N/A N/A Shure SM57 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Chorus Vocals Korg MicroKorg XL 

Plus Synth with 
Vocoder 

N/A N/A Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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I Don’t Think You Will Miss Me 

Composer: Brad Martin 

Lyricist: Brad Martin 

Personnel: Brad Martin:   Drums, Guitars, Keyboards, Vocals 

  Richard Strang:  Bass Guitar 

 
Table 65. Session Information; 'I Don't Think You Will Miss Me'. 

Artist Brad Martin Rec. 
Date 

27, 28 June 2015 

Title I Don’t Think You Will Miss Me Studio Albany St. Studios 
Producer Brad Martin Engineer Brad Martin 
Rec. 
Console 

Avid C24 Rec. 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 
Logic Pro X 

Mix 
Console 

Avid C24 Mix 
DAW 

Pro Tools 10 
Logic Pro X 

 
Table 66. Additional Information; 'I Don't Think You Will Miss Me'. 

Instrument Instrument 
Used 

Amplifier Microphone Preamp 

Drums Mapex Pro M Drum 
Kit 

N/A Kick: Heil PR48 
Snare: Heil PR22 
Rack Tom: Sennheiser 
MD421II 
Floor Tom: Sennheiser 
MD421II 
OH 1: Neumann KM184 
OH 2: Neumann KM184 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
 
Toft ATC-2 
Toft ATC-2 

Bass Guitar 1962 Fender Jazz 
Bass 

Ashdown 
EVOIII500 

Shure SM7B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Electric Guitar 2010 Fender 
Stratocaster 

Mesa Boogie 
Mark 1 

Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 
(compression added) 

Keyboards (Organ) MIDI Keyboard 
Arturia Mini V2 

Mesa Boogie 
Mark 1 

Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 

Vocals N/A N/A Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 
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Pictures of Everyday 
 

Pictures of everyday 
Things that make you read between the lines 

Inclined to investigate 
Investment opportunity 
What’s yours is mine 

I know what’s in your mind 
Prescription predicament 

 
Head turns, you look away 

I’ll remain in a recess of your mind 
Pictures of everyday 
Take your slice of life 

Be sure that you are careful with the knife 
Pictures of everyday 

 
A picture paints a thousand words 

A thousand words (x2) 
 

Pictures of everyday (x3) 
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Late Last Night 
 

Good morning world 
Let's chase away the day 
Coffee and a shave and 

Last night's bill's been paid 
She'll never know 

 
Scan the papers on the table 

Then you’re in the street 
Hey…That grocery store wasn't there before 

 
It’s another place for the folks to meet 

When they're dead on their feet 
Everybody's fussing, got a lot on their minds 

As they leave their late last night behind 
 

…She’ll never know 
What was it that I 

Had to remember again? 
Hey…That hotel wasn't there before... 

 
It’s another place for the folks to meet 

When they're dead on their feet 
Everybody's buzzing, got a lot on their minds 

As they leave their late last night behind 
 

…morning world 
Let's chase away the day... 
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Mr. Straight 
 

“Sorry, but it's not a good time” mutters Mr. Straight 
“I guess I shouldn't make them wait, I better not be late” 

Double doors and lengthy hallways 
Always one behind 

Never has a chance to unwind does Mr. Straight 
Never has a chance to unwind 

 
Moved to the city his eyes on the prize 
Lubricates climbing with little white lies 

He'll walk right through if you don't move out of the way 
No thoughts of shopping or paying the bills 
‘Cos he wants to be like the folks on the hill 
Looks right through you and quickly says, 

 
“Sorry, but it's not a good time, I'm Mr. Straight" 

“I guess I shouldn't make them wait, I better not be late” 
Stock exchange and dollars always 

Playing on his mind 
Never has a chance to unwind does Mr. Straight 

He never has a chance to unwind 
 

He'll double-cross, lie, cheat 
He'll rob you all blind 

Be sure not to leave any breadcrumbs behind 
Walk all over you, then he'll say 

 
"Sorry, but it's not a good time, I'm Mr. Straight” 

“I guess I shouldn't make them wait, I better not be late..." 
"Sorry, but it's not a good time" mutters Mr. Straight 

"I guess I shouldn't make them wait" 
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Breaking Butterflies 
 

Look through the keyhole 
I think you’ll agree 

That we’ve got them working like 
Machinery 

On auto-pilot, on cruise control 
Heads above the parapet 

Will be the first to roll 
 

We’ll make them think 
That their keeping it real 

We’re breaking butterflies 
On a wheel 

 
Rush hour mornings 

Time to punch in 
The factories have shop facades 

People are machines 
Corporation t-shirt 

Monkey suit and a leash 
They’re keeping on keeping on 

They don’t miss a beat 
 

We’ll make them think 
They’re keeping it real 

We’re breaking butterflies 
On a wheel 
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Election Year Waltz 
 

A contradiction in terms, the shine on the surface 
Scratch the top layer to reveal your true purpose 

You're a national puppet, a grace fall deserves you 
You barely remember the time and the place 

When you were just a face in the crowd 
 

You're a smiling assassin who'll teach us a lesson 
About working your way through the ranks in the banks 

Yes, you are the big cheese who just does what he pleases 
But you still don't remember 

The times that your face defied 
All that was hidden inside 

 
You drink cups of tea as you play the queen bee 

Selling your honey just to count your quick money 
And we all stand in line 

Just to vote for your kind once again...and again 
 

So, take all your partners and spin them around 
As you dance the election year waltz. 

 
You keep all your secrets locked up in your cabinet 
If released to the public your decline would be rapid 

You keep all your feelings wrapped up in your smugness 
And you still don't remember 

The time that your face defied 
All that was hidden inside 

 
You drink cups of tea as you play the queen bee 

Selling your honey just to count your quick money 
And we all stand in line 

Just to vote for your kind once again...and again 
 

So, take all your partners and spin them around (x3) 
as you dance the election year waltz. 
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That’s Infotainment! 
 

Good evening one, good evening all 
We’re here to infotain, to hold you in thrall 

And we’ll be scattering facts amongst acts to attract you 
This isn’t just a portmanteau 

It’s your six o’clock variety show 
We’ve got celebrity news 

Followed by some war in Iraq 
 

That’s Infotainment! 
 

So, dig deeper if you’re looking for more 
We’re more concerned with the ratings war 

We’ll make you feel good 
You’ll only learn what you should 
It doesn’t matter if it’s newsworthy 

If it entertains we’re prepared to get dirty 
We’ve got new of the world 
We’ve got good looking girls 

 
That’s Infotainment! 

 
We’ll keep you in the dark 

You’ll know just what you need to know 
Be sure to tune in to the show again 
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ADHD 
 

Are… 
Are you happy with the skin? 

The skin you put me in 
The skin you put me in 

And do… 
Do you not recognise 

That it’s tight around the collar 
Tight around the collar 

 
Is… 

Is this the way that you want to be? 
Do you not recognise 

Or even realise? 
And is… 

Is this a place where you want to be? 
Where you make another dollar, 

Make another dollar? 
 

Now… 
Now that you are going to die 

You finally recognise 
Finally realise 

That It’s time to admit that you made it up 
‘Cos you’re hot under the collar 

Hot under the collar 
 

Take some attention deficiency 
Mix in hyperactivity 

Some Disorder if you please 
So, let’s label this disease 
With an A, D, an H and D 
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Anna G. 
 

Anna G, Anna G 
Anna G, Anna G 

Anna G, Anna G (x2) 
 

You got me mixed up muddled up 
Out of order it’s a cover up 

Sweet Anna G 
What was at the start is at the end 

Enough to drive a man around the bend 
Sweet Anna G 

 
Anna G, Anna G 
Anna G, Anna G 

Anna G, Anna G (x2) 
 

Sweet Anna G 
She’ll cover up what you see 

Sweet Anna G 
Sweet Anna G 

She made a fool out of me 
Sweet Anna G 

 
Anna G, Anna G 
Anna G, Anna G 
Anna G, Anna G 
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Real Friends 
 

She's sitting there waiting 
She's been waiting this long 

Played through it so many times 
Like her favourite song 

Tried online dating 
But something went wrong 

 
Clock touches 5pm 

He washes his hands 
Calloused and broken lines 

He does what he can 
Microwave dinners 
He plugs himself in 

And looks for somebody else 
Somebody else 

 
We'd go walking in the sun 

 
She waits at the window 

He walks to the gate 
"Should introduce myself one day..." 
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To Be Frank 
 

Frank was fine when he got up on time in the morning 
Regimented routine 

He went to the war to help settle the score in the forties 
In the navy he'd been 

He sailed across the sea 
Made a new life in the antipodes 

 
He met an ex-wren who married again, he was happy 

She was the girl of his dreams 
He built them a home they could call their own on the hilltops 

Life was good so it seemed 
When he danced with Joy 

He felt like a little boy again 
 

Frank, he loved her 
But she took herself away too soon 

He missed the signs 
 

Frank was lost so he shifted his lot to the country 
where he lived till he died 

He was a fisherman's friend all the way to the end, made him happy 
Held his memories inside 

When he'd danced with Joy 
He'd felt like a little boy again 

 
Frank, he loved her 

But she took herself away too soon 
He missed her 

Frank, he loved her 
But she took herself away too soon 

He missed the signs 
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Obituary 
 

I want to do my bit, have an obituary 
In the corner of the paper with a picture of me 

Where my words are heard 
And my words are spelt, and my words are felt 

When my cards are dealt 
 

I want to be the subject of a motion picture 
Where a famous director makes a star out of me 
And my words are heard, and my words are felt 

And my words are seen, but it’s just a dream 
Yeah, it’s just a dream 

 
Good morning lethargy 

Wash over me (x2) 
 

I want to do my bit to change the world 
To play my part for the boys and girls 

And my words are heard, and my words are felt 
And my words are seen, but it’s just a dream 

Yeah, it’s just a dream 
 

I want to do my bit, have an obituary 
In the corner of the paper with a picture of me 

Where my words are heard 
And my words are spelt, and my words are felt 
And my words are seen, but it’s just a dream 

Yeah, it’s just a dream 
 

Good morning lethargy 
Wash over me (x2) 

‘Cos it’s just a dream 
Yeah, it’s just a dream 
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Soma 
 

Take a little holiday 
A break from the facts 

No need for paracetamol 
No pain when you come 
Christianity and alcohol 
With none of the defects 
A break from your reality 

 
A half will take you halfway there 

A whole for the weekend 
Two takes you to the gorgeous east 

Travel with a friend 
We’ll put it in your coffee 

We’ll put it in your tea 
For eternal darkness on the moon 

We’ll serve you up with three 
 

Stability is practically assured 
We guarantee normality restored 

We’ll put it in your coffee 
We’ll put it in your tea 

A break from your reality 
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Dinosaur Park 
 

Sitting in a whale’s mouth 
In the South Dunedin summer 

Feel the misty rain upon my face 
Climbing up a spiny staircase 

Almost seeing your place 
From the top before you take me down 

 
Trying to find the woman 
Who is living in a shoe 

I think she'll know exactly what to do 
 

As I tunnel through the alps 
I ask for help from above 

You lift me up onto the top of the world 
 

In the marigold town 
It was a magical summer 

On the merry-go-round as the sun goes down 
 

Seeing pirates on the wall 
It all seems like a dream 

The greens are greener and the sky a deeper blue 
Climbing up a spiny staircase 

I see the look on your face 
At the bottom beckoning me down 

 
Swinging from a serpent 

Eating ice cream from the ark 
I'll meet you at the Dinosaur Park... 

 
In the marigold town 

It was a magical summer 
On the merry-go-round as the sun goes down 

Best be home before dark 
In the marigold town 

It was a magical summer 
On the merry-go-round as the sun goes down 

Over Dinosaur Park 
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Bluebird 
 

That song you wrote 
I know you wrote it for me 
Those words you spoke 

I know you spoke them to me 
My worst fears would be realised 

If I found it wasn’t true 
Sometimes I got so lonely 

But you had words on a wing 
I hope the shrieking of nothing 

Isn’t hurting you now 
My glass has been drained 
And I have raised it up high 

 
Climb aboard the magic spaceship 

With Mr. Jones 
He’ll take you for a ride 

 
Those words you spoke 

I know you spoke them to me 
That song you wrote 

I know you wrote it for me 
My glass has been drained 
And I have raised it up high 

I hope that now you can be free 
Like a bluebird up high 

Like a bluebird up high, oh yeah 
I hope you can be free 
Like a bluebird up high 
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Astronaut 
 

If I was an astronaut 
I’d sail to the moon 

I’d leave behind those friends of mine 
And it wouldn't be too soon 

They’d be looking out for me 
Wait for me to come around 

But I’d be gone… 
 

Because I’m not an astronaut 
Everything remains the same 
But I can go there in my mind 

And I won’t appear insane 
As long as I act naturally 

Like everything’s the same… 
 

If I was a rich man 
I could buy a red balloon 

Sail across the ocean 
And it wouldn't be too soon… 
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Bowler Hats 
 

Is it the Thompsons or is it the droogs 
That make her feel like that 

She wears her boots laced up real high 
She follows it all but she don’t like the fact 

That fashions they come 
And fashions they go 

Some clothes they make her look fat 
Some have colonisation associations 

She doesn’t like bowler hats 
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Blind Man 
 

The blind man searches a broken room 
For a black cat in the dark that isn't there 

But he still finds a way to get through 
Slowly turns but he's standing still 

Equilibrium's not working 
Falling down, falling down 

Tell the man that you've been falling down 
 

He listens but he doesn't hear 
The voice of reason 

He is unaware of a different point of view 
A no show at the science fair 

No room left on board for those ideas 
My dear, my dear 

The man he tells you everything's okay 
But you know that it takes two to crucify 

 
Tell the man that you've been falling 

But everything's okay 
(everything’s okay) 

You know that it takes two to crucify 
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Sneaky Feeling 
 

I've got a sneaky feeling that I've gone done something wrong 
But I'll dig in my heels, stand my ground and carry on 

It's the coldest it’s been in years 
Cry me a river of bitter tears 

I've got a sneaky feeling that I've gone done something wrong 
 

Behind the curtain there is someone pulling strings 
A faceless presence whose agenda goes unseen 

Manipulating deeds 
And watching history repeat 

Behind the curtain there is someone pulling strings 
 

You'd think by now you might have learned 
But you’re not going to stop until we're badly burned 

 
I've got a sneaky feeling that you've gone done something wrong 
You poke and you prod, you think the conflict makes you strong 

It's the coldest it's been in years 
Cry me a river of bitter tears 

I've got a sneaky feeling that you've gone done something wrong 
 

You'd think by now you might have learned 
But you’re not going to stop until we’re badly burned 

Nothing can be beyond your control 
You might win the war but you lose your soul 
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Dinner With the Wife & Kids 
 

You pulled into the left lane 
Moved over the right 

Piss me off 
Cos, you indicated to the left 

But moved to the right 
Swerved then corrected 
Oblivious in your tin box 

You’re lucky to be home tonight 
For dinner with the wife and kids 

 
I pulled into the left lane 
I moved over to the right 

To piss you off 
Then I indicated to the left 

But moved to the right 
Swerved then corrected 

Now you’re furious in your tin box 
And you’re lucky to be home tonight 

For dinner with the wife and kids 
Yeah, you’re lucky to be home tonight 

Home tonight… 
 

Oblivious in your tin box 
And you’re lucky to be home tonight 

For dinner with the wife and kids 
Yeah, you’re lucky to be home tonight 

Home tonight… 
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Monkeys 
 

Monkeys at the bar again 
Monkeys at the bar again 

Monkeys, the last thing you wanna serve 
 

Monkeys behind the wheel again 
Monkeys behind the wheel again 

The monkeys…who let them out of the cage? 
 

The monkey, the monkey’s got a gun 
The monkey, the monkey’s got a gun 

If you make it that easy to get 
Of course, he’s gonna get him some 
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Naughty Step 
 

You paint your face 
You know you act as if you’re going someplace 

You brush your hair 
You know you act as if you’re going somewhere 

 
No, oh no 

 
You played the game 

Shoe on the other foot then you’d do the same 
Slam the door 

It’ll be off its hinges if you do it once more 
 

No, oh no 
 

You started the war 
It’s everybody else’s fault ‘cos they broke your law 

But you take the fall 
Now your back is well and truly up against the wall 

 
Put you on the naughty step (put you on, put you on) 
Put you on the naughty step (put you on, put you on) 
Put you on the naughty step (put you on, put you on) 
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Speak Before I Die 
 

Everything's predictable 
By and large forgettable 

I hope I learn to speak before I die 
I don't know why it's come to pass 

But I'm sure that it can't last 
I hope I learn to speak before I die 

 
I've learnt the moves, I know my lines 

Been over it so many times 
I hope I learn to speak before I die 

There's discontent at the discotheque 
Because it seems there's no hope left (for dancing sheep there's no hope yet) 

So, I just hope I learn to speak before I die 
 

You just don't seem to listen anymore 
Choose the prettiest wallpaper 

That you find at the store 
So, I just hope I learn to speak before I die 

 
There's discontent at the discotheque 
Because it seems there's no hope left 

So, I just hope I learn to speak before I die 
I hope I learn to speak before I die 
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Ghosts 
 

I’m gonna get back on that horse 
And ride with all my ghosts 
Ride all through the night 

Until I reach the dawn 
Of a new day 

Where all my ghosts will melt away 
 

Stop speaking in tongues 
So one of us may understand 
A mouse caught in a wheel 

A needle in the runout groove 
Nothing’s made to last anymore 

A new way 
Seems the order of the day 

A new day will dawn 
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Just to Breathe 
 

You look more practical now 
You’re getting older 

But your soapbox has grown 
Did you do what you ought to 

 
Pull the shades down tight 

Cut the trees, put the furniture outside 
Go for a drive with the top down 

Just to breathe 
Just to breathe 

 
You look acceptable now 

You’re getting bolder 
But your torment has grown 

Did you do what you ought to 
 

Pull the shades down tight 
Cut the trees, put the furniture outside 

Go for a drive with the top down 
Just to breathe 
Just to breathe 

 
You look at peace with yourself 

You bought then sold her 
But now you’re going underground 

Like mother like daughter… 
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Swallow 
 

Made our own bed through unconscious fear 
Of forever being alone 

At the eye of our own storm 
I want to be sick, I want to get out 

 
You make it easier 
You make it easier 

You make it easier to swallow 
 

Let’s just sit, drink it in 
We’ve fallen far from the tree 

Slid on the black ice of our dreams 
Please take my hand 

Let’s carry on 
 

You make it easier 
You make it easier 

You make it easier to swallow 
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Suck It Up 
 

Everybody wants to know 
When you’re gonna lose it 

Are you just gonna sit there 
With your feet up off the carpet, 

Roll another cigarette 
Light it up and smoke it? 

Are you just gonna sit there and 
Suck it up, Suck it up? 

 
Thick-skinned motherfucker 

Water off a duck’s back 
Been fishing here for hours 

But you just don’t react 
It all just washes over you 

As if you’re in a dream 
Give us satisfaction, don’t just 

Suck it up, Suck it up 
 

Everybody wants to know 
Just how you’re getting through it 
It seems that you’re untouchable 

Either that or stupid 
You can't even feel 

When my finger’s in the wound 
You still just sit there and 

Suck it up, Suck it up 
 

You must have paid the piper well 
‘Cos if you haven't boy 

You’re going straight to hell 
Invisibility resides 

And you are festering inside 
 

Everybody wants to know 
When you’re gonna lose it (Suck it up) 
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I Don’t Think You Will Miss Me 
 

I don’t think you will miss me when I go 
And I think the tears you cry are just for show 

I think about my legacy 
But it’s all just mental bribery 

I don’t think you will miss me when I go 
 

I don’t think I will miss you when I’m gone 
I think I speak the truth even though it’s wrong 

It’s the only way that I can see 
Me being alone, of breaking free 

I don’t think I will miss you when I’m gone 
 

Release the brakes and head for 
Those future regrets 

i think you think i think the same 
 

I don’t think you will miss me when I’m gone 
And I think the tears you cry are just for show 

I think about my legacy 
But it’s all just mental bribery 

I don’t think you will miss me when I’m gone 
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1 Feb – 12 May 2014 

Recording during this period has consisted of composing and demoing new songs. 

Songs demoed include; 'The Election Year Waltz', 'Anna G.', 'Real Friends', 'Speak 

Before I Die', 'Blind Man’, and ‘Dinosaur Park’. These five songs are close to fully 

realised except for some of the lyrics. These songs will be rehearsed with Eugene 

Shields (bass guitar), and Mac Te Ngahue (drums). I am leaving room for the other 

band members to make contributions musically. At the end of this period I also have 

four other songs in the works that are yet unnamed and incomplete. The goal is to have 

at least 12-14 songs written and recorded before the end of the year. 

13 May 2014 

Spent the day in the back studio of Albany Street recording acoustic guitar parts for 

'Real Friends'. Recorded on ProTools using a Royer 121 ribbon microphone and a 

Seagull S6+CW Cedar acoustic guitar. 

20 May 2014 

Recorded acoustic guitar parts for 'Dinosaur Park' in the back studio. Recorded on 

ProTools using a Neumann KM184 condenser microphone. For the initial track the 

microphone was placed near the neck of the guitar, and for the second doubled track, it 

was placed toward the bridge. The guitar used was a Maton 325C. 

27 May 2014 

Recorded vocal tracks for 'Dinosaur Park' in the back studio using an AKG C414B as a 

microphone set to a cardioid pattern. I'm yet unsure if these will be used in the final 

recording, as this is more an exercise in arranging harmonies. This guitar and vocals 

recording will be used as a guide track for the other musicians to play to as I'm pleased 

with the 'feel' of the recording. This is also an exercise in trying out microphones that I 

have either not used before, or want to try out. 

3 June 2014 

Worked once again in the back studio. Recorded piano for 'Dinosaur Park' using the 

Bechstein upright piano in studio room G12. Recorded the piano using two Neumann 

KM184's, one set near the left-hand strings and one near the right-hand (over the top of 

the piano). Performed the verse and bridge parts on two tracks and the chorus part on 
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another two tracks to enable better control over the balance at mix-down stage. 

Performed an experimental mix at the end of the session in order to make decisions 

about the mix of guitar and piano. As the song's subject matter concerns dreaming of a 

childhood haunt, I had the desire for the song to maintain feelings of detachment to 

portray the ‘dreaming’ feel. To achieve this with the piano track I deliberately recorded 

the piano part solely to a click-track, not hearing the guitar or vocals previously 

recorded. When mixed with the previously recorded parts I feel it achieved the desired 

effect. 

4 June 2014 

I started a recording project with some local musicians in January 2014 and got as far 

as recording drums and a guide guitar before the guitarist/songwriter called the 

sessions off for personal reasons. When listening back to the drum recordings I found 

that one of them had some nice tempo variations and beat changes. I decided to strip 

off the guide guitar and use the drum track for one of my own compositions, writing a 

new song to the existing beat (with the permission of the drummer). As the recording 

was done on my own computer, I decided to experiment with using the plug-in versions 

of equipment that the Beatles used (I have access to these on my own equipment but 

not at the Albany St back studio). The drums were recorded using the 'Glyn Johns 

method', which utilises just four microphones. The drums were recorded into Logic Pro 

X with an AKG drum microphone set. The following plug-in effects were used: 

Table 67. Drum Effects ‘Bowler Hats’ 4 June 2014. 

Drum Effects 
Kick  Abbey Road Studios J37  

Abbey Road Studios REDD.37 
Abbey Road Studios RS56 EQ 
Puigchild 660 Limiter 

Snare Abbey Road Studios REDD.37 
Abbey Road Studios RS56 EQ 
Puigchild 660 Limiter 

Overhead 1 Abbey Road Studios REDD.37 
Abbey Road Studios RS56 EQ 

Overhead 2 Abbey Road Studios REDD.37 
Abbey Road Studios RS56 EQ 
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These four tracks were mixed and then sent through the J37 plug-in to give them more 

'tape distortion'. The song was named 'Filter (Dino Pt.1)' as a working title as this song 

is planned to precede 'Dinosaur Park'.232 

10 June 2014 

Recording a demo of a new composition, 'To Be Frank’ in the Albany St back studio. 

Two acoustic guitar tracks (basic doubling using the Seagull S6) were recorded first 

using a Heil PR30, one track using the side of the microphone and the other using the 

top for tonality variation. I then recorded a double-tracked acoustic slide guitar solo 

using the same guitar and microphone. Next, I recorded the vocal parts; verse double-

tracked, followed by chorus double-tracked with a single harmony. I wanted to keep the 

verse and chorus vocals separate to be able to apply different effects to each part. The 

vocals were recorded with a SE Z3300A microphone. Following this I moved a Mapex 

Pro M drum kit through to the studio and recorded a drum part. As this was only a 

demo recording I used a basic two-microphone set up; a Heil PR22 on the kick drum 

and the SE Z3300A placed over the top of the kit. Finally, I put down a bass guitar part 

using Albany Street's G&L bass guitar. This was DI'd directly through the Buzz Audio 

SSA 1.1 preamp. Compression and reverb were added to the verse vocals and a 

preset from the CLA Vocal plugin was applied to the chorus vocals. Compression and 

reverb were added to the rhythm guitar parts and the slide guitar parts (more reverb on 

these). EQ and compression were added to the drum and bass parts. Next, I 

transferred the audio files of 'Filter (Dino Pt.1)' from my laptop to the Back studio 

ProTools system. An electric guitar part was added to the end section of. For this I 

used the Gibson Les Paul Custom played through a Vox AC30 amplifier with a Line6 

Pod effects unit set to a rotating speaker effect. This was miked with a Heil PR30. 

12 – 13 July 2014 

Using the main studio at Albany Street, I spent these two days recording drum tracks 

for 'Anna G.', 'Speak Before I Die', 'Dinosaur Park', 'Election Year Waltz', 'Real Friends', 

and 'Blind Man'. The drums were played by Mac Te Ngahue. A small DW drum kit with 

Zildjian K cymbals was used consisting of kick, snare, hi-hats, single rack tom and a 

floor tom, one crash and one ride cymbal. The following microphones were used: 

                                                
232 Part of this recording was used for ‘Bowler Hats’. 
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Table 68. Drum Microphones 12-13 June 2014. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Drum (Close) Electro Voice RE20 SSL C200 
Kick Drum (Back) Neumann U67 SSL C200 
Snare (Top) Audix i5 SSL C200 
Snare (Under) Heil PR22 SSL C200 
Rack Tom  Heil PR30 SSL C200 
Floor Tom Heil PR30 SSL C200 
Hi-Hats Neumann KM 184 SSL C200 
Overhead 1 Royer 121 SSL C200 
Overhead 2 Royer 121 SSL C200 
Overhead 3 Coles 4038 SSL C200 
  
'Anna G.' and 'Speak Before I Die' were recorded first. These two songs were 

deliberately recorded without setting up a click-track to allow them to sound as 'live' as 

possible. As I play in bands regularly with Mac, I know that as a drummer he likes a 

performance to 'breathe' with the timing pushing and pulling against the beat. An 

acoustic guitar was set up in the control room and fed to Mac's headphones for him to 

perform along to my playing. 'Election Year Waltz' was performed next. A click-track 

was set up for this song as it is to contain a significant amount of different 

instrumentation, some of which could need to be programmed. The same system of 

playing to the acoustic guitar was utilised. 'Blind Man' was recorded next, but a certain 

amount of planning was required for this track as I wanted the 'Rain' effect of the drums 

being played faster than the eventual recording and then slowed down to the correct 

speed. The first part of the morning of 13 July was spent running the drum track of 

'Blind Man' through a tape machine and slow it down in order to return it to the correct 

speed later. Before this was to be done though, I also wanted to replicate this method 

with a rhythm guitar. Using my Les Paul Custom through a Vox AC30 and miked with a 

Neumann U67, I recorded the guitar part two semitones up from the original key by 

using a capo (our calculations allowed for not only the reduction in speed but also for 

the change in pitch). This part was double-tracked for a 'thicker' guitar sound (also 

giving me options at mix-down time). Once this was completed the drum tracks and 

rhythm guitar tracks were recorded onto the Studer A827 tape recorder which was 

running fast. With the drums now on tape, the speed was then lowered back to normal 

and the drums recorded back onto Pro Tools. The final two songs, 'Real Friends' and 

'Dinosaur Park', already had demo recordings made that I was pleased with so these 

were loaded up in the main control room and the drum parts were recorded along with 

these demo recordings via a headphone feed. When listening back to 'Election Year 

Waltz', I decided to also slow this drum track down slightly to give the drums a darker 

tone. This was also done with the Studer A827 tape machine but no calculations were 
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needed this time as there was no melodic instrument shifting in pitch and it was purely 

aurally judged. 

14 July 2014 

All projects were saved to the Albany Street network so they could be accessed from 

the smaller back studios at Albany Street. Once the projects were accessible I re-

recorded the acoustic guitar in the bridge section of 'Real Friends' as the demo 

recordings that Mac performed to needed to be performed more tightly with the drum 

track. I then did the same to 'Dinosaur Park'. These acoustic guitar tracks were 

performed with a Maton 325C and miked with two Neumann TLM 102's, one placed by 

the guitar bridge and one by the neck. Using the same set-up, two acoustic guitar 

tracks were added to 'Anna G'. One track was performed with a capo on the fifth fret of 

the guitar to achieve a slight contrast to the standard performed guitar. Later in the day 

I had an acquaintance, Manson Wright, come in to the studio with a Hang drum. I had 

asked Manson to come into the studio and play some improvisations for me so I could 

hopefully turn something into a song. 233  I decided to mic the Hang with two 

microphones over the top and two microphones underneath the drum. This was done 

to capture the two contrasting sounds of the drum – the bassier sound of the 

underneath of the Hang and the more trebly top. The top microphones also captured 

the percussiveness of the performance. Over the top of the drum I used two Neumann 

TLM 102's, and underneath I used two SE 4400's. Manson played three different 

improvisations, performing several takes of each. I decided to use the shortest of the 

improvisations for a song but the other tracks will also be kept as they may be used for 

later projects. All songs that were to have bass guitar added to them were bounced 

down to disk and sent via email to Eugene Shields who is to play bass on the tracks. 

Eugene had been scheduled to come and perform some bass parts on the evening of 

15 July. 

15 July 2014 

I began by listening back to the hang drum piece and writing a guitar part to 

complement it. I then recorded this with the same acoustic guitar set-up as the previous 

day (Maton, Neumann TLM 102's, Toft ATC-2 and Buzz Audio SSA 1.1). Next, I added 

an electric guitar part to 'Anna G'. For this I used a Gibson Les Paul Custom plugged 
                                                
233 These recordings resulted in ‘Aerial Tour Instrumental’. 
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into a Line6 Pod effects unit and then into a Marshall JCM 25/50 amplifier. The amp 

was miked with a Neumann TLM 102. The Line6 Pod was used for a chorus effect. 

After this I recorded a vocal onto the choruses of the song primarily as a guide for the 

bass recording. I have decided to at least have guide vocals on the songs before the 

bass is recorded as I want the bass lines to be influenced by the vocal melody. Guide 

vocals were also added to 'Real Friends' and they were already added to 'Dinosaur 

Park' on 27 May. These were the first three songs to have bass added to them. Bass 

guitar recording commenced in the evening. The instrument used was a 1972 Fender 

Precision Bass Guitar and this was played through a late 1960s – early 1970s Ampeg 

B15N amplifier. The bass was both miked and DI'd to get a variety of bass signals to 

choose from, or use, on the final mix. The microphone used was a Shure SM7B. Bass 

tracks were added to 'Real Friends', 'Dinosaur Park' and 'Speak Before I Die'. 'Anna G' 

was attempted but was aborted after a few attempts, with Eugene wanting to spend 

more time working on it. 

16 July 2014 

I began by adding a bass guitar part to the Hang drum track. Albany Street's G&L bass 

guitar was used through the same bass amplifier setup used the previous evening, the 

Ampeg B15N miked with a Shure SM7B and also D.I.'d. A kick drum track was also 

recorded to blend with the bass notes and give them extra ‘punch’. For this I used the 

bass drum from the Mapex Pro M drum kit miked with a SE4400. Next, guide vocals 

were added to 'Blind Man' as Eugene was coming into the studio the following day to 

record remaining bass tracks. 

17 July 2014 

Bass tracks were added to 'Anna G', 'Blind Man' and 'Election Year Waltz' (the latter 

song's bass line had already been notated). The 1972 Fender Precision bass guitar 

was used with the bass amp and microphone setup remaining the same as the 

previous bass sessions. As this was the last studio session for a couple of weeks, all 

songs were roughly mixed and bounced to disk to enable me to listen to and evaluate 

them. 
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24 July 2014 

Performed guitar tracks on ‘Speak Before I Die’. First, I recorded two acoustic guitar 

tracks using a Maton 325C guitar miked with two Neumann TLM102’s, one positioned 

by the neck of the guitar and the other by the bridge. Next, I overdubbed two rhythm 

electric guitar parts using my Gibson Les Paul through a Orange Crush Micro Pix 

amplifier. I used such a small amp as I wanted an extremely ‘dirty’ guitar sound. The 

amp was miked with a Neumann TLM102. Vocals were then added, once again using a 

Neumann TLM102. 

29 July 2014 

Re-amped bass guitar tracks for 'Blind Man' and 'Speak Before I Die'. The D.I.'d bass 

tracks for each of these songs was sent through a Radial Re-amper and then through 

Line 6 Pod effects unit which was set to a tube preamp setting in order to distort the 

signal. This was plugged into an Ashdown EVOIII500 bass amplifier and miked with a 

Shure SM7B microphone. The idea behind this technique came from 'Think For 

Yourself' (Rubber Soul, 1965) in which the bass part was doubled using a fuzz box and 

blended with the clean bass track. Rather than performing the bass part again the D.I. 

Track was used as the second bass track.  

5 August 2014 

Over the previous few days I had been working on a guitar track for 'Blind Man' using 

Logic Pro X on my laptop. When the guitar and drum tracks were slowed down through 

the Studer A827 (13 July), I also took a copy of all drum and guitar tracks played in 

reverse. I took the backwards guitar track and loaded it up in Logic Pro X. I then 

'flipped' the track back around so that it played in the correct direction. I went through 

the track and cut the track at each chord change. Once this was done, I rearranged the 

track in the reverse order so that when I 'flipped' the track back to play in reverse it 

would play the correct sequence of chords. Using the main overhead drum track 

'flipped' to play forwards, I lined the re-reversed, correctly-ordered guitar track up 

against this. This took a little more editing and shuffling to allow for timing 

inconsistencies between the drums and new guitar track. When completed I bounced 

the guitar track to disk ready to be inserted into ProTools at Albany Street. With the 

track back in the project I blended it with the 'forward' guitar track in certain places 

throughout the song using live automation, creating a backwards guitar ‘wash’ 
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throughout the song. I then added an acoustic guitar part in bridge and chorus sections 

of the song. For this I used the Seagull S6+CW Cedar miked with a Neumann TLM 102 

through the Toft ATC-2 preamp with a little compression added. I then put some basic 

compression and equalisation on the drum tracks (more time will be spent on this at a 

later date), did another basic mix of the song, and bounced this to disk. 

7 August 2014 

Recorded a demo of a new song, 'Something Wrong'.234 I first performed a guide 

acoustic guitar track along with a click-track. For this I used the Maton 325C tuned 

down a full-step (D G C F A D) and miked with a Heil PR30 through the Toft ATC-2 

preamp with a little compression. Next, I performed a drum track using Albany Street's 

Mapex Pro M drum kit and utilising a four-microphone set-up.  

Table 69. Drum Microphones 7 August 2014. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick AKG D112 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare Heil PR22 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
OH Left Sennheiser MD4212 Toft ATC-2 
OH Right Heil PR30 Toft ATC-2 
 
Next, I added a bass guitar part using the G&L bass guitar. This was played through an 

Ashdown EVOIII500 bass amplifier and miked with an AKG D112. Finally, I recorded 

an additional acoustic guitar part using the same set-up as the guide guitar. This was 

then bounced to disk. 

12 August 2014 

Keyboard parts were added to 'Election Year Waltz'. These parts consisted of two 

harpsichord parts and a Fender Rhodes part. The actual instruments were not used as 

I wanted to try out the technique of using the keyboard sounds in my laptop as an 

instrument played through an amplifier. To do this I ran a MIDI keyboard into the laptop 

and found the sound I required. I added a Leslie speaker effect to the harpsichord 

sound using the Abbey Road Studios J37 plugin and EQ'd it using the Abbey Road 

Studios RS56 plugin. I also ran the Fender Rhodes part through the same Leslie 

speaker effect. These parts were sent out of the laptop and into a Fender Deluxe 90 

guitar amplifier. This was then miked up with a Neumann U87. 

                                                
234 This was later renamed ‘Sneaky Feeling’. 
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14 August 2014 

Added piano to 'Election Year Waltz' using the Bechstein upright piano. This was miked 

with two Neumann KM 184's (one over the bass strings and one over the treble) and a 

Neumann U87 (placed over the top of the piano). Next, I added an electric guitar part 

using the Gibson Les Paul Custom played through a Marshall JCM 25/50 amplifier. 

Finally, I recorded an acoustic guitar part in the instrumental section of the song. For 

this I used the Maton 325C guitar miked with the Neumann U87. I then performed a 

rough mix and bounced to hard disk. 

19 August 2014 

Vocals added to 'Election Year Waltz' using a Neumann U87. The verses were 

recorded first followed by the bridge sections and then the chorus sections. I chose to 

record these parts separately so they could be treated differently within the mix. To the 

chorus sections I also added a 'megaphone-type' vocal part using a small radio-mic 

attachment that was constructed by Danny Buchanan, an Albany St. technician. I 

wanted this effect in the chorus to give the impression of a MC or announcer saying, 

“...take all your partners”. Verse vocals were then added to 'Anna G.' also using the 

Neumann U87. An additional background vocal was also added using the radio-mic 

attachment previously mentioned.235  

21 August 2014 

Added backing vocals to 'Election Year Waltz' in the instrumental section of the song. A 

four-part “...oooh” harmony recorded with the Neumann U87. Bounced down to hard 

disk. Next, I added electric guitar parts to 'Something Wrong' using the Gibson Les 

Paul through a Mesa Boogie F50 combo amplifier. This was miked with the Neumann 

U87. A doubled rhythm guitar part was performed and then a lead guitar part (doubled 

at one octave apart). Vocals were then added also using the Neumann U87. 

26 August 2014 

Lead guitar parts added to 'Election Year Waltz'. For this I used my Gibson Les Paul 

Custom played through a Mesa Boogie Mark 1 combo. This was miked with the 

Neumann U87. The first part of the solo was a harmonised, clean guitar part and the 

                                                
235 This part was not used in the final mix of the song. 
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second half was a distorted guitar solo doubled an octave apart. These guitar parts 

were composed in the studio on the day. A rough mix was performed and then 

bounced to disk. After this was completed, I copied all of the individual audio files onto 

a flash-drive. The purpose of this is so I could remix the song on my laptop, utilising my 

Abbey Road plugins that are not available on the Albany St. system. I want to do this 

as a comparison to the Albany St mix. I also copied all of the 'Anna G.' and 'Dinosaur 

Park' files so I could do the same (this also allows me to do some work on the 

recordings when studio time isn't booked). 

28 August 2014 

Recorded an intro and outro for 'Anna G.' (which may or may not be used.) The intro 

consists of electric guitar recorded with the Gibson Les Paul through a Mesa Boogie F-

50 amplifier, miked with the Neumann U87. Vocals were laid over this with the same 

microphone and preamp set up. The outro consists of a piano part – a formally 

designed passage.236 

2 September 2014 

Loaded up an existing drum part that I had recorded earlier in the year (see 4 June 

entry). To this drum part, I added a repetitive, ostinato bass guitar riff. I was aiming at a 

'drone-type' song along the lines of 'Tomorrow Never Knows'. The bass was DI'd using 

the G&L bass guitar through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. The temporary title for 

the song is ‘On the Nose’.237 

4 September 2014 

First, I recorded a piano arpeggio part for 'Election Year Waltz' consisting of a small 

part at the end of the instrumental section and a part over the final chorus. Played on 

the Bechstein upright piano, this was miked with two Neumann KM184's. Instead of 

miking over the top of the piano, I removed the front panel of the piano and placed the 

mikes near the strings in order to achieve a different sound than the main body of piano 

on the song. Next, I re-recorded the 'Anna G.' outro as I had lengthened and changed 

the chord progression initially recorded. This was recorded with the same setup as the 

                                                
236 The intro was not used in the final product. The outro section was later renamed ‘Ocean’ and 

was eventually used as the second part of ‘Obituary’. 
237 This track eventually became ‘P.H.D.’. 
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previously recorded piano part for 'Election Year Waltz'. Two synth parts were added to 

the piano track; a bass part and a more atmospheric part. I once again ran a MIDI 

controller through Logic Pro X on my Macbook. Once I'd found the desired sound, this 

was routed through the patch bay and sent to a Blackstar HT Stage 60 valve amplifier 

in the next studio room. The amplifier was then miked with an SE 2200t tube 

microphone. 

5 September 2014  

Recorded drums on what is still being thought of as the 'Anna G.' outro. For this I 

utilised the 'Glyn Johns method’. The following microphones were used: 

Table 70. Drum Microphones 5 September 2014. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Heil PR48 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare Shure SM57 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
OH Left Neumann KM184 Toft ATC 2 
OH Right Neumann KM 184  Toft ATC 2 
 
Once recorded, I grouped the kick and snare drum together onto an auxiliary track, 

added reverb and compressed them heavily as I wanted them to sound distant and for 

the cymbals to have a 'swelling' effect. I left the overheads un-effected and mixed them 

in with the effected kick and snare. 

11 September 2014 

Backing vocals were added to the final chorus of 'Election Year Waltz' using a 

Neumann U87 microphone. Compression and EQ were added via the Toft ATC-2 

preamp as the vocals were recorded as I knew the exact sound I was after. The vocals 

are more 'squashed' and 'trebly' as to not conflict with the main vocal parts. Main vocal 

was routed through my laptop so the Reel ADT plugin effect could be applied. Slight 

adjustments were made to the mix (guitar solos increased in volume) before this was 

bounced to hard disk as a first master version. I wanted to post this song online before 

the NZ General Election on September 20 as this is the subject matter of the song and 

I wanted to release it publicly while it was still relevant. Next, I added a bass guitar part 

and an acoustic guitar part to the 'Anna G outro' piece. For the bass part I used the 

G&L bass DI'd through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. The acoustic guitar part 

(Maton 325C) was recorded using the Neumann U87 microphone. The track was then 

roughly mixed and bounced to disk. 
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16 September 2014 

Added a guitar part to the 'drone-like' song that was begun on 2 September (‘P.H.D.’). 

Using my Gibson Les Paul through a Mesa Boogie F-50 combo amplifier I recorded a 

feedback-style rhythm guitar part. The guitar amplifier was turned up to its full gain 

capacity while the guitar was held up close to the amplifier. The guitar was not 

strummed – chords were performed with left-hand hammering while the guitar body 

was occasionally hit with my right hand. The guitar was moved around directly in front 

of the amplifier to vary the feedback. A clean guitar melody was added after this using 

the same guitar and amplifier but on a clean setting. Finally, I added some vocal 

breathing effects. A Neumann U87 microphone was used for all parts. A bass amp 

plugin was added to the bass part, reverb added to the feedback guitar part and a 

doubler effect added to the clean guitar part. EQ was added to all tracks before this 

was roughly mixed and bounced to disk. 

23 September 2014 

Added a double-tracked guitar part to 'Blind Man' using the Gibson Les Paul run 

through Logic X on the Macbook Pro for effects. A fake Leslie sound was applied using 

the Waves/Abbey Road J37 plugin. The guitar was then routed through the Mesa 

Boogie F-50 combo and miked with the Neumann U87. A lead guitar track was added 

next. For this, the guitar was run through the Waves Kramer Tape plugin for a delay 

effect. This was also routed through the Mesa Boogie F-50 combo (but this time set to 

the distortion channel), once again miked with a Neumann U87. A keyboard part was 

added next using a ‘choral’ sound on Logic Pro X. This was sent from the laptop 

through the Mesa Boogie F-50 amplifier using the same microphone as the previously 

recorded guitar parts. A fake choral sound was used deliberately to reinforce the 

message of the song. 

11 November 2014 

Recorded a demo for a new song, 'Soma'. First, I miked up the piano with two 

Neumann KM184. The piano was recorded in three separate parts as the middle 

section of the song has a different feel and tempo than the beginning and end sections. 

Next, I recorded an acoustic guitar part (Maton 325C) followed by vocals, both using 

the Neumann U87 microphone. This recording is designed to be a guide track to be 

played back as other instruments are added (drum parts, bass, etc.). 
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13 November 2014 

Recorded a demo of another new song, 'Mr. Straight'. Double-tracked acoustic guitar 

(Maton 325C), double-tracked vocal, and a single vocal harmony were all recorded 

using a Neumann U87 microphone. 

18 November 2014 

Added electric guitar parts, bass guitar and drums to the 'Mr. Straight' demo. A Gibson 

Les Paul was played through the Mesa Boogie F-50 amplifier and miked with the 

Neumann U87 (far) and an AKG C414B (close). The G&L bass played through an 

Ashdown EVOIII500 bass amplifier was also miked with the Neumann U87. The drum 

kit used was the Mapex Pro M with the following microphones: 

Table 71. Drum Microphones 18 November 2014. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare AKG C414B Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
OH Left Neumann KM184 Toft ATC 2 
OH Right Neumann KM 184  Toft ATC 2 
 

11 December 2014 

Using a ‘50s Sci-Fi’ synth patch on my iPad, I added a synthesiser part to ‘Dinosaur 

Park’. The iPad was plugged into a Mesa Boogie F-50 amplifier and miked with the 

Neumann U87 and using the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. 

5 February 2015 

Recorded a demo version of a new song written over the summer break titled ‘ADHD’. 

First, a rhythm guitar track was recorded to a click track using a Fender Stratocaster 

through a Mesa Boogie F-50 combo, miked with two Neumann TLM49’s (one close 

miking the amp, the other approximately 3 metres back). Next, I added a drum part 

using, once again using the ‘Glyn Johns method’ and performed on the Mapex Pro M 

kit. The following microphones and preamps were used: 

Table 72. Drum Microphones 5 February 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Heil PR48 Toft ATC 2 
Snare Heil PR22 Toft ATC 2 
OH Left Neumann TLM49 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
OH Right Neumann TLM49 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
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A bass guitar track was recorded next using the G&L bass through an Ashdown 

EVOIII500 amplifier and quad box and miked with a Shure SM7B. The bass track was 

also DI’d. Additional guitar parts were then overdubbed using the same guitar setup as 

previously and finally a double-track vocal and backing vocals were added. All vocal 

parts were performed using a Neumann TLM49. This song was all performed quickly 

as its purpose is to be used as a demo for the full band to listen to in order to learn and 

re-record properly at a later date. 

12 February 2015 

First, I recorded an additional vocal part to ‘Real Friends’ using the Neumann U87 

microphone. Next, I recorded a guitar demo known at this stage simply as ‘Jazzy’. 

Once again using the Neumann U87, I overlaid several guitar parts using a Fender 

Stratocaster played through a Mesa Boogie Mark 1 combo. Using the same 

microphone, I then added a tambourine part.238 

19 February 2015 

Added drums and bass guitar to ‘Soma’. The Mapex Pro M drum kit was used with the 

following equipment: 

Table 73. Drum Microphones 19 February 2015. 

Drum Microphone  Preamp 
Kick Heil PR48 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare Heil PR22 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
OH Left Neumann KM184 Toft ATC 2 
OH Right Neumann KM184 Toft ATC 2 
 
The snare drum and all toms were played with tea towels placed on them in order to 

get a ‘Beatles-type’ drum sound (a trick used a lot by Ringo Starr and the Beatles’ 

recording team, especially during the Sgt. Pepper era). A pedal hi-hat was the only use 

of any cymbals in the song as I wanted a ‘dry’ sounding drum part. The drums were 

heavily compressed at after they were recorded. For the bass guitar part I used the 

G&L bass guitar through the Ashdown EVOIII500 amp and quad miked with the Shure 

SM7B and through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. 

                                                
238 This recording became ‘Breaking Butterflies’. 
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26 February 2015 

Added string and synth parts to ‘Soma’ using software instruments in Logic Audio 

(using my laptop as an instrument). These were played (using a MIDI keyboard) out of 

the laptop and through the Mesa Boogie F-50 combo miked with the Neumann U87. 

The parts were performed in this manner so as they were ‘warmed’ and slightly 

distorted by the valve amplifier. The tone can also be manipulated on the amp along 

with adding reverb. The microphone was placed at a distance of approximately 3 

metres away from the amp creating a slightly distant sound opposed to how the parts 

would have sounded directly inputted onto the track. 

12 March 2015 

Recorded a demo of ‘Just to Breathe’. I wrote this song in 2011 and have chosen to re-

record it with the band. This demo was recorded so that there is a guide track for the 

other musicians to play along with. Two acoustic guitar parts were performed using my 

Maton 325C miked with the Neumann U87. One part was recorded with a capo at the 

7th fret of the guitar. I then added a guide double tracked vocal part and my ideas for 

vocal harmonies (all vocal parts used the same mic/preamp setup as the guitar parts). I 

then added a bass part (G&L bass, Ashdown EVOIII500, Neumann U87) and a shaker 

and tambourine (Neumann U87). The bass and percussion parts were an exercise in 

trying things out and seeing how they would sound. These parts may or may not 

feature in the final recorded song. 

19 March 2015 

Began recording a new composition entitled ‘Curfew’.239 First, I recorded a guide 

rhythm guitar part using a Fender Stratocaster through a Mesa Boogie F-50 combo, 

miked with the Neumann U87. The microphone was placed at approximately 3 metres 

away from the amplifier which was turned up very loud so to achieve a naturally 

overdriven sound. Next, I recorded a percussion part which utilised the two rack toms 

and the floor tom of the Mapex Pro M drum kit. Two Neumann KM184’s were used as 

close overhead microphones, the Neumann U87 was used as a distant overhead, and 

a Sennheiser MD421II was used as a close microphone over the two rack toms. The 

following preamps were used: 

                                                
239 This recording became ‘Naughty Step’. 
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Table 74. Percussion Microphone Preamps 19 March 2015. 

Microphone Preamp 
Neumann KM184 Toft ATC 2 
Neumann KM184 Toft ATC 2 
Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Sennheiser MD421II Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 

26 March 2015 

Recorded a new song called ‘Dinner With the Wife & Kids’. Began with an acoustic 

guitar track played to a click track. For this I used the Maton 325C miked with the 

Neumann U87. Next, I performed an electric guitar part using a Fender Stratocaster 

played through a Fender Twin amplifier. This was also miked with the Neumann U87 

with the microphone at a distance of about 3 metres in order to capture some 

ambience. Synthesiser parts were performed next using software synths in my laptop. 

These were run through the Fender Twin and the same microphone setup was used 

from the electric guitar part. The synths used were made by Arturia and are software 

versions of vintage analogue synths. One of the parts used a patch on a Solina V synth 

called ‘air strings’, and the other part was performed using a Mini Moog bass patch (KU 

3os Bass). A drum part was recorded next using the Mapex Pro M drum kit. The 

following equipment was used: 

Table 75. Drum Microphones 26 March 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Heil PR48 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare Heil PR22 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Tom 1 Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC 2 
Tom 2 Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC 2 
OH Left Neumann KM184 Toft ATC 2 
OH Right Neumann KM184 Toft ATC 2 
 
Double tracked vocals were recorded next using the Neumann U87. All of the audio 

files were then saved to hard drive and I re-compiled the song in Logic 9 on my laptop 

so I could remix the song using my own software plugins.240 The acoustic guitar and 

Moog bass were run through the RS124 compressor plug-in. One of the main vocal 

tracks was run through a Reel ADT plug-in, the RS124 compressor, and Kramer Tape 

plugins, while the second of the double tracked vocals was run through a Lexicon 

chamber reverb to ‘distance’ it, and this was panned halfway to the right of the stereo 

spectrum. Reverb was added to the snare drum and then the whole drum kit was 
                                                
240 Logic 9 was chosen over the newer Logic Pro X as it runs 32-bit plugins rather than 64-bit. 

The Abbey Road RS124 is only available as a 32-bit plugin. 
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bussed to an auxiliary channel. On this channel was a Lexicon room reverb, the RS124 

compressor, and the J37 Tape Simulator. The J37 was used to add emulated tape 

distortion to the track. 

2 April 2015 

Continued working on ‘Curfew’. Began by adding a drum track using the Mapex drum 

kit. the following equipment was used: 

Table 76. Drum Microphones 2 April 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Heil PR48 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare Heil PR22 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Rack Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC 2 
Floor Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC 2 
OH Left Neumann KM184 Toft ATC 2 
OH Right Neumann KM184 Toft ATC 2 
 
Following this, I overdubbed a new rhythm guitar track using a Fender Stratocaster 

through a Fender twin reverb amplifier, miked with the Neumann U87. The original 

rhythm guitar part recorded on 19 March is still going to be used up to a certain place in 

the song, but I had changed the ending of the song over the last two weeks. Because 

of this, I overdubbed a second rhythm guitar part over the ending of the song to replace 

the end of the original guitar part. A bass guitar part was recorded next using a G&L 

bass guitar through the Ashdown EVOIII 500 amplifier and quad. This was miked with a 

Shure SM7B. Finally, I overdubbed another guitar part using the Fender Stratocaster 

un-amplified, with the Neumann U87 close miking the strings at the neck of the guitar. 

When this is overlaid on the amplified guitar parts, it adds a percussive crispness. This 

technique (along with the reverberated, distant toms) is influenced by Buddy Holly and 

Norman Petty’s recording of ‘Peggy Sue’ (1957).  

23 April 2015 

First, I added a bass guitar part to ‘Dinner With the Wife and Kids’ using the G&L bass 

guitar through the Ashdown EVOIII 500, miked with a Shure SM7B. Two bass tracks 

were recorded with the bass line being played an octave apart to replicate an 8-string 

bass guitar part. Next, a piano part was added to ‘Real Friends’. The Bechstein upright 

was used and was miked with two Neumann KM184’s. These were placed over top of 

the piano, one near the treble strings and one near the bass strings. 
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30 April 2015 

Began recording a new piece of music, ‘Bowler Hats’.241 For this composition, I am 

intentionally composing as I go in the studio. The first part of the song’s chord 

progression has been composed (this section reoccurs at the end of the song at an 

increased tempo) and is in a 3/4 time signature. The song then changes to a 4/4 time 

signature before returning to 3/4 at the end. The lengths of the 4/4 sections were 

decided on and a guide guitar was recorded for the start and the ending of the song 

using the Maton 325C miked with the Neumann U87. A drum track was recorded next 

using the Mapex Pro M drum kit. The following microphones and preamps were used: 

Table 77. Drum Microphones 30 April 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick AKG 414 (close) 

Neumann U87 (far) 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

Snare Shure SM57 (over) 
Heil PR22 (under) 

Toft ATC 2 
Toft ATC 2 

Rack Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC 2 
Floor Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC 2 
OH Left Neumann KM184 C24 
OH Right Neumann KM184 C24 
 
The acoustic guitar introduction of the song was recorded next using the Maton 325C 

miked with the Neumann U87. Two identical fingerpicked parts were recorded first 

(double tracked to ‘thicken’ the sound) and a lead melody was then added. Some 

‘space-filling’ guitar chords were then added to the 4/4 section of the song. These were 

recorded so I could navigate my way through the song until I came up with ideas. 

7 May 2015 

Recorded electric guitar tracks on ‘Bowler Hats’. Firstly, a arpeggiated part was added 

to the first and final verses of the song. Next, a chord sequence was added to the 4/4 

‘drummed’ sections. Finally, two reverberated, descending lines were added to the 4/4 

‘non-drummed’ sections. All guitar parts were performed with the 1990 Gibson Les Paul 

Custom through a Fender Twin Reverb amplifier. This was miked with the Neumann 

U87 through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. 

                                                
241 Only the introduction and first verse of this recording was used in the album version of this 

song. 
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12 May 2015 

I had Mac Te Ngahue (drums) and Richard Strang (bass) come into the studio to 

record a rhythm track for ‘ADHD’. I have recently been rehearsing my compositions 

with a band in order to both perform the songs live and to practise songs for them to be 

ready to record if only a demo version had been recorded to date. I decided to perform 

the rhythm section of this song (drums, bass guitar, and rhythm guitar) together to 

capture the live energy of the song. I am hoping to record several songs in this manner 

in order to provide contrast to the songs that have been recorded in a more piecemeal 

way. The drums were recorded with the following microphones: 

Table 78. Drum Microphones 12 May 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick (in) Heil PR48 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Kick (out) Neumann U87 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare Shure SM57 (over) 

Heil PR22 (under) 
Toft ATC-2 
C24 

Rack Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC 2 
Floor Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC 2 
OH 1 Neumann KM184 C24 
OH 2 Neumann KM184 C24 
 
The bass guitar was both miked and D.I.’d. The bass used was a 1962 Fender Jazz 

Bass, played through an Ashdown EVOIII500 amplifier, miked with a Shure SM7B 

through the Toft ATC 2 preamp. A Boss Compression pedal was used also. After a 

couple of takes with guide rhythm guitar I decided to not play guitar along with the 

drums and bass as the players were doing fine without and it would eliminate any ‘spill’ 

into the microphones. At the end of the evening I had three finished takes to later 

choose from. 

14 May 2015 

First, I added a rhythm guitar track to ‘ADHD’ using a ‘59 Artoria ‘Foreign’ Archtop. This 

was miked acoustically in the control room and at the same time, a signal was sent 

through to the recording room and through a Mesa Boogie Mark 1 amplifier. The 

acoustic guitar was miked with a Neumann U87 and the amplified guitar was miked 

with a Shure SM57. A demo for a new composition, ‘Celebrity’, was also recorded.242 

An electric guitar track was recorded first using the Gibson Les Paul through the Mesa 

Boogie Mark 1 miked with the SM57. Next a drum track was added using the Mapex 

                                                
242 This song was not used in any of the three albums. 
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Pro M drum kit and two microphones; the Neumann U87 in front of the kick drum and 

the Shure SM57 on the snare. A bass guitar part was recorded directly into the Buzz 

Audio SSA 1.1. preamp. An additional guitar part was added next using the ’59 Artoria 

‘Foreign’ Archtop miked with the Neumann U87. Finally, a programmed drum beat was 

added to the start of the track. This was programmed in Logic Pro X, with the .wav file 

bounced out and then imported into the ProTools project. 

19 May 2015 

Recorded the main vocals for ‘ADHD’. I had asked Richard Strang to sing this song as I 

wanted a different voice than my own. A Neumann U87 microphone was used. This 

was double tracked manually. 

21 May 2015 

Performed guitar and vocal overdubs on ‘ADHD’. First, I performed an additional 

rhythm guitar track using the 1990 Gibson Les Paul Custom through a Marshall JCM 

25/50 combo amplifier. This was miked with three microphones; a Shure SM57 (close), 

a Neumann U87 (further back) and a Heil PR30 (at the rear of the amplifier). This set 

up was also used for the guitar solos, with a Line 6 POD being put in line for the first 

solo and a flanging effect used. All backing vocals were recorded with a Neumann U87 

microphone. 

11 June 2015 

Recorded vocal and synth parts on the song that was known as ‘Curfew’, now renamed 

‘Naughty Step’. The verse vocals were recorded first using a Neumann TLM 49. Once 

these were recorded onto ProTools, they were then routed through Logic Pro X on my 

laptop with effects added (Reel ADT) and then sent through a Mesa Boogie F-50 guitar 

amp to add overdrive. This was miked with a Shure SM57 and recorded back onto 

ProTools. The re-recorded vocal track was then blended with the original verse vocal 

recording. Chorus and backing vocals were recorded next, once again using the 

Neumann TLM 49. Two synth parts were added next over the chorus and the outro of 

the song. A MiniMoog soft synth was used for these and was run through the Mesa 

Boogie F-50, miked with the Shure SM57. 
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18 June 2015 

Worked on ‘Celebrity’, firstly recording another drum track as I was unhappy with parts 

of the first (recorded 14 May). The following microphones were used: 

Table 79. Drum Microphones 18 June 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick (in) Heil PR48 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1. 
Kick (out) Electro Voice RE20 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1. 
Snare (top) Heil PR22 Toft ATC-2 
Snare (under) Shure SM57 Toft ATC-2 
OH 1 Neumann KM184 Toft ATC-2 
OH 2 Neumann KM184 Toft ATC-2 
 
Following this, I recorded a double tracked vocal part using a Neumann U87 

microphone. 

27 June 2015 

Began recording a new song, ‘I Don’t Think You Will Miss Me’. I started by recording a 

guitar part using a Fender Stratocaster through a Mesa Boogie Mark 1 amplifier. This 

was miked with a Neumann U87 through the Toft ATC-2 preamp. As the Toft ATC-2 

has a built-in compressor, I heavily compressed the guitar as it was recorded. 

Following this, I recorded a drum part using the Mapex Pro M drum kit. The following 

microphones were used: 

Table 80. Drum Microphones 27 June 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Heil PR48 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare Heil PR22 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Rack Tom Sennheiser MD421ii Toft ATC-2 
Floor Tom Sennheiser MD421ii Toft ATC-2 
OH 1 Neumann KM184 Toft ATC-2 
OH 2 Neumann KM184 Toft ATC-2 
 

28 June 2015 

I had Richard Strang come into the studio to add bass guitar parts, firstly replacing the 

bass guitar on ‘Mr. Straight’. I had originally played this as a demo version for Richard 

to learn. A 1962 Fender Jazz Bass was played through the Ashdown EVOIII500 

amplifier. This was miked with a Shure SM7B microphone. Next, a bass line was added 

to ‘I Don’t Think You Will Miss Me’. As this is a relatively simple song, I simply charted 

the chords and Richard ran through the track several times as practice runs. We 

started recording his takes and were finally happy with the tenth take recorded. Vocals 
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were added to ‘I Don’t Think You Will Miss Me’. These were recorded with a Neumann 

U87 microphone. These were then re-routed out of ProTools and into Logic Pro on my 

laptop and effects added (Reel ADT and J37 tape saturation). The signal was then sent 

out through the Mesa Boogie Mark 1 guitar amplifier with distortion added. The amp 

was miked with a Neumann U87 and re-recorded into ProTools. This was blended with 

the original vocal track (panned left) to which EQ and reverb were added. The distorted 

signal was also doubled and slightly moved to create an extra ADT effect, a tape delay 

effect added, and panned to the right. Next, a keyboard part was added using a 

MiniMoog soft synth set to an organ patch. This was run through the Mesa Boogie 

Mark 1 and altered on the amplifier with gain and treble added to make the organ 

sound ‘older’. The amplifier was miked with a Neumann U87. 

30 June 2015 

Recorded a new bass line for ‘Just to Breathe’, with Richard Strang playing the part. An 

identical set up to 28 June was used. 

2 July 2015 

Began recording a new, as yet unnamed song (tentatively titled ‘G Riff’).243 The song is 

based on a guitar riff in a strange metre (2 bars of 4/4 + 1 bar of 3/8). I set up a click 

track to play in 4/4, at 137bpm as the drum part plays against the guitar riff by staying 

in 4/4, with the occasional bar of 2/4. Firstly, I recorded the guitar track (with the click 

track as a timekeeper) using a Fender Stratocaster through a Mesa Boogie Mark 1 

amplifier. This was miked with a Neumann U87. Once I had recorded the track once, I 

repeated the same riff, double tracking the part. Next, I recorded the drum part of the 

song. This had to be mapped out to figure out the changes as four times through the 

guitar riff equalled 9 bars of 4/4 + 1 bar of 2/4. The following microphones were used 

on the drums: 

Table 81. Drum Microphones 2 July 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Heil PR48 Toft ATC-2 
Snare Heil PR22 Toft ATC-2 
Rack Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC-2 
Floor Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC-2 
OH 1 Neumann KM184 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

                                                
243 This song was not included on any of the final albums. 
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OH 2  Neumann KM184 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
A bass guitar part was recorded next. This was D.I.’d using a G&L bass guitar and the 

Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. 

5 July 2015 

Firstly, I got Richard Strang to replace the bass on the track that is still known as ‘On 

the Nose’ (initial recordings on 2 and 16 September 2014). Richard’s Fender Jazz bass 

was played through the Ashdown EVOIII500 amplifier and miked with a Shure SM7B. 

The original bass was also kept so it could also be used in the final mix in places. 

Secondly, I had Richard sing a harmony backing vocal on ‘Just to Breathe’. A 

Neumann U87 microphone was used. 

19 July 2015 

Recorded drums for ‘Just to Breathe’ with Mac Te Ngahue performing the part. The 

following microphones were used: 

Table 82. Drum Microphones 19 July 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick AKG D112 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare Shure SM57 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Rack Tom Heil PR30 Toft ATC-2 
OH 1 Neumann KM184 Toft ATC-2 
OH 2  Neumann KM184 Toft ATC-2 
 

23 July 2015 

Recorded a melodica part on ‘Just to Breathe’ using a Yamaha 32-key melodica miked 

with a Neumann U87. The part was recorded twice (double tracked) with reverb added 

to only one of the tracks in order to maintain clarity when the two were blended. 

Following this, I re-recorded the vocals of ‘Mr. Straight’ as I had added to the lyrics (the 

first vocal recording was always a demo recording with the first verse repeated). For 

this I used a Neumann U87 microphone. The main vocal and the backing vocals were 

both manually double tracked. 

26 July 2015 

Recorded a new demo recording of “That’s Infotainment!’ consisting of electric rhythm 

guitar, acoustic guitar, lead guitar and bass. The electric guitar parts were recorded 
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with a Fender Stratocaster played through a Mesa Boogie Mark 1 amplifier. This was 

miked with the Neumann U87. The acoustic guitar was miked with the Neumann U87, 

while the bass guitar (G&L bass) was D.I.’d through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1. This 

demo was played to a click track set at 140bpm. The intention of this demo recording is 

that it is a guide only. 

30 July 2015 

Recorded electric guitar parts on ‘Just to Breathe’. These were performed using a 

Fender Stratocaster through a Fender Twin Reverb amplifier set with both reverb and 

vibrato on. The amplifier was miked closely with a Heil PR30 and at a distance with a 

Neumann U87. Next, I added percussion to ‘Naughty Step’ (shaker and woodblock) 

before recording a harmonised melodica part. All of these tracks were recorded with a 

Neumann U87 microphone. 

13 August 2015 

Recorded additional guitar overdubs on 'Naughty Step' and 'Dinosaur Park' using a 

Fender Stratocaster through a Leslie rotating speaker. This was miked with a Neumann 

U87. Next, I recorded some random guitar feedback, created by using the Fender 

Stratocaster run through a Boss Overdrive pedal. This was played through a Fender 

Twin Reverb amplifier and miked with a Neumann U87. The recording of the guitar 

feedback was then edited into small sections and then randomly put back together to 

create a guitar feedback 'wash'. Using volume and pan automation, this was placed in 

sections of 'Naughty Step'. The idea for this came from the 'carnival' section of 'Being 

For the Benefit of Mr Kite'. 

20 August 2015 

Performed overdubs on ‘Dinosaur Park’ and ‘Speak Before I Die’. Began by putting a 

synth line on the final chorus of ‘Dinosaur Park’ using an Arturia Jupiter-8 V2 soft synth 

run through a Mesa Boogie Mark I amplifier. This was miked with a Neumann U87. 

Using the same microphone and preamp setup, I next recorded percussion on the 

same track (2 shaker parts and a tambourine part). I then recorded a double tracked 

synth solo on ‘Speak Before I Die’ (using the same setup as before), the first track 

using the Arturia Jupiter-8 V2 soft synth and the second using an Arturia Wurlitzer V 

soft synth.  
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25 August 2015 

Recorded a drum track for a new song tentatively entitled ‘Wind Up’.244 This was 

recorded in a practice room at John McGlashan College with drummer, Noah Linscott, 

playing a Pearl drum kit.  A programmed drum beat was used as a guide/click track. 

The following microphones were used: 

Table 83. Drum Microphones 25 August 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Shure Beta 52A 

Yamaha Subkick 
PreSonus FP10 
PreSonus FP10 

Snare Shure SM57 PreSonus FP10 
Rack Tom Shure SM57 PreSonus FP10 
Floor Tom Shure SM57 PreSonus FP10 
OH1 Behringer C-2 PreSonus FP10 
OH2 Behringer C-2 PreSonus FP10 
 

27 August 2015 

Working in Albany St back studios again, I began by adding piano tracks to ‘Wind Up’. 

A bass part, a treble part and an overdubbed middle and end section were recorded. 

Bass and treble parts were recorded separately as to allow the parts to be panned to 

different parts of the mix. An AKG C414 microphone was used to record the Bechstein 

upright piano. Next, I added a bass guitar part using the G&L bass guitar. This was 

D.I.’d using the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. I then began recording another new 

composition called ‘Very Remote Control’ on the piano.245 This was done in three 

different recordings as the tempo of the song changes in the middle section, and the 

middle section fades out as the end section begins. This was recorded with the same 

setup as the previous piano recording. Bass guitar was added using the G&L bass 

guitar D.I.’d through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. 

29 August 2015 

By isolating the drum tracks recorded on 25 August at John McGlashan College, I 

began creating a new song at home by adding synthesiser parts. The song is 

                                                
244 This recording was not included on any of the final albums. 
245 This recording was not included on any of the final albums. 
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tentatively titled ‘Hidden Track’.246 Arturia soft-synths were run through a Marshall JCM 

25/50 guitar amplifier and miked with a Shure SM58.  

3 September 2015 

After setting up the same equipment used to record the piano on 27 August, I re-

recorded the final section of ‘Very Remote Control’ as this had changed 

compositionally. I had noticed that there were a few unwanted noises on the piano 

track from last week due to faults with the piano. The piano track is to act as a guide to 

add overdubs to and will be replaced at a later date. Next, I began working on the 

second section of the song. Using the AKG C414 microphone, I miked up the bass 

drum of the Mapex Pro M drum kit and recorded a bass drum track. I repeated this 

process with the bass drum of a Pearl drum kit and the floor tom of the Mapex. This 

was done to create a large, ‘tribal-sounding’ drum part. Next, once again using the AKG 

C414, I tracked a hi-hat part and then a percussion track created by slapping my legs. 

Synth parts were tracked next, using Arturia soft-synths run through a Fender Twin 

Reverb amplifier and miked with the AKG C414. 

10 September 2015 

Began by loading ‘Hidden Track’ (recorded at home, 29 August) into ProTools at 

Albany Street. Rhythm guitar parts were added to this, firstly with a Gibson Les Paul 

secondly with a Fender Stratocaster, both through a Fender Twin Reverb amplifier, 

utilising the vibrato channel of the amplifier. This was miked with a Neumann U87. A 

bass guitar part was added next using the studio’s G&L bass guitar through the 

Ashdown EVOIII500 bass amplifier. This was close miked with the Shure SM7B and 

miked further back with the Neumann U87. Both mics were run through the Toft ATC-2 

preamp, with compression added during recording to the Neumann U87 track. 

17 September 2015 

I began by adding acoustic guitar parts to ‘Very Remote Control’ using the Maton 325C. 

This was miked with a Neumann U87. The acoustic guitar was recorded in three 

sections as each section of the song had different requirements. The first section 

required a capo at the 5th fret of the guitar and the use of a pick. The capo was 

                                                
246 This recording was not included on any of the final albums. 
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removed for section two, but this part did not make use of a pick. The third section used 

a pick once again but an additional reason for needing this as a standalone part was to 

enable it to be faded in during mixdown. Next, drums were added to sections two and 

three. For the drum mic-up, I roughly used Geoff Emerick’s set-up used in 1967 with 

the addition of a room microphone. The following microphones were used: 

 

Table 84. Drum Microphones 17 September 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick AKG C414 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare (Top) Heil PR22 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare (Under) Neumann KM184 Toft ATC-2 
Hi Hats Neumann KM184 Toft ATC-2 
Rack Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC-2 
Floor Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC-2 
Room Microphone Neumann U87 C24 
 
Finally, a second bass guitar part was added over section three. This is most likely to 

be temporary. This part was D.I.’d through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. 

15 October 2015 

Recorded drum and guitar parts for a new composition, ‘Monkey’. The main guitar part 

was recorded first using a ’59 Artoria ‘Foreign’ Archtop guitar through Mesa Boogie F-

50 combo which was set to a heavily overdriven sound. The guitar was then pitch-

shifted down one octave using a Digitech Timebender foot pedal. The guitar part was 

played to a click track as I wanted to play the drum part to this. The amplifier was 

miked closely with the AKG C414 and further back with the Neumann U87 and was 

situated in a different room (G12) from where I performed (G13). The guitar was also 

miked acoustically with another Neumann U87 so that the acoustic part (at normal 

pitch) could be blended with the amplified guitar track. Drums were recorded in a 

different room (G11) and the following microphones were used: 

Table 85. Drum Microphones 15 October 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Heil PR48 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare Shure SM57 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Rack Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC-2 
Floor Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC-2 
OH 1 Neumann KM184 Toft ATC-2 
OH 2  Neumann KM184 Toft ATC-2 
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Vocals were then recorded using a Shure SM57. The same microphone was then used 

to record a lead guitar track. This was performed with the 1990 Gibson Les Paul 

Custom through the Mesa Boogie F-50. 

29 October 2015 

First, I added overdubs to the first section and final section of ‘Bowler Hats’. I have 

decided that in between these two sections, parts of the song ‘Filter’ will be used, 

making the finished song a ‘collage’ of two separate songs. These two sections are 

predominantly the same except the final section is at a faster tempo.247 All of the 

overdubs were applied to both sections (except chroma-harp). First, using the Arturia 

Minimoog soft synth, I added a bass part using a ‘french horn’ patch. This was run 

through the Mesa Boogie Mark I amplifier and miked with an AKG C414 microphone. 

This was doubled with a bass guitar part which was D.I.’d using the Buzz Audio SSA 

1.1 preamp. The G&L bass guitar was used for this overdub. Next, I went back to the 

Minimoog setup and recorded another synth part using a flute patch reminiscent of the 

‘Strawberry Fields Forever’ intro. A chroma-harp overdub was performed next (on 

section one only). This was a miked with an AKG C414. Vocals were added next. 

These consisted of a main vocal and three backing vocal parts, all using a Neumann 

U87 microphone. Once these were recorded, I sent the main vocal part out of ProTools 

and through effects plugins on my laptop (Reel ADT, compression, and J37 Tape 

Saturation) and back into ProTools. This vocal was then blended with the original 

recorded vocal. The same was then done with the backing vocals but these were mixed 

together first before being routed through the effects in order to achieve a ‘tighter’ 

sound. These were also blended with the originally recorded parts, the originals being 

panned left and the effected parts panned right. 

5 November 2015 

All of the drum and bass guitar audio files for ‘Anna G.’ were loaded into Logic Pro. 

Throughout this project I have been resisting doing too much editing of tracks, 

preferring instead to have parts played all the way through songs so that each recorded 

part was an ‘actual’ performance. I feel that this approach lets the song maintain more 

of a ‘live’ feel even though it is recorded in a piecemeal style. I had noticed that there 

were a couple of mistakes in the bass track that needed editing but as I liked the overall 
                                                
247 This second, faster section, was not eventually used in the final version of ‘Bowler Hats’. 
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‘feel’ of the recording, I didn’t want to replace it. Edits from previous sections of the 

song inserted into the sections where there had been errors. Once these mistakes had 

been corrected I inserted the remaining audio files (guitars, vocals) and remixed the 

song. 

19 November 2015 

Began recording a new song with the working title ‘New Day’.248 I started with a guide 

guitar track that may or may not be used in the finished song. This was recorded using 

the Fender Stratocaster played through the Fender Twin Reverb amplifier. This was 

miked with both a Heil PR22 and a Shure SM57 (one on each speaker of the amplifier). 

This was recorded through the Toft ATC-2 preamp with heavy compression added. The 

compression was added as this was the guitar sound that I was imagining would be 

included in the final track. Even though this may only be used as a guide track, I think 

that by having the guitar sounding as it will in the final product is important as other 

tracks will be overdubbed onto this initial track. I believe that the sound of the guitar is 

equally important to what is played on guitar when adding overdubs as it aids in 

creating the mood and feel of the song. Drums were added next with the following 

microphones used: 

Table 86. Drum Microphones 19 November 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Drum (In) AKG D112 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Kick Drum (Out) Neumann TLM 49 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare (Over) Heil PR22 Toft ATC-2 
Snare (Under) Shure SM57 Toft ATC-2 
Rack Tom Neumann TLM 102 Toft ATC-2 
Floor Tom Neumann TLM 102 Toft ATC-2 
OH 1 Neumann KM184 C24 
OH 2 Neumann KM184 C24 
 
A hi-hat part was recorded next. This was recorded separately so it could be mixed in 

isolation to the other drum parts, more like a percussion part than part of the drum kit. 

This was miked with a Heil PR22. Next, a bass guitar part was added using the studio’s 

G&L bass guitar played through the Ashdown EVOIII500 amplifier. This was miked with 

both the Neumann TLM 49 and the AKG D112 (the same two microphones that had 

miked the kick drum). Two vocal parts were then added, sung one octave apart. These 

will most likely be scrapped as time was running out and I was experimenting with the 

                                                
248 This recording became ‘Ghosts’. 
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octave idea. These were recorded with two microphones simultaneously, the Heil PR22 

and the Shure SM57. I chose to use dynamic microphones as I wanted a ‘tighter’ vocal 

sound. The song was then roughly mixed and bounced to disk. 

25 November 2015 

In Logic Pro on my laptop, I programmed a three-part MIDI cello section onto ‘New 

Day’. I also began to remix the track in Logic Pro X. 

3 December 2015 

Added overdubs to ‘New Day’. I began by recording harmonised backing vocals in the 

instrumental section of the song. For these I used the Neumann U87 through the Buzz 

Audio SSA 1.1 preamp   The three harmonised parts were all manually double tracked. 

These backing vocal parts were then mixed and sent to a single auxiliary track. The 

auxiliary track was then sent from an output to a re-amper and then to a Leslie rotating 

speaker which was miked with a Neumann U87 and two Neumann KM184 

microphones. While this was recorded back into ProTools, I manipulated the speed of 

the speaker so it went from slow to fast with each long vocal note. Next, I went through 

the same process with recording an acoustic guitar track. This was initially recorded 

with the two Neumann KM184’s, the two tracks then sent to an auxiliary track and then 

re-amped to the Leslie. The same microphone set up was used for the Leslie but this 

time the speaker was left on the fast rotating setting when recorded back into ProTools. 

This ‘leslied’ acoustic guitar track was then blended with the original acoustic guitar 

recording. Finally, a harmonica track was recorded using a Neumann U87 microphone. 

7 December 2015 

Added parts to the demo recorded on 12 February 2015 called ‘Jazzy’.249 Drums were 

added first and were performed by drummer Robbie Craigie. The following 

microphones were used: 

Table 87. Drum Microphones 7 December 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Drum (In) AKG D112 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Kick Drum (Out) Neumann TLM 49 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare (Over) Audix i5 Toft ATC-2 
                                                
249 ‘Breaking Butterflies’. 
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Snare (Under) Shure SM57 Toft ATC-2 
Rack Tom Neumann TLM 102 Toft ATC-2 
Floor Tom Neumann TLM 102 Toft ATC-2 
OH 1 Neumann KM184 C24 
OH 2 Neumann KM184 C24 
 
A bass guitar part was added next using the studio’s G&L bass guitar through the 

Ashdown EVOIII500 amplifier. This was miked with a Neumann TLM49 and a Shure 

SM7B, both through the Toft ATC-2 preamp, both with compression added during 

recording. 

8 December 2015 

Continued adding tracks to ‘Jazzy’ beginning with piano. This part was played on the 

Bechstein upright piano miked with two Neumann KM184’s through the Toft ATC-2 

preamp (with compression added at the time of recording). Vocals were added next, 

beginning with the verses. These were followed by a 3-part harmonised chorus part. I 

then added an additional main vocal over the final chorus of the song to which I also 

added a harmony part. All vocals were recorded with a Neumann U87. Once all of 

these parts were recorded, I routed all of the main vocals part (not the chorus 

harmonies) through Logic Pro on my Macbook in order to use specific plugins (Reel 

ADT, Kramer Tape, and H-EQ). These effected vocals were blended with the original 

vocal parts. Finally, I added percussion parts (double-tracked finger clicks, vibra slap) 

which were recorded with the Neumann U87. 

9 December 2015 

Decided to re-record ‘That’s Infotainment!’. I began by recording the drums with the 

following microphones: 

Table 88. Drum Microphones 9 December 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Drum (In) AKG D112 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Kick Drum (Out) Neumann TLM 49 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare (Over) Audix i5 Toft ATC-2 
Snare (Under) Heil PR22 Toft ATC-2 
Rack Tom Neumann TLM 102 Toft ATC-2 
Floor Tom Neumann TLM 102 Toft ATC-2 
OH 1 Neumann KM184 C24 
OH 2 Neumann KM184 C24 
 
Bass guitar was recorded next using the G&L bass guitar through the Ashdown 

EVOIII500 amplifier. This was miked with a Shure SM7B. Guitar tracks were recorded 

next using my Gibson Les Paul Custom through a Marshall JCM 25/50 amplifier. A 
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Boss Overdrive pedal was used in line. The Marshall was miked with an Audix i5 and a 

Heil PR22. 

10 December 2015 

Continued recording overdubs on ‘That’s Infotainment’. I began by recording a piano 

part using the Bechstein upright piano miked with two Neumann KM184 microphones. 

Vocals and backing vocals were recorded next using a Neumann U87. 

14 December 2015 

Began recording a new composition with the working title ‘Acoustic Experiment’.250 This 

title was chosen as I wanted to experiment with overlaying multiple tracks of acoustic 

guitar in the style of Phil Spector’s recordings. My Maton 325C acoustic guitar was 

miked with a Heil PR30 and a Sennheiser MD421II in addition to being run through the 

Mesa Boogie Mark 1 combo. The amplifier was miked with a Heil PR22 and a Shure 

SM57. The same part was then recorded three times and all the parts overlaid. Next, I 

recorded a drum part using the Mapex Pro M drum kit. Tea towels were placed over the 

snare drum, rack tom and floor tom in order to dampen the sound. The following 

microphones were used: 

Table 89. Drum Microphones 14 December 2015. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick Drum Heil PR22 Toft ATC-2 
Snare Shure SM57 Toft ATC-2 
Rack Tom Sennheiser MD421ii Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Floor Tom Heil PR30 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
 
Finally, a bass guitar part was recorded using the G&L bass guitar run through the 

Ashdown EVOIII500 amplifier. This was miked with a Sennheiser MD421II and a Heil 

PR30, both run through the Toft ATC-2 preamp with compression added at the time of 

recording. 

15 December 2015  

Continued to add overdubs to ‘Acoustic Experiment’. I began by putting the project on a 

flash drive and loading up the project up in Albany Street’s main studio. This was done 

in order to record the Fender Rhodes Mark 1 Stage Piano. The Fender Rhodes was run 

                                                
250 This recording became ‘Swallow’. 
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through the Fender Twin Reverb amplifier and miked with a Royer 121 ribbon 

microphone. The project was then saved back onto the flash drive and loaded back up 

in the smaller back studio. Here, I added a bass drum part using an old pipe band side 

drum. This was miked with a Neumann U87. A shaker part was added next using the 

same setup. Finally, I recorded a ‘tuba’ track using a MIDI keyboard plugged into Logic 

Pro X on my laptop. This was sent through the Mesa Boogie Mark 1 combo which was 

also miked with the Neumann U87. 

16 December 2015 

Recorded vocals onto ‘Acoustic Experiment’ (now called ‘Swallow’) using the Neumann 

U87. Two vocals, one octave apart, were recorded for the verses with the choruses 

consisting of three harmonised parts. A second three-part harmonised section was 

recorded for the final chorus. 

4 February 2016 

Began recording a new song (as yet untitled and simply called ‘Mellotron Song’).251 An 

acoustic guitar track was recorded first using my Maton 325C miked with an AKG 

C414. A piano overdub was recorded next, using the Bechstein upright piano miked 

with the AKG C414 over top. To this a series of tracks were added using samples of 

mellotron sounds. First a ‘strings’ part, second a ‘flute’, and thirdly a ‘cello’ part. These 

sounds were downloaded from premiersoundfactory.com and are authentic samples of 

mellotron sounds. I loaded these samples into Logic Pro X’s EXS24 sampler and, using 

a MIDI controller, played these through a Vox AC30 amplifier also miked with the AKG 

C414. A basic drum track was then added using only two microphones; the AKG C414 

over the top of the drum kit and an AKG D112 on the kick drum. Finally, a bass guitar 

track was recorded using the G&L bass guitar through the Ashdown EVOIII500 bass 

amplifier. This was miked with both the AKG C414 and the AKG D112. The bass and 

drum tracks were recorded as a guide and will be replaced at a later date by other 

players. 

                                                
251 This recording became ‘Bluebird’. 
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9 February 2016 

I decided to create a new version of a song that was recorded by a band I was formally 

involved with called ‘Runt’. The song was originally recorded (along with ten other 

album songs) over a weekend in 1995 and was originally recorded to 16-track tape. 

This particular song, ‘Schitzo’, was one that I have always felt needed more time spent 

on it.252 I thought it would be an interesting exercise toward my DMA to do this as the 

result would be a combination of analogue and digital technologies. It also fits into the 

phonography theme as it will contain elements that will have been recorded over twenty 

years apart. In the early 2000’s, the original 16-track multitracks had been digitised into 

.wav files in order to preserve them in case they were ever to be remixed. Firstly, I 

imported all the .wav files into ProTools and did a rough balance mix. I then recorded a 

keyboard part which doubles the guitar in the introduction and first verse. This 

keyboard part was a patch on Logic Pro called Turkish Oud Lute. This was performed 

with a MIDI controller and fed through a Mesa Boogie Mark 1 combo amplifier. I miked 

this with an AKG C414. 

11 February 2016 

Continued working on ‘Schitzo’. Firstly, I played a contradictory guitar part over the 

song’s ending. I performed this part with a Fender Stratocaster through a Fender Twin 

Reverb amplifier. This was miked with both a Shure SM57 and a Royer 121. Next, I 

imported the vocal track into Logic Pro X on my Macbook and applied Reel ADT, 

compression, EQ, and a slap delay to it. I bounced the track back out of Logic Pro X as 

a .wav file and imported this into the ProTools project. I then blended this effected vocal 

track with the un-effected vocal track. 

When this track was originally composed, the ending guitar section carried on into a 

second section which was never recorded. I decided that this could now be edited onto 

the end of the song so while the guitar was still set up from the previous overdub I 

began recording this part as a new project, simply entitled ‘Schitzo Ending’.253 Once 

this was done I recorded a second guitar part. Next I added a synthesiser part using 

the ‘strings’ patch of the Mellotron samples (see 4 February entry). This was played 

with a MIDI controller and was run through the Fender Twin Reverb amplifier and 

miked with the same microphones as the guitar parts. I then added a bass drum part 

                                                
252 This recording was not included on any of the final albums. 
253 This recording was not included on any of the final albums. 
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using the pipe band drum once again (see 15 December 2015 entry). This was miked 

with an AKG D112 and the Royer 121. Returning to the studio in the evening, I added 

an acoustic guitar to the track using my Maton 325C miked with the Neumann U87 and 

the Royer 121. With these microphones and preamp, I then added a shaker overdub. A 

subtle synth bass part was added next using the Arturia Oberheim SEM V software 

synth with MIDI controller. This was run through the Fender Twin Reverb amplifier and 

also miked with the Neumann U87 and Royer 121. Two separate tracks were recorded, 

each with a different bass patch. These were cross-faded in ProTools so that one 

sound ‘morphed’ into the other over the course of the track. The entire track was then 

roughly balanced and bounced so the I could experiment with editing ‘Schitzo’ and the 

ending together in Logic Pro X. 

7 March 2016 

Recorded the basic track for a song provisionally titled ‘Rule Terrors’.254 This is a riff-

based song that was originally composed in the late 1990s that I decided to remake. 

The parts of the song are all at different speeds, with samples used to join the sections 

together and as such, each part was recorded in a separate take. The bass line was 

recorded first in order to act as a guide for the drum track, which was recorded next. 

The bass used was the G&L bass played through the Ashdown EVOIII500 amplifier. 

This was miked with a Neumann U87 and an AKG D112. The following microphones 

were used for the drums: 

Table 90. Drum Microphones 7 March 2016. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick AKG D112 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare Shure SM57  Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Rack Tom AKG C414 Toft ATC-2 
OH Neumann U87 Toft ATC-2 
 

9 March 2016 

Continued work on ‘Rule Terrors’. First, I imported the original recording from the 1990s 

into ProTools and edited the track so that I was left with all of the original samples that 

were used (originally from a Boss sampler and then reversed). I then used these 

samples to piece together the track (see March 7 entry). Once the track was put 

together, electric guitar tracks were added using a Fender Stratocaster through a Mesa 

                                                
254 This recording was not included on any of the final albums. 
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Boogie F-50 amplifier. For one guitar track, a single chord was struck and then delayed 

with infinite feedback through a Boss Digital Delay pedal which was manipulated as the 

signal was being recorded. Guitar tracks were miked with the Neumann U87. 

15 March 2016 

Remix drums for ‘Mr Straight’. 

20 March 2016 

Recorded a demo of a new composition, ‘Suck it Up’ consisting of electric guitar, piano, 

synth bass, and drums (drums will be replaced at a later date as I was restricted by 

what microphones were in the studio at the time). A piano track was recorded first to a 

click track. This was miked with an AKG C414 through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 

preamp. Electric guitar (1990 Gibson Les Paul Custom) and synth bass were played 

through a Mega Boogie F-50 amplifier miked with a Shure SM57 through the Buzz 

Audio SSA 1.1. The acoustic guitar was miked with an AKG C414 through the Buzz 

Audio SSA 1.1. 

17 April 2016 

Recorded a guide track for a new composition, provisionally titled ‘Obituary’. Two 

acoustic guitar tracks were recorded using the Maton 325C, the first without a capo and 

the second with a capo. A vocal was then recorded and then double tracked. All parts 

were recorded with the Neumann U87 through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. 

19 April 2016 

Mac Te Ngahue came to the studio to play drums on ‘Obituary’ and replacing drum 

parts that I had previously played on ‘Mellotron Song’ and ‘Suck It Up’. 

The following microphones were used: 

Table 91. Drum Microphones 19 April 2016. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick 1 Yamaha SubKick Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Kick 2 AKG D112 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare Shure SM57 Toft ATC-2 
OH 1 Neumann KM184 Toft ATC-2 
OH 2 Neumann KM184 Toft ATC-2 
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25 April 2016 

Firstly, I added an electric guitar part to ‘Obituary’ using a 1978 Fender Stratocaster 

through the Mesa Boogie Mark 1 combo. This was miked with the Neumann U87 

through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. Next, I added a vocoder part to certain lines 

of the song using a Korg Mini Synthesiser. Finally, I added synth line to the ‘dream’ 

sections, once again using the Korg Mini Synthesiser. Both the vocoder and synth part 

were also run through the Mesa Boogie Mark 1 combo and miked with the Neumann 

U87 through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. 

19 June 2016 

‘Suck it Up’ vocals were recorded using a Shure SM57 microphone through the Buzz 

Audio SSA 1.1.  

21 June 2016 

Vocals were added to ‘Mellotron Song’ using a Neumann U87 microphone. Electric 

guitar parts were added next using a Mega Boogie F-50 amplifier. This was miked with 

the Neumann U87 through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp, as were the vocals. 

3 July 2016 

Recording a new composition entitled ‘Astronaut’. Acoustic guitar parts were recorded 

using the Maton 325C. The Neumann U87 was used through the Buzz Audio 1.1 SSA 

preamp. 

8 July 2016 

Continued work on ‘Astronaut’. Firstly, I added vocals to the existing acoustic guitar 

tracks using a Neumann U87 microphone. This vocal was then manually double 

tracked. The audio file of the first vocal was then opened in Logic Pro X on my 

Macbook where ADT and reverb was applied. This was then bounced down and re-

opened in the ProTools project. Next, a harmonised slide guitar part was added. This 

was performed on a 1978 Fender Stratocaster through a Mesa Boogie Mark 1 combo 

and miked with a Shure SM57. Another lead guitar part was then added to the second 

section of the song using the same setup. A shaker was then added once again using 

the Neumann U87. 
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10 July 2016 

Came into the studio and recorded chorus vocals onto ‘Suck it Up’ using the vocoder 

on the Korg Mini Synthesiser directly inputted into the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1. preamp. I 

then remixed the entire track and bounced it down. 

17 July 2016 

Began recording a new composition with the working title ‘Piano Song’. I began by 

recording the Piano part on the Bechstein upright piano. This was miked with two 

Neumann KM184’s without the use of a click track as I wanted a ‘free’ feel to the song 

and there is also a rallentando near the end of the song. Next, I overdubbed a guitar 

part using the 1978 Fender Stratocaster through the Leslie rotating speaker. This was 

miked with the Neumann U87. Finally, a synth part was added using the Korg mini 

synthesiser through the Mesa Boogie Mark I amplifier. This was also miked with the 

Neumann U87. All parts used the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1. preamp. 

18 July 2016 

Mac Te Ngahue came into the studio so I could get him to add backing vocals to 

‘Obituary’. For this recording, I used the Neumann U87 through the Buzz Audio SSA 

1.1. preamp. 

31 July 2016 

Mac Te Ngahue and Eugene Shields came into the studio to help me with a new 

composition, provisionally titled ‘Vitamins’.255 I wanted the rhythm track of this song to 

be performed ‘live’. The following microphones were used on the drums: 

Table 92. Drum Microphones 31 July 2016. 

Drum Microphone Preamp 
Kick AKG D112 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Snare Shure SM57 Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 
Rack Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC-2 
Floor Tom Sennheiser MD421II Toft ATC-2 
OH 1 Neumann KM184 C24 
OH 2 Neumann KM184 C24 
 
The bass, a 1972 Fender Precision performed by Eugene, was played through an 

Ashdown EVOIII500 amplifier. This was miked with a Shure SM7B through the Toft 
                                                
255 This recording became ‘Pictures of Everyday’. 
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ATC-2 preamp. The guitar, played by myself was a 1990 Gibson Les Paul Custom 

played through a Marshall JCM 25/50 combo. This was miked with a Shure SM57 

though the Toft ATC-2 preamp. Once this song was completed, we recorded one of 

Eugene’s compositions, ‘Incinerate Her’, using the exact same setup, now with Eugene 

playing guitar and myself playing bass.256 Once completed, I recorded Eugene’s lead 

vocal using the Neumann U87 through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. Next, Mac and 

I recorded a backing vocal each using the same microphone and preamp. A second 

guitar part, played by Eugene was added to the song’s choruses, using the same guitar 

setup as previously, and finally a guitar solo was added, played by me. 

31 July 2016 

Recorded vocals onto ‘Piano Song’ using the Neumann U87 through the Buzz Audio 

SSA 1.1 preamp. This song has been re-titled ‘Late Last Night’. 

28 August 2016 

Overdubs were added to ‘Vitamins’ which has now been re-titled ‘Pictures of Everyday’ 

as lyrics have now been written. Vocals were added using the Neumann U87 through 

the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. A rhythm guitar part was also added. A 1978 Fender 

Stratocaster was used and this was played through a Mesa Boogie Mark 1 combo. The 

amplifier was miked with the Neumann U87 through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. 

A piano track was also recorded using the Bechstein upright piano miked with the 

Neumann U87 through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1. 

29 September 2016 

Added piano, guitar and percussion tracks to ‘To Be Frank’ in preparation for 

varispeeding up in pitch. The Bechstein upright piano was miked with an AKG C414 

through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp and two different tracks were recorded. The 

AKG C414 through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp was also used to mike the Mesa 

Boogie F20 combo amplifier, through which an Epiphone Casino guitar was played, 

and used for two shaker tracks. 

                                                
256 This recording was not included on any of the final albums. 
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30 January 2017 

Cello was added to ‘Late Last Night’. This was performed by Johanna Brusse. An AKG 

C414 microphone was placed at roughly 25cm from the instrument’s sound hole and 

this was run through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. As the track had been recorded 

without the use of a click track, the ending section of the song proved slightly 

problematic timing-wise. To counter this, I had Johanna record five full takes. By the 

time five takes had been recorded, she had perfected the ending. Take 3 was judged 

best for the bulk of the song, whilst the ending of take 5 was edited on. 

31 January - 2 February 2017 

Over this period, I began exporting songs ready for mastering. This was required as 

songs that I had previously exported had been ‘instantly’ mastered using a preset in 

Logic Pro X so I could judge what the finished product may sound like. All tracks were 

taken back to their unmastered state. On February 2, I recorded additional backing 

vocals to ‘Naughty Step’. For this I used a Neumann U87 through the Buzz Audio SSA 

1.1 preamp. 

29 April 2017 

Recorded woodwind on ‘Late Last Night’ and ‘Swallow’. All parts were played by 

Sinclair McLaren. Clarinet and alto clarinet on ‘Late Last Night’ were played a score 

that I had prepared, whereas the parts on ‘Swallow’ were scored by Sinclair (alto 

clarinet, clarinet, oboe, bassoon, flute). All parts were miked with both a Royer 121 

ribbon microphone and a Neumann U87 condenser microphone through the Buzz 

Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. 

30 April - 18 July 2017 

This period of time was spent mastering songs and piecing albums together. I 

researched how to put a mastering software chain together and ran all songs through 

this chain making slight adjustments as each song dictated. The software chain was as 

follows; 

SSL Compressor - Linear EQ - Linear Phase Multiband Compressor - Schups 73 EQ 

(Mix Widen and Focus) - L2 Limiter 
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After the mastering process, I entered each album worth of songs into a new project in 

Logic Pro X in order to piece the albums together. This process included segueing 

songs together (cross-fading), ensuring that any gaps between songs maintained a 

sense of timing, and on occasions creating new parts to join songs with the correct 

intent. All three albums are intended to be listened to as in their entirety so gaps 

between songs are at a minimum except at the halfway point of the albums. This is so 

each half of an album represents a ‘side’ of a vinyl LP. 

18 July 2017 

Added some MIDI synthesiser parts to the ending of ‘Ocean’ using a ‘Fat Moog’ patch 

for the ending and a Mellotron ‘strings’ patch throughout the song. these parts were 

directly recorded using a MIDI keyboard. 

19 July 2017 

Worked on final overdubs for ‘Ocean’. As this is now the extended coda of ‘Obituary’ I 

decided to overdub parts that would make the two pieces more coherent. Vocals were 

added to the ending of ‘Ocean’ that re-state the line “it’s just a dream”. I also added 

more wordless vocals like those at the end of ‘Obituary’. Additional electric guitar parts 

were also recorded using my Gibson Les Paul through a Vox AC10 amplifier. All parts 

were miked with a Neumann U87 through the Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 preamp. 
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2 Hardware and Outboard Equipment 
• Solid State Logic C-200 HD/64 mixing desk. 128 channel console – 64 channel 

frame. Centuri Core (Albany St. Main Studio) 

• SSL A/D converters (Albany St. Main Studio) 

• 48 Channel SSL Stagebox (Albany St. Main Studio) 

• Dynaudio Acoustic BM6A nearfield monitor speakers (Albany St. Main Studio) 

• Dynaudio Acoustic Air 25 monitor speakers (Albany St. Main Studio) 

 The Election Year Waltz (Drums) 

 Anna G. (Drums) 

 Real Friends (Drums) 

 Dinosaur Park (Drums) 

 Blind Man (Drums, Guitar) 

 Speak Before I Die (Drums) 

 Swallow (Fender Rhodes) 

 

• Digidesign C-24 Control Surface (Albany St. Back Studio) 

• Buzz Audio SSA 1.1 Stereo Source Amplifier (Albany St. Back Studio) 

• Toft ACT-2 Stereo Preamplifier (Albany St. Back Studio) 

• Genelec 1031 midfield monitor speakers (Albany St. Back Studio) 

 All songs 

 

• Presonus FP10 Firewire Recording Interface 

 Bowler Hats (Drums) 

 P.H.D. (Drums) 

 

• Studer A827 2’’ with 24-Track Head Block 

 Blind Man (Drums, Electric Rhythm Guitar) 

 The Election Year Waltz (Drums) 
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3 Computers 
• Macintosh G-5 desktop, running OSX version 10.8.5 

• 2013 Macbook Pro (laptop) running OSX 10.9, 10.10 and 10.11 

 

4 Software 

4.1 DAWs 
• ProTools version 10.3.5 

• Logic 9 

• Logic Pro X 

 

4.2 Plugins 
The following plugins were the ones most frequently used across all recordings. 
 

4.2.1 Equalisers 
 

 
Figure 13. Waves VEQ4. 
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Figure 14. Waves SSLEQ. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 15. Waves Abbey Road Collection REDD 37-51. 
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Figure 16. Waves Abbey Road Collection TG 12345. 

 

 
Figure 17. Waves Abbey Road Collection RS56. 
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4.2.2 Compressors 
 

 
Figure 18. Waves CLA-2. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 19. Waves CLA-76. 
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Figure 20. Waves SSL Channel. 
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4.2.3 Reverbs 

 
Figure 21. Waves Abbey Road Collection Abbey Road Plates. 

 

 
Figure 22. Waves RVerb. 
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Figure 23. Waves TrueVerb. 

 
 

4.2.4 Delay Effects 
 

 
Figure 24. Waves H-Delay. 
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Figure 25. Waves Abbey Road Collection J37. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 26. Waves Kramer Tape. 
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4.2.5 Other Effects 
 

 
Figure 27. Waves EKramer Guitar. 

 

 
Figure 28. Waves CLA Effects. 
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Figure 29. Waves Abbey Road Collection Reel ADT. 

 
 

4.3 Soft Synths 
 
The following synth emulators were used in the recordings. These were always used in 

conjunction with a MIDI keyboard controller and run through valve amplifiers and miked 

up to attempt to attain a more realistic sense of space. All other synths were factory 

sounds that come with the Logic Pro X software, with one (in ‘Dinosaur Park’) coming 

from GarageBand on an iPad. Sample sounds from a Mellotron were downloaded from 

Premier Sound Factory and loaded into Logic Pro X’s EXS24 sampler. 
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Figure 30. Arturia Jupiter-8 V2. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 31. Arturia Mini V. 
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Figure 32. Arturia Solina V. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 33. Arturia Wurlitzer V. 
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5 Microphones 
The following microphones were used across all recordings. Please refer to 

Appendices A, B, and C for specific song usage. 

 

 
Figure 34. AKG C414B Condenser Microphone. 

 

 
Figure 35. AKG C430 Condenser Microphone. 
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Figure 36. AKG D40 Dynamic Microphone. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 37. AKG D112 Dynamic Microphone. 
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Figure 38. Audix i5 Dynamic Microphone. 

 
 

 
Figure 39. Coles 4038 Ribbon Microphone. 
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Figure 40. Electro Voice RE20 Dynamic Microphone. 

 
 

 
Figure 41. Heil PR22 Dynamic Microphone. 
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Figure 42. Heil PR30 Dynamic Microphone. 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 43. Heil PR48 Dynamic Microphone. 
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Figure 44. Neumann KM184 Condenser Microphones. 

 
 

 
Figure 45. Neumann TLM49 Condenser Microphone. 
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Figure 46. Neumann TLM102 Condenser Microphone. 

 
 

 
Figure 47. Neumann U87 Condenser Microphone. 
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Figure 48. Royer 121 Ribbon Microphone. 

 
 

 
Figure 49. SE2200t Tube Condenser Microphone. 
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Figure 50. SE4400a Condenser Microphone. 

 
 

 
Figure 51. SE Z3300 A Condenser Microphone. 
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Figure 52. Sennheiser MD421-II Dynamic Microphone. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 53. Shure SM7B Dynamic Microphone. 
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Figure 54. Shure SM57 Dynamic Microphone. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 55. Yamaha Subkick Low-Frequency Capture Device. 
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6 Instruments 

6.1 Guitars 
• 1990 Gibson Les Paul Custom (Electric) 

• 1978 Fender Stratocaster (Electric) 

• 2010 Fender Stratocaster (Electric) 

• 2016 Epiphone Casino (Electric) 

• ’59 Antoria ‘Foreign’ Archtop (Electric/Acoustic) 

• 1997 Seagull S6 + CW (Acoustic) 

• 2004 Maton 325c (Acoustic) 

 

6.2 Bass Guitars 
• 1962 Fender Jazz Bass 

• 1972 Fender Precision Bass 

• G&L Bass 

 

6.3 Pianos and Keyboards 
• Bechstein Upright Piano 

• Fender Rhodes Mark I Stage Piano 

• Korg MicroKorg XL Plus Synthesiser 

 

6.4 Drum Kits 
• DW Drum Kit & Zildjian K Cymbals 

• Mapex Pro M Drum Kit 

• Tama Drum Kit 
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7 Amplifiers 

7.1 Guitar Amplifiers 
• Black Star HT Stage 60 

• Fender Deluxe Combo 

• Fender 65 Twin Reverb Black Face Reissue 

• Leslie Rotating Speaker 

• Marshall JCM 25/50 

• Mesa Boogie F-50 

• Mesa Boogie Mark I 

• Orange Micro Crush Pix 

• Vox AC10 

• Vox AC30 Heritage Hand Wired 

 

7.2 Bass Amplifiers 
• Ampeg B15N 

• Ashdown EVOIII500 

• Ashdown Klystrom 500 

 
 

 

 
 


